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Abstract—The increasing intensity of digital supported inter-

action and communication stimulated by the COVID19 pan-

demic over a period of roughly two years has changed the 

perception and experiences with those new forms of interaction 

by human actors. While not being completely new, the massive 

use of the technologies made a difference for the users that lead 

to different socio-technical effects. As a result, the concept of the 

Social Accumulator (SOAC) is introduced in this paper and 

related to known concepts like Social Energy. It builds on the 

experiences from the intensified digital interactions both in 

academia and business life and should serve as an explanation 

model for the effects of digital interaction that is easy to 

understand and to apply. The SOAC should help to understand 

the processes of Knowledge Creation and Knowledge Sharing 

when being driven by digital tools, which becomes increasingly 

important in a world that transforms education and businesses 

towards a highly digitized world.  

Keywords—Digital Transformation; Social Interaction; 

 Social Energy; Higher Education; Digital Interaction; CSCW; 

Communication; Collaboration. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 In recent years, digitization and digital transformation of 

the economy and society have emerged as central topics. 

Furthermore, the global COVID-19 pandemic has acted as a 

catalyst for rapid digital transformation in many economies. 

Austria and Germany witnessed a significant real-world 

application of fully digital work experiences during this period, 

representing a large-scale implementation. In contrast, 

countries such as Sweden, Denmark, and Estonia had already 

gained extensive experience with digital transformation on a 

broad scale. These varied experiences underscore the need for 

support in navigating digital shifts and the lack of simple, 

effective frameworks for understanding the effects of digital 

transformation on cognition and social interaction.  

 This paper builds on Böhm's [1] contribution at the 2022 

eKNOW conference held in Porto, Portugal, making several 

valuable contributions extending the original content: 1) an 

expanded time-frame including 2023 promotes a shift of focus 

to post-pandemic conditions reflecting the current movement 

of organizations to use digitally supported communication; 2) 

an increased depth and breadth of theoretical foundations, as 

the SOAC concept is embedded within the theory of social 

energy, providing new insights and understanding of 

relationships between these two concepts; 3) an extension of 

potential applications of the SOAC concept in three areas. 

In terms of knowledge management, the pandemic 

situation offers a unique context for the use of information 

technology in developing knowledge intensive businesses and 

activities. Much can be gained by reflecting on experiences 

during the pandemic from the perspective of knowledge 

management considering the interactions among human users 

(mostly) using digital channels. 

 Initially, during early stages of the pandemic the technical 

challenges dominating the agendas of businesses, 

organizations and academia included improvement of 

infrastructure, availability of software systems and the 

development of necessary skills. Yet surprisingly, the 

challenges that were at first considered major barriers to 

technology adoption within the knowledge management 

community were resolved rather quickly. For example, 

collaboration challenges in the digital world were solved with 

new tools and strategies, which gained almost immediate 

acceptance, becoming the "new normal" of online interaction. 

As the duration of the pandemic extended into the second year, 

it became increasingly apparent that the new mode of digital 

interaction had unique properties resulting in both advantages 

and disadvantages.  Advantages included the ability to 

establish immediate connections between colleagues and 

peers; communication and collaboration between individuals 

and groups of all sizes was facilitated by a wide range of 

useful tools that were developed on demand as new needs, 

requirements and features were identified. Geographic 

distance and location were no longer impediments, meaning 

frustrations with travel times were non-existent. The transition 

from paper to digital in office settings became a reality, and 

its implementation lead to easier and more efficient ways of 

knowledge sharing among office staff.  Disadvantages 

included the difficulties in differentiation between working 

time and free time as boundaries became much more blurred; 

the significant increase in frequency and duration of digital 

meetings; and the shrinking availability of time slots for 

concentrated work. Despite massive use of digital 

communication tools, the individual feelings of loneliness and 

isolation increased, as informal conversation or 

communication became more difficult or simply did not occur. 

This has hindered informal knowledge exchange and will 
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continue to have a negative impact on human health and well-

being. The long-term negative effects led to a unique form of 

tiredness and exhaustion, which became known as “Zoom 

fatigue” [2]. Recent research has validated this effect in a 

study carried out in Germany [3].  

Channel reduction theory (from the German 

"Kanalreduktionstheorie") [4] assumes that remote communi-

cation generally has deficits. Recent studies identify a shift in 

relationships between communication partners. At the same 

time, new phenomenon starts to emerge: 1) Intimacy between 

communication partners can be even higher in an online 

setting, because the situation leads to a higher readiness of 

self-revelation (phenomenon: “talking to a stranger”); and 2) 

digital settings often focus only on the factual level. These 

new developments are positively received as communication 

is more efficient and less status oriented, referring to the 

disentrainment hyperpersonal model of computer mediated 

communication [5]. 

Based on the situation described above, “this rapid and 

large-scale switch from in-person to remote interactions”, had 

already been identified in the literature as remote living or 

“Telelife” [6], which emphasizes that people will collaborate 

more remotely. Given these observations, it is clear that the 

massive application of technology mediated communication 

and collaboration does not only have benefits and positive 

effects, but also drawbacks – which is to be expected in 

massive use of any technology. Therefore, the right balance 

between digital interaction and direct interaction of human 

actors is of critical importance and warrants more in-depth 

exploration and consideration.  

Direct interaction between human and digital interaction, 

in which technical means are used for the communication (e.g., 

a phone call, a chat or a video conference call) are perceived 

differently in terms of richness and cognitive load, as well as 

towards trust building and perceived interactivity. As this 

might simply be due to the fact that the channels are less rich 

[7], [8], both channels will be included in this current analysis. 

In essence, most users perceive direct interactions as more 

attractive and easier to use than digital interactions. This 

became increasingly clear during the COVID19-pandemic 

with the switch to solely digital interaction for an extended 

period of time. With this understanding in mind, it is important 

to address the questions of when and how: When to use each 

channel? How to more effectively interweave the two 

channels? 

This paper introduces the concept of the Social 

Accumulator (SOAC) as an explanation model for the digital 

interaction of human actors, focusing on both positive and 

negative effects of computer supported collaborative work 

(CSCW). By emphasizing different factors in a simple 

conceptual model, the SOAC supports the interweaving of 

digital and in-person channels during communication and 

collaboration activities.  

The paper is structured as follows: Section II provides an 

overview of the concepts of social energy; Section III 

introduces the concept of SOAC; Section IV provides an 

illustration of positive and negative characteristics effecting 

the SOAC of human actors; Section V presents application 

areas of the model, including challenges for implementation. 

The paper concludes in Section VI with a summary and an 

outlook for future research. 

II. SOCIAL ENERGY 

The concept of energy is a crucial element in 

understanding psychological well-being, yet there is no 

standard definition of energy in the body of relevant literature. 

According to Lavrusheva [9] it is often linked with vitality, 

vigor, and overall well-being. Lavrusheva has identified five 

characteristics of vitality, which are also applicable to the 

energy concept. First, vitality is subjective, reflecting the 

feeling of aliveness and energy of an individual. Therefore, 

assessing energetic or vital states depends on self-reported 

evaluations, resulting in various interpretations. Second, 

vitality is deeply tied to positivity, involving a positive 

sensation of energy [10]. This means that energy is frequently 

associated with positive experiences. Third, vitality is in an 

ongoing state of fluctuation, as it becomes depleted and 

replenished, which encourages comparison to a renewable 

resource [11], [12]. Fourth, vitality can be regulated and 

managed by individuals, which can assist in dealing 

effectively with life's challenges and improving performance 

at work [13]. Fifth, vitality includes both physical and 

psychological aspects, underscoring its comprehensive nature 

[9]. 

Klijn and colleagues [14] have also outlined four 

dimensions of “personal energy”, namely physical, emotional, 

mental and spiritual. The physical dimension pertains to 

nutrition, exercise, sleep, and overall physical health. 

Emotional energy involves positive emotions and the 

avoidance of negative emotions, contributing to feeling 

“energized”. The mental energy dimension emphasizes 

cognitive focus and maintaining a peaceful mind, similar to 

Csiksentmihalyi's flow [15]. Lastly, spiritual energy relates to 

beliefs and personal values, where feelings of meaningfulness 

lead to an energized state. 

Among the various theoretical frameworks that have been 

applied to the study of vitality, self-determination theory 

(SDT) is one that is most commonly [9]. Developed by Deci 

and Ryan in the early 1970s [10], SDT argues that individuals 

have inherent psychological needs for autonomy, competence, 

and relatedness. As explained by Ryan and Frederick [10], 

when these needs are fulfilled, individuals experience an 

increase in vitality. Autonomy involves a sense of self-

directed behavior and volition, leading to greater satisfaction, 

intrinsic motivation, and authenticity. Competence refers to 

the desire for skill development, aligning with personal values 

and interests, fostering a sense of achievement and self-

efficacy. And finally, relatedness emphasizes the importance 

of social connections and a sense of belonging, fulfilling the 

inherent need for meaningful relationships and emotional 

support. 
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In conclusion, the exploration of “energy” and “vitality” 

in psychological well-being reveals the multi-dimensional 

nature of these constructs and their interplay with individual 

and social factors. An aspect that is particularly interesting 

from the standpoint of social energy is the need for relatedness. 

Social interactions have long been recognized as energy-

consuming processes, as posited in the communicate bond, 

belong (CBB) theory, which is based on human energy 

management (HEM) [16]. HEM is guided by two principles: 

energy conservation (where individuals seek to minimize 

energy expenditure) and energy investment (where 

individuals invest energy to achieve valued goals, often with 

the intention of conserving energy in the long run) [17]. One 

of the valued goals in energy investment is the “need to belong” 

[18], which drives individuals to invest social energy in 

interactions to fulfill the desire for connection and avoid 

disconnection, ultimately resulting in feeling energized. 

One current definition of social energy, is put forward by 

Hall and Merolla who define it “as the behavioral, perceptual, 

emotional, and cognitive tasks required for engaging in social 

interactions” [19], where the level of social energy plays a 

significant role in determining the outcomes of these 

interactions. Both connecting and disconnecting socially 

demand substantial energy expenditures [20]. Interestingly, 

research has shown that individuals who feel more connected 

after a social interaction are more likely to seek solitude later 

in the same day, suggesting a need for energy recovery [20]. 

It has also been shown that repeated social interactions lead to 

the investment of more energy in relationships, resulting in 

reduced energy requirements during future interactions [21]. 

These findings support the CBB model as it maintains that 

energy recovery takes place during periods of solitude. 

Various factors influence the level of social energy 

expended during interactions. Topics of communication, 

personal interests, and characteristics of conversation partners 

all play a crucial role [20]. Interaction length also affects 

energy expenditure. 

In a separate study, Hall et al. investigated which commu-

nication media is most suitable to satisfy the need to belong 

[22]. Face-to-face interactions were found to have a primacy 

for promoting connection and avoiding disconnection. 

However, the results for video-calls were inconclusive, with 

mixed evidence for their ability to foster connecting and avoid 

disconnecting. 

In conclusion, the SOAC model, especially its focus on the 

need for relatedness, provides valuable insights into human 

energy management during social interactions. Understanding 

the dynamics of energy expenditure and recovery in social 

settings contributes to a deeper understanding of human 

behavior and well-being. 

As noted, the medium in which interaction occurs plays a 

significant role in determining the amount of social energy 

that must be expended to satisfy the need to belong (CBB) or 

the need for relatedness (SDT). The COVID-19 pandemic has 

popularized videoconferencing in unprecedented ways (both 

in terms of frequency of use and length of use). At the same 

time, there are indications that videoconferencing can be 

exhausting and often results in the opposite of feeling 

energized, culminating in the phenomenon of “Zoom fatigue”. 

Shockley et al. [23] determined that one major cause of fatigue 

lies in the way individuals present themselves through the 

camera. Self-presentation is fundamental to any form of 

interaction [24] as individuals strive to appear in a positive 

light. Self-presentation requires a high level of self-regulation 

and monitoring. Thus, it is an activity that consumes energy. 

When a person sees their own image on the screen, it leads to 

an increased use of self-evaluation [25]. Simultaneously, 

uncertainty grows, as only a small video clip is visible. Users 

continuously receive non-verbal cues that are 

incomprehensible due to the limited video frame. Perception 

of the images is only possible in 2D, and the other three senses 

are not directly engaged. Furthermore, reciprocal eye contact 

is not possible, affecting perception [26]. This results in 

uncertainty along with further increased use of self-

monitoring [27]. The use of the camera is tiring, but Bennett 

et al. [28] describe various ways to reduce this fatigue or even 

reverse it. Indeed, their research asserts that video 

conferencing can be a good way to satisfy the need to belong. 

Bennett and colleagues identified seven recommendations for 

reducing fatigue and increasing energy:  

 

1. Holding meetings earlier in the day can help to 

reduce fatigue, since they would be scheduled when 

employees are generally less tired, according to 

Hülsheger et al. [29]. Consequently, meetings as 

emotionally charged events [30] could even have a 

positive impact on the energy curve of the day [30]. 

2. Enhancing group cohesion helps to reduce fatigue 

by making participants feel more connected with 

each other and increasing interest in participating in 

meetings, thereby minimizing attention-demanding 

efforts and associated fatigue, as shown by Kaplan 

and Berman [31]. 

3. Muting the microphone during a meeting when not 

speaking can help to reduce attention and thereby 

fatigue, as proposed by Kaplan [32], since it 

minimizes distractions from background noise, 

lowering the mental effort required to maintain a 

quiet environment during the meeting. 

4. Turning the video camera on during a meeting can 

affect the sense of group belonging, as it helps a 

person to feel more connected with the other 

participants, which could reduce fatigue. 

5. Turning the video camera off during a meeting helps 

to reduce the number of visual stimuli on the screen, 

which could decrease fatigue. With the video 

camera turned off it helps a person to spend less time 

worrying about their appearance or what is 

happening in the background while enhancing the 

sense of group belonging. 

6. Breaks during and between video conferences are an 

effective way to reduce fatigue, according to Kaplan 
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[32]. These breaks provide participants with the 

opportunity to mentally disengage and switch off, 

which is of critical importance when there are no 

natural breaks occurring between meetings. 

7. Establishing group norms can reduce fatigue, as they 

eliminate uncertainties about acceptable behavior, 

thereby reducing the mental effort required by 

participants [32], [33]. Additionally, strong norms 

could enhance the sense of group belonging, helping 

to increase interest and participation in meetings, 

which could further reduce fatigue. 

 

To summarize, it can be concluded that the concept of 

social energy is a broadly researched topic that has gained new 

attention within the context of the pandemic situation and the 

massive use of digital communication channels, and has had a 

lasting impact on the way people communicate and 

collaborate with each other in both enterprise settings and 

educational settings. The ideas presented in this paper provide 

insight into the current evolution of the workplace of the 

future (often referred to as “New Work”) that is only just 

beginning. This evolution will be driven by (positive) social 

energy as it achieves an interactive and long-lasting change 

process [34]. An explanation model that makes the changes 

brought about by social energy more visible, would be a 

valuable contribution to this context of evolution and change. 

III.  THE CONCEPT OF THE SOCIAL ACCUMULATOR 

The main contribution of this paper is the concept of the 

SOAC, which serves as an explanation model for the 

characteristics of (intensified) digital interaction. The authors 

perceive a need for deeper understanding of the positive and 

negative effects of digital interaction in a simplified form in 

order to plan, facilitate and execute digital communication and 

other forms of direct communication in the most effective way, 

without needing to be an expert in that research field. The 

concept of the SOAC provides insight and guidance in 

achieving the right balance between traditional and digital 

communication and interaction in an increasingly digital 

world. The SOAC concept is also very relevant, offering 

valuable contributions in the discussion about the future 

workplace [35] and post pandemic education models [36]. 

The SOAC builds on the analogy of an electric accumu-

lator that stores electric energy, transformed to the aspect of 

interaction between human actors. Recharging activities are 

providing an energizing element and feel good for the humans 

interacting with each other. However, there are also draining 

activities which are perceived by the human actors as taking 

energy from them. These positive/negative or charging/drain-

ing aspects with the perceived social or personal energy have 

also been identified by other models, as elaborated in Section 

II, but the SOAC incorporates those observations and bundles 

them together by using a metaphor that is easy to understand 

for non-experts, as it draws from our everyday experiences 

with rechargeable batteries. This approach of connecting to 

everyday experience is also supported by [37] who 

investigated the appropriateness of a battery shaped icon 

scales to represent energy levels. Figure 1 illustrates the 

concept of a SOAC. 

 

 

Figure 1. The social accumulator (SOAC) concept with examples of 

charging and discharging aspects. 

 

The term social accumulator is not a common term, 

although it is briefly mentioned over ten years ago in [38], 

albeit within a very different context, namely the social status 

of youth.  

A related concept to the SOAC is the term “social battery”, 

which is not a medical concept, but rather a “metaphor for 

explaining how much energy a person has for socializing” 

[39]. This metaphor relates to the SOAC in terms of 

conceptualizing the limited capacity that each individual has 

for engaging with others (“socializing”). This limited capacity 

depends on individual aspects, such as personality (e.g., being 

more introverted or more extroverted), as well as social 

interaction (which can lead to feeling either drained or 

recharged, depending on one's personality) [39], [40]. In 

addition, a number of aspects have been identified that deplete 

the social battery (for instance, a person's social network, the 

type of interaction, the size of the group, to name a few), but 

there is no mention of the digital channel or digital tools as a 

potential cause for depletion. Therefore, the social battery 

concept differs from the concept of the SOAC, which has a 

special focus on digital channels and the use of digital tools, 

in order to effectively balance draining and charging aspects. 

The concept of a social battery is mostly used by youth in the 

generation Z, and is often related to social media settings [40]. 

Research is still lacking on the term and concept, but it is 

interesting to note that there is an awareness about limited 

capacity, including charging and discharging aspects of social 

interaction, especially in younger generations that might even 

lead to consequences like social burnout [41]. Relating to the 

observations of social energy in Section II, there are similar 

characteristics found in a number of models. The authors 

interpret these similarities to mean that the existence of social 

energy can be viewed as a valuable and finite resource, a 

viewpoint common in younger generations who are intuitively 

aware of both benefits and limitations as they monitor their 

interactions more or less closely. Digital technologies 

(especially in the domain of social media) may amplify these 
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effects, which contributes to the awareness and the potential 

negative effects (e.g., affecting the “need to belong” [18], both 

in a positive or a negative way). 

For the sake of completeness, it should be noted, that the 

term social battery is misleading in terms of the analogy to the 

technical concept of a battery: an ordinary battery cannot be 

recharged without damaging it, whereas an accumulator can 

be recharged multiple times. The authors therefore prefer to 

use the term accumulator. 

 Furthermore, the authors are convinced that the metaphor 

of a battery charging or discharging enables the intuitive 

perception of comparison with communication or cooperation 

activities. In terms of digital interaction, it is important to 

consider the general observation that a direct conversation 

between human actors ("face to face") is perceived as richer 

and more satisfying than a digital interaction. Therefore, the 

SOAC concept identifies in-person types of interactions as 

positive (charging) activities, while extensive digital 

interactions are identified as negative (discharging) activities, 

in line with the concept of zoom fatigue. 

Based on these observations the concept of a SOAC is 

“charged” in (most) direct face-to-face interactions of human 

users and “discharged” in (many) digital interactions. Recent 

research [42] has found that a low level of interaction between 

participants in a digital domain might also lead to the 

perception of fatigue. However, the involvement of all 

stakeholders in a digital communication is important, which 

can be easily overlooked in this context. When balanced 

correctly a viable amount of social energy is available for the 

human user, and the interaction is perceived as sufficient. If 

the level drops below a certain level, this becomes a 

(perceived) problem, affecting the well-being of the user, 

especially if the situation continues over a longer timeframe 

(which explains observations from the longer COVID19 

periods). If the level substantially exceeds the average energy 

level, then the interaction is perceived as a valuable interaction 

(e.g., users refer to a good chat as being inspirational). If this 

excessive level situation occurs more often, then the context 

of the interaction is positively perceived (e.g., an inspirational 

workplace or motivating group). Figure 2 illustrates the 

process on a schematic level. 

It is important to note that neither digital nor direct 

interaction are inherently negative (discharging) or positive 

(charging), but that with the right balance or orchestration, 

both charging and discharging effects are important for a 

functioning communication relationship between the 

participants. In the context of active management of social 

energy of individuals and groups, it is important to monitor 

and influence the levels in such a way that they remain above 

the lower threshold and at times exceed the higher threshold 

in order to achieve "inspirational peaks" in individual or group 

collaboration. Due to the greater importance of digital 

interaction and the limitations of digital channels in terms of 

richness for all senses, social energy management in this area 

is even more important. In this case, awareness of the SOAC 

charging level for individuals or groups can be used as a 

management objective. 

The level of social energy available to human actors has a 

strong influence on the ability to create and share knowledge, 

and could also affect levels of creativity and innovation [40], 

thereby resulting in a strong impact on knowledge intensive 

activities (e.g., in companies or in educational institutions).  

The relationship between social energy and 

communication is not adequately defined and described only 

informally in the literature [43]. In the context of this paper, 

social energy is defined as the individual and subjectively 

perceived energy level of a human actor in terms of their 

capability or willingness to participate in or contribute to a 

physical or digital conversation.  

Figure 2. Changes in the SOAC charging stage influenced by direct interactions and digital interactions over time. 
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As discussed in Section II, the concept of social energy has 

multiple dimensions, leading to many different effects. Figure 

3 presents the most important dimensions of social energy, 

personal energy, and the effects of digital communication. A 

special emphasis is placed upon digital communication, which 

is influenced by the other two dimensions. For example, the 

level of personal energy at a specific time of day may impact 

the perceived energy level of the SOAC (which might not 

relate to the digital communication channel, but rather to 

personal circumstances). An assessment of the individual 

SOAC level should also consider other dimensions as 

contextual parameters. 

As an immediate result of the charging and discharging 

effects, social energy has a strong impact on knowledge 

related activities, such as knowledge creation, knowledge 

sharing, knowledge use and knowledge transfer. Social energy 

changes over time and even during a conversation. Parallel to 

this, the management of social energy is not usually the main 

focus of the interacting users, and consequently, may not be 

noticed early enough to intervene before the primary activity 

is harmed or influenced. 

The awareness created by the SOAC model enables 

reflection on a person’s communication and collaboration 

situation, making it possible for the actor to take appropriate 

and effective action. 
 

 

Figure 3. The different influences on charging and discharging  

effects of SOAC, with an emphasis on the effects of digital channels  

 

Assessing the current situation provides a starting point in 

becoming more aware of the SOAC charging state, and with 

reflection can lead to a change of the communication mode 

(e.g., from digital interaction to direct interaction). Possible 

next steps taken by a human actor could involve tracking 

social energy over time to learn more about positive and 

negative aspects on digital interaction from their individual 

perspective.  

The intent of the authors is to use this model to explain the 

dichotomy of direct vs. digital communication. The focus is 

placed on the channel and its methods and characteristics. It is 

clear that human interaction is also largely influenced by the 

topic of the communication, along with the opinions and 

general feelings of human actors. These aspects have positive 

and negative aspects, requiring specific and appropriate 

responses (e.g., conflict resolution). However, these responses 

are not dealt with in detail within this paper. 

IV. CHARGING AND DISCHARGING THE SOAC 

The aspects and characteristics of both digital and direct 

communication channels can be considered in terms of their 

charging effects (adding social energy to the SOAC) and the 

discharging effects (taking social energy from the SOAC), 

which will also be a subject for detailed future research. Some 

general observations regarding “Zoom fatigue” have already 

been illustrated in Section II. In order to examine the effects 

on digital channels and direct interaction in greater detail, 

some examples of both categories will be described in the 

following subsections. 

A. Positive aspects charging the SOAC 

To illustrate the positive (charging) aspects that increase 
social energy some examples are described below in more 
detail: 

 

1. A fruitful conversation: between two human actors 

that evolves into interesting and sometimes 

unexpected results is a good example of a charging 

activity. Very often it is not only the exchange of 

information, but the overall situation, including 

gestures and mutual empathy that makes a positive 

impact. As an important side effect psychological 

safety is created in such situations.  

2. An informal talk: at a coffee corner or similar place 

is a form of latent communication that happens as a 

by-product of another activity (e.g., taking a coffee). 

This often leads to the exchange of interesting 

information, knowledge sharing and even the 

creation of new knowledge stimulated by the situ-

ation. The main characteristic is spontaneity that it is 

unplanned, but not unlikely. These events happen 

less frequently in digital interactions. A possible 

explanation for this could be that interactions in 

digital environments are less frequent and less 

original.  

3. A team experience: almost always requires a pre-

sence setting to allow for the emergence of team 

spirit while working on a common goal or being 

submerged in a joint activity. Very often these 

activities serve as trust building entities for new 

groups or are reassessing mutual trust levels for an 

existing team charging the SOACs of the participants. 

Such settings can create transparency within the 

group as an important side-effect that fuels the 

positive perception of the group-members.  

Personal

Energy

Social

Energy

Effects of 

Digital Channels

Causes for SOAC 

Charging/Discharging
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4. A collaborative activity: working together within the 

same time and space toward a common aim can 

contribute to the sense of belonging and might even 

stimulate a mutual learning from the observations 

and activities of the people involved. The joint goal 

and making contributions to it provides opportunities 

for charging effects for the SOAC. When working 

together on the same physical object (e.g., a shared 

physical whiteboard or similar collaboration space) 

the perception of joint work might also be intensified. 

B. Negative aspects discharging the SOAC 

To illustrate the negative (discharging) aspects that 

decrease social energy some examples are described below in 

more detail: 

 

1. A high frequency and/or long duration of digital 

interactions: might be considered as tiring to the 

human actors. This fact has been reported in a 

number of studies and it is important to clarify that 

this could also occur in situations in which only one 

of the human actors is under such a high load of 

digital interaction leading to a communication 

setting which is perceived very different by the 

participants (e.g., a team lead that is connecting to its 

peers in a 1:1 session). 

2. Few interactions during a digital interaction: are 

another impact factor that is adding cognitive load to 

the human user, especially if the video setting is 

static, which requires additional effort for the human 

brain to remain focused. When presentation settings 

are transferred 1:1 from an in-person setting, they are 

often perceived as more demanding in the digital 

communication and take more time or include more 

interactions to retain the attention of the audience.  

3. The perception of constant availability: for human 

actors also adds to the perceived stress level. The 

lowered barrier of getting in contact with the other 

participants in a synchronous interaction might 

impact the current working process. The cultural 

assumption within the organization that everyone is 

expected to be almost always available and instantly 

can lead to less efficiency in the working tasks and a 

high level of engagement at the same time. 

4. An imbalance of the presence for different users: 

When different means of participating in the digital 

communication are used with different levels of 

channel richness (e.g., video on/off, different audio 

quality) the perception of direct engagement and 

involvement might vary among the users, leading to 

a discharging effect on human users, independent of 

their role in the setting (active/passive). It is a 

challenging situation for presenters if they cannot 

“perceive” their audience because the cameras are 

turned off and the level of interaction is limited. 

V. POTENTIAL APPLICATION AREAS OF SOAC 

In this section potential application areas for the SOAC 

will be explained in detail. It is interesting to note that the 

SOAC can serve different purposes in diverse application 

areas. From a knowledge management perspective, the 

charging and discharging aspects of the SOAC are helpful to 

identify barriers in the related fields of knowledge (co)-

creation, knowledge sharing and knowledge use among the 

different actors in the application settings that are described 

below. The concept of the SOAC can also contribute to 

achieving the right balance of in-person activities and online 

activities in the post-pandemic era, in which almost all sectors 

are reconfiguring their mode of operation in order to anticipate 

the experience from the past two years, along with the 

challenges and expectations for the future of the new 

work(place) [44].  

A. The context of higher education  

The effects of the COVID19 pandemic and the intensified 

use of distant teaching has transformed how higher education 

of the future is seen by students and lecturers alike. Initial 

studies after the pandemic show that the fast transition to 

distant teaching had a massive impact, as [43] reported for the 

medical domain. Although focused on a specific sector, the 

results could be similar in other areas, especially those where 

more intensive communication and collaboration is as 

important as experience and applicable knowledge for 

(complex and diverse) problems. Learning from these 

experiences is important not only to be better prepared for 

similar situations in the future, but also to strike a balance 

between face-to-face and distance learning (sometimes 

referred to as hybrid learning) in academic institutions. 

Due to those experiences higher education institutions 

(HEI) will have to reflect on how to modernize the education 

in post-pandemic age with a mixture of in-person and distance 

teaching activities. It is very likely that even education pro-

grams that in the past have relied solely on in-person teaching 

will (have to) include some form of distance learning elements 

into their curricula, also due to expectations of Generation Z 

[45]. Even hybrid settings where in-person teaching and 

distance teaching occur simultaneously might be a valid 

scenario for the future.  

It is obvious, that some topics are more suitable for 

distance teaching than others (e.g., labs and exercises), yet 

some students will favor digital interactions, while others will 

prefer a more direct interaction. Balancing those two forms of 

interaction between lecturer and students in the right way (in 

terms of didactic requirements and individual preferences), 

will retain a competitive advantage for an HEI in a market that 

is constantly becoming more competitive and globalized, due 

to extension into the digital domain by market participants 

(e.g., Coursera, Udacity and others). Additionally, a 

generation issue is currently felt in this area as the behavior 

and expectations of lecturers (often members of Generation X 

or Y) and students (often members of Generation Z) differ 

substantially, as [46] reported.  
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From a post-pandemic perspective, it is interesting to 

recognize the initial movement away from online teaching and 

the return to in-person teaching, on the student side as well as 

on the lecturers/HEI side. With the model of the SOAC in 

mind, this shift can be explained by a reaction on the number 

of discharging effects given the massive use of digital 

channels that needed to be compensated by social interactions 

(charging the SOAC). For some groups this effect has already 

been mitigated, since the positive aspects of distance learning, 

such as time and location independence gained focus again, 

which has led to requesting more digital channels. From a 

SOAC perspective, this development can be explained in a 

fully recharged state (by direct interaction) that provides 

enough energy for a set of digital interactions. In the long-term, 

it will be important for HEI to understand the duality of in-

person and online teaching, and to use both modes in a 

systematic and planned ways that helps lecturers and learners 

to plan the different activities in the most efficient way. The 

SOAC model might support this development of 

understanding in this context as a balancing device. Otherwise 

important experiences and knowledge gains within the HEI 

are in danger to be lost as initiatives of individuals may not be 

valued and recognized, and investments in technology might 

not be used as planned, which will prevent their maintenance 

and iterative development. 

The SOAC helps instructors to derive a measurement 

system during planning and execution of their teaching to find 

the right mix of direct and digital interaction. For students 

SOAC can function as a tool for self-reflection on individual 

learning preferences, in terms of their preferred form of 

communication, helping them to adapt accordingly by 

becoming aware of the advantages and drawbacks of digital 

interaction.  

B. The context of professional trainings 

For professional training in workplace settings and as part 

of lifelong learning, the results of the COVID19 pandemic 

revealed to companies and trainers that digital training can be 

effective and efficient. The requirement of traveling to a 

training became less of a demand and the integration into 

everyday work schedules was much easier for digital training, 

leading to a higher acceptance rate for training in general and 

budget saving aspects (no travel and accommodation costs). 

However, the focus on the training itself in an in-person 

training, along with the direct and valuable exchange between 

participants and towards the trainer, had been assigned a new 

value due to the drawbacks of digital trainings. Overall, it can 

be expected that the market for professional trainings will 

change, due to the results of the pandemic. Yet it still remains 

to be seen what exactly the long-term effects will be.  

The SOAC can be helpful in two distinct ways. First, in 

many organizations, training is still understood as mostly a 

passive transmission of knowledge, with the focus primarily 

on content. Aspects of relationship building and interaction 

are often neglected in this approach. In this context, the SOAC 

can assist by creating an awareness of the social aspects of 

learning, emphasizing the importance of collaboration, 

communication, and engagement in the learning process.  

Second, the SOAC can help trainers design interaction 

with the participants more effectively by mixing direct and 

digital interactions so that participants receive optimal benefit 

from the training. Being aware of the characteristics of the 

charging and discharging effects helps to establish a level of 

social interaction that is common in a direct training, and also 

in a digital setting. The SOAC is not merely another plea for 

the well-known concept of blended learning, but rather goes a 

level deeper. It recognizes that the different mix of various 

learning formats, such as online training, peer-learning, 

classroom training, self-study, and more, serves not only the 

design of the content level of the learning process, but also the 

social energy levels. Unlike traditional models that primarily 

focus on content, the SOAC emphasizes a more holistic 

approach. In the SOAC model, content learning objectives are 

supplemented by "social energy objectives." This shift 

recognizes the importance of human interaction, collaboration, 

and engagement as essential elements of the learning 

experience. Rather than simply transferring information, the 

emphasis is on creating a dynamic and interactive learning 

environment where participants can energize and motivate 

each other. 

SOAC helps to incorporate education in professional job 

settings, achieving a match to the individual requirements, 

thereby providing a framework for the trainer to derive and 

monitor the charging state of the participants. The concepts of 

SOAC can also be combined with more agile approaches in 

delivering the teaching practices. By emphasizing the human 

and interactive dimensions of training, the SOAC framework 

enables a more effective, responsive, and learner-centered 

approach, which is essential in the ever-evolving landscape of 

professional learning  

C. The context of companies and digital business 

The third application area highlighting the benefits of 

SOAC is the digitization process within companies, which 

have also been accelerated by the pandemic situation. Here, 

the concept of “New Work” [46][47] became a reality through 

the perception and evolving work models of many 

organizations, who had previously resisted such changes. This 

significant and ongoing change in the organization of 

companies often leads to more distributed or even virtualized 

companies, especially in the IT-domain. While it is a common 

pattern in northern European countries, this is relatively new 

in the DACH area.  

In the post-pandemic context in 2023 a re-evaluation of 

the office and mobile work (home office) environment is 

being carried out in many organizations, often moving 

towards one of the extremes: either (fully) back to the office 

or (fully) remote work. Some initial studies, such as [49] [35] 

indicate that there are different perspectives, including the 

organization, the employer, and also the regulatory side with 

laws and rules that create a framework. Apart from setting up 

the rules [49] this perspective emphasizes the need to 
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communicate an organizational decision to move back to the 

office, which represents at least one aspect where the SOAC 

model can be useful as an explanation model (e.g., to (re)build 

a team spirit within an otherwise distributed team).  

The influence of the pandemic can also have future 

impacts on the workplace based on the experiences and 

expectations of the new workforce (Generation Z), who 

demand more remote work possibilities wherever possible, 

addressing their need for autonomy and freedom. This means 

the attractiveness of the workplace will also be measured in 

the dimension of flexibility between working remotely and 

on-site, which directly relates to direct and digital 

communication channels and the effects on the SOAC. Some 

sectors will be more affected by this movement than others; 

the IT-sector might be a good example as it is an employee-

market in the DACH-region (there is more demand than 

supply for employees) and since the work context is already 

digital and predominantly digitized. 

From a managerial point of view this change creates new 

challenges for managing teams and projects due to the fact of 

(perceived) fewer social interactions. From the perspective of 

digital leadership, these aspects were already being discussed 

even before the pandemic. Digital leadership refers to both the 

restructuring of organizational and infrastructural frameworks, 

as well as the design of new working methods and styles that 

positively embrace digital transformation. Consequently, it 

affects both corporate management (including both strategic 

and operational levels), and personnel leadership. Similar to 

professional trainings, the focus in many organizations has 

been less on social aspects and more on technical, strategic, 

and organizational factors. 

Many studies have found that only a few leaders possess 

the competencies of a digital leader. In a rapidly changing 

digital landscape, leadership must go beyond merely under-

standing technology; it requires a blend of strategic insight, 

adaptability, and a keen awareness of the human factors that 

drive innovation and change. 

In this context, the SOAC can create an easily 

understandable framework to shift the awareness towards the 

social aspects of interaction. By placing an emphasis on the 

relational and interactive elements of leadership, it 

complements the technical and strategic components. The 

SOAC underscores the importance of empathy, collaboration, 

and social engagement in leading a modern organization, 

particularly in an era where digital transformation is 

paramount. 

The SOAC as a managerial concept will help managers 

and team leaders to better understand the needs of their 

colleagues and team mates, and to act according to their 

(individual) needs, since they are able to sense and classify the 

charging and discharging activities during the digital and 

direct interactions. For employees the SOAC functions as a 

model that helps them to become aware and to voice their 

needs in terms of communication and interaction over the 

various channels. 

Monitoring the social energy of the members of a group 

has always been an important task for leaders. However, in a 

hybrid working environment with a large amount of digital 

interaction it will be more important to monitor the social 

energy of the team members and to recharge their SOACs 

early enough to prevent “outages” that might affect team 

motivation and performance. The concept of SOAC can help 

to manage team social energy more actively. 

D. Challenges for the application of SOAC 

Applying the mental model of a SOAC has its challenges, 
which are a subject for future research. Some of the foreseen 
challenges are briefly mentioned in order to provide some 
hints for the application in the settings described above. 

It will be important to retain the simplicity of the concept 
and to stay as close to the accumulator metaphor as possible 
in order to make application simple and intuitive for the 
human actors in the communication process. The notion of the 
social battery that is familiar to the younger generation might 
help to introduce the concept.  

Likewise, it will be important and challenging to make the 
current social energy visible for the individual and for the 
group in order to create awareness and the opportunity to 
appropriately act on critical states of the SOAC. A promising 
approach for teams could be the use of retrospectives as a 
method from the agile software development for groups [50]. 
An adapted and simplified version might even work for the 
individual as a form of self-retrospective that can be mapped 
to the communication events in the recent period to plot the 
social energy levels over time. Integration in already 
established routines will be a key factor in this context, and 
feedback activities of all sorts might be a promising candidate 
for integrating SOAC. 

Finally, charging and discharging factors will overlay each 
other and communication setting (in-person or digital) might 
not be directly related to the social energy level or being 
conscious for the human users in every situation. Therefore, 
the identification of relevant communication events and their 
contribution to the social energy level in a precise way is going 
to be another challenge. As indicated in Figure 3, personal 
energy and social energy may also influence the SOAC 
concept as it focusses on digital versus direct communication 
and collaboration; therefore, these aspects should be 
considered as contextual factors. Furthermore, the capacity 
and the loading/unloading events are highly individual and 
subjective by nature, which makes a comparison of SOACs of 
different persons challenging, the observation of an individual 
SOAC charging state over time might be more promising. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE RESEARCH 

The main contribution of this paper is the introduction of 
the SOAC as a mental concept that serves as a simple 
explanation model depicting the social energy level of an 
individual or a group, along with the perceived differences of 
direct and digital interactions. The SOAC concept supports 
understanding and the interplay between the different forms 
of interaction and thus enables the improvement of the overall 
interaction between human users, as both forms are and 
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continue to be present in our daily professional life. In 
addition, the paper helps to identify various individual aspects 
that need to be considered when planning and orchestrating 
the various forms of interaction. This is exemplified by using 
application examples from three different fields. The 
embedding of the concept in the field of social energy clarifies 
the current state of the art in this domain and explains the 
contribution of the SOAC concept with its focus on the 
alternation between direct and digital communication and 
collaboration.  

A limitation of the research is the current focus on the 
conceptual level. There is a lack of empirical data, the 
collection of which is the subject of further research in the 
various usage scenarios mentioned above. This next step will 
also serve to gather responses from the human actors in the 
interaction process regarding the understanding and 
usefulness of the mental model of a SOAC. 
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Abstract – To build quality into a software (SW) system 
necessitates supporting quality-related lifecycle activities during 
the software development. In software engineering, software 
Verification and Validation (V&V) processes constitute an 
inherent part of Software Quality Assurance (SQA) processes. 
A subset of the V&V activities involved are:  1) bidirectional 
traceability analysis of requirements to design model elements, 
and 2) software testing. Yet the complex nature of large SW 
systems and the dependencies involved in both design models 
and testing present a challenge to current V&V tools and 
methods regarding support for trace analysis. One of software’s 
essential challenges remains its invisibility, which also affects 
V&V activities. This paper contributes VR-V&V, a Virtual 
Reality (VR) solution concept towards supporting immersive 
V&V activities. By visualizing requirements, models, and 
testing artifacts with dependencies and trace relations 
immersively, they are intuitively accessible to a larger 
stakeholder audience such as SQA personnel while supporting 
digital cognition. Our prototype realization shows the feasibility 
of supporting immersive bidirectional traceability as well as 
immersive software test coverage and analysis. The evaluation 
results are based on a case study demonstrating its capabilities, 
in particular traceability support was performed with ReqIF, 
ArchiMate models, test results, test coverage, and test source to 
test target dependencies. 

Keywords – Virtual reality; visualization; software verification 
and validation; software requirements traceability; software test 
traceability; software test coverage; code coverage; software 
testing; ReqIF; ArchiMate. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
This paper extends out Virtual Reality (VR)-based 

immersive test coverage capability presented in VR-
TestCoverage [1], extending its scope to support software 
(SW) Verification and Validation (V&V) activities in VR, in 
particular support for immersive trace analysis of 
dependencies between requirements, design models such as 
ArchiMate, test results, test coverage, and test source to test 
target dependencies.  

The IEEE 730-2014 Standard for Software Quality 
Assurance Processes [2] includes evaluation tasks that 
specifically include the terms verify and validate, otherwise 
known as V&V. During the development lifecycle, software 
validation is the technical process that evaluates and provides 
evidence about software satisfying requirements, intended 
usage, and user needs [3]. During the software development 

lifecycle, software verification is the technical process of 
evaluating the software or component and associated artifacts 
for objective evidence that activities performed during each 
development process satisfy the criteria for that lifecycle 
activity [3]. The stated intention of V&V is to support an 
organization in building quality into the software during its 
development life cycle [4]. V&V does so by ensuring that 
requirements meet certain quality criteria (e.g., complete, 
correct, consistent, accurate). Conformance with an activity’s 
requirements and the product’s requirements is determined by 
assessing, analyzing, reviewing, inspecting, and testing 
products and processes [4]. Depending on the required 
integrity level, SW testing varies in the types, degree, and 
scope performed to support V&V at various levels, e.g., 
construction verification via unit testing, integration testing, 
or system testing. Furthermore, in Annex E of [2] for Industry-
specific guidance for applying IEEE 730-2014, the definition 
of software verification for the medical device industry 
includes: “Software testing is one of many verification 
activities intended to confirm that software development 
output meets its input requirements.” Indeed, without 
executing SW dynamically via SW testing, one would be hard 
pressed to confirm its requirements are satisfied. Traceability 
analysis involving bidirectional tracing between elements is a 
common task specified in many V&V activities. tracing 
between (product/system or process) requirements, design, 
construction, test, and other elements to check of correctness, 
completeness, and consistency [4]. Thus, tracing (dependent 
on traceability) and testing (either reviewing thereof or 
performing) are inherent tasks accompanying V&V. 

Despite the apparent importance of traceability, the 
software industry lacks explicit support for bidirectional 
traceability across software artefacts, e.g., via international 
specifications, formats, automation, or non-proprietary 
popular tools. This situation often results in traceability being 
a manual effort documented utilizing spreadsheets or text 
documents as exemplified in [5] and [6]. Confounding the 
traceability issues for V&V are the inherent properties and 
essential difficulties of software according to Brooks [7]: its 
complexity, conformity, changeability, and invisibility. 
Brooks stated that the invisibility of software is an essential 
difficulty of software construction because the reality of 
software is not embedded in space. With regard to V&V and 
traceability support for larger SW systems, comprehension 
challenges emerge for stakeholders due to two main aspects: 
as the quantity and granularity of elements and related 
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artifacts increase, the inter- and intra-dependencies that 
traceability considers exacerbate the complexity.  
Furthermore, the invisibility of these “implicit” relations in 
current tooling diminishes comprehension due to a lack of 
visualization capability that can extend across artifacts, 
model, and heterogeneous tool elements. 

As a powerful visualization capability, Virtual Reality 
(VR) could potentially address aspects of both: 1) invisibility, 
due to its digital nature and ability to portray artificial 
constructs, and 2) complexity, due to its unlimited immersive 
space. VR thus provides an unlimited immersive space for 
visualizing and analyzing 3D spatial structures viewable from 
different perspectives. Müller et al. [8] compared VR vs. 2D 
for a software analysis task, finding that VR does not 
significantly decrease comprehension and analysis time nor 
significantly improve correctness (although fewer errors were 
made). While interaction time was less efficient, VR 
improved the user experience, was more motivating, less 
demanding, more inventive/innovative, and more clearly 
structured. Via its unique visualization and immersive 
capability, VR can support V&V trace visualization and 
analysis while providing a motivational benefit. 

As to our prior work, with regard to modeling in VR, VR-
UML [9] and VR-SysML [10] provide VR-based 
visualization of Unified Modeling Language (UML) [11] and 
System Modeling Language (SysML) [12] diagrams 
respectively, with VR-EA [13] supporting immersive 
ArchiMate [14] EA models. VR-SysML+Traceability [15] 
investigated SysML-centric traceability support in VR via 
automated extraction of manually placed requirement ID 
annotations in code and test files referencing requirements 
modeled in SysML and depicting test pass rates; yet it did not 
address ReqIF [16] sources, ArchiMate, nor automated test 
coverage nor test dependency aspects.  

Extending the immersive test coverage and tracing 
capability of VR-TestCoverage [1], this paper contributes the 
solution concept VR-V&V towards supporting immersive 
V&V activities. It visualizes requirements extracted from 
ReqIF together with design models and testing artifacts, 
showing dependencies and trace relations immersively to 
address invisibility and complexity issues. Thus, 
comprehension for V&V tracing can be improved while being 
intuitively accessible to a larger stakeholder audience (such as 
SQA personnel). Our prototype realization shows its 
feasibility. The case-based evaluation provides insights into 
its capabilities, in particular traceability support with ReqIF, 
ArchiMate models, test results, test coverage, and test source 
to test target dependencies 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: 
Section II discusses related work. In Section III, the solution 
concept is described. Section IV provides details about the 
realization. The evaluation is described in Section V and is 
followed by a conclusion. 

II. RELATED WORK 
In work related to requirements traceability visualization, 

Li & Maalej [17] found traceability matrices and graphs 
preferrable for management tasks. Graphs were preferred for 
navigating linked artifacts, while matrices were preferred for 

an overview. Users were not always capable of choosing the 
most suitable visualization. Abad et al. [18] performed a 
systematic literature review on requirements engineering 
visualization. Madaki & Zainon [19] performed a review on 
tools and techniques for visualizing SW requirement 
traceability. In none of the above literature were immersive or 
VR techniques mentioned, nor was our own literature search 
able to find similar work. Some software tool vendors provide 
proprietary product solutions to support some aspects of 
traceability, e.g., IBM Engineering Requirements 
Management DOORS Next [20], Perforce Helix ALM [21], 
Sparx Systems Enterprise Architect [22], etc. Yet these 
typically do not address heterogenous design models, cross-
diagram dependencies, integration with ReqIF requirements, 
and test coverage and test target dependencies. In any case, 
they do not support the display of such trace dependencies in 
3D or VR.  

Furthermore, our literature search found no other VR work 
directly addressing test coverage (or code coverage). VR-
related work regarding software analysis includes VR City 
[23], which applies a 3D city metaphor. While it briefly 
mentions that its work might be used for test coverage, it 
shows no actual results in this regard and in this regard only a 
trace mode visualization is depicted.  

Non-VR work on structural testing or code coverage 
includes Dreef et al. [24], which applies a global overview 
test-matrix visualization. Rahmani et al. [25] incorporates 
JaCoCo to process coverage metrics and TRGeneration to 
visualize a control flow graph and assist the tester in 
determining the test input requirements to increase coverage. 
VIRTuM [26] is an IntelliJ JetBrains plugin that provides 
static and dynamic test-related metrics. Alemerien and Magel 
[27] list various coverage tools they assess in their study, 
determining that there is a wide range of differences in how 
the metrics are calculated. Open Code Coverage Framework 
(OCCF) [28] proposes a framework to unify code coverage 
across many programming languages. 

In contrast, our solution is VR-based and thus immersive 
and 3D, leverages requirements in text form via ReqIF, yet 
supports additional requirements modeling in ArchiMate 
(which provides broad modeling support), supports cross-
diagram traceability, and integrates test dependency and test 
coverage for enhanced V&V traceability. In utilizing 
available standardized formats such as ReqIF and ArchiMate, 
to support a non-proprietary and tool-independent integration 
platform. As they are non-standardized, any tool-generated 
code coverage or test report format can be converted into our 
import format and utilized. 

III. SOLUTION CONCEPT 

A. Solution Positioning 
While the solution concept in this paper is focused on 

V&V and specifically traceability support, our other solution 
concepts that address other aspects in the Software 
Engineering (SE) and Enterprise Architecture (EA) area are 
shown in Figure 1. VR-V&V utilizes our generalized VR 
Modeling Framework (VR-MF) (detailed in [11]). VR-MF 
provides a VR-based domain-independent hypermodeling 
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framework addressing four aspects requiring special attention 
when modeling in VR: visualization, navigation, interaction, 
and data retrieval. Our VR-based solutions specific to SE 
(VR-SE) include: VR-V&V (the focus of this paper, shown in 
black), which extends VR-TestCoverage [1], and VR-Git 
[29]. In the modeling area, VR-UML [9] and VR-SysML [10] 
and VR-SysML+Traceability [15]. Modeling support 
extending into the EA area includes VR-EA [11], which 
visualizes EA ArchiMate models in VR; VR-ProcessMine 
[30] supports process mining and analysis in VR; and VR-
BPMN  [31] visualizes Business Process Modeling Notation 
(BPMN) models in VR.  VR-EAT [32] integrates the EA Tool 
(EAT) Atlas to provide dynamically-generated EA diagrams 
in VR, while VR-EA+TCK [33] integrates Knowledge 
Management Systems (KMS) and/or Enterprise Content 
Management Systems (ECMS), and VR-EvoEA+BP [34].  

 
Figure 1.  Conceptual map of our various VR solution concepts. 

B. V&V Considerations 
1) Stakeholders: While V&V typically involves a broad 

set of artifacts and activities, SW validation inherently 
involves and references requirements, while SW verification 
regarding realized SW elements will also typically involve or 
assess SW testing. Thus, V&V stakeholders are likely to 
require knowledge of requirements and the ability to assess 
SW testing coverage, as they are an essential part of V&V 
assessments. V&V activities may be performed by 
independent personnel, known as Independent V&V 
(IV&V), and these stakeholders may not be as familiar with 
the requirements, various internals of the SW architecture, 
and associated tests. Thus, an intuitive visualization and 
accessibility of relevant information and tracing can be 
supportive for such stakeholders. 

2) Testing: Software testing is also a Knowledge Area 
(KA) within the SWEBOK [35]. Both the SWEBOK and the 
international software testing standard ISO/IEC/IEEE 29119 
[36] include test coverage measures within their test 
technique descriptions. Test effectiveness is always a 
challenging factor to measure. While test coverage (a.k.a. 
code coverage, in this paper we assume statement coverage) 
as a single factor may not be strongly correlated with test 
effectiveness [37], it nevertheless is still low to moderately 
correlated, and this can be helpful and supportive data for the 
test effort and verification. Considering the adoption rate of 
test coverage by software developers, for an insight into the 
industrial popularity of test coverage, of 512 developers 
randomly surveyed at Google in a 2019 survey [38], 45% 
indicated they use it (very) often when authoring a changelist 

and 25% sometimes. When reviewing a changelist, 40% use 
coverage (very) often and 28% sometimes. Only 10% of 
respondents never use coverage, which conversely means 
90% do. So overall, a substantial number of developers apply 
code coverage regularly and find value in it. Voluntary 
adoption at the project level went from 20% in 2015 to over 
90% by 2019. As to modeling tests (or test modeling), while 
a UML Test Profile is available to extend UML, its industrial 
usage is relatively rare, since the expense of modeling and 
realizing the solution often exact the project effort and 
budget, and typically the preference is for utilizing the testing 
budget for writing and executing tests, rather than expending 
effort on the modeling of tests, which don’t actually expand 
the testing coverage. The first form of traceability to support 
verification is to determine which test actually tested which 
test target. This type of verification is often not performed nor 
supported by test tooling. Usually, if code coverage is 
utilized, it usually does not offer a detailed assessment of 
exactly which test reached which test target line, but rather a 
summary of which lines or branches were reached via some 
test suite. Thus, the bidirectional traceability data is typically 
missing between unit test and test target, and is usually 
assumed using the test names.  

3) Complexity: A V&V visual scalability challenge is 
that with increasing digitalization, the software scope, 
capabilities, and features often increase, resulting in increases 
to requirements, code size, and complexity. Codebases can 
grow and become very large for software projects, be they 
open-source, commercial, or other organizations, as 
exemplified with the over 2 billion Lines of Code (LOC) 
across 9 million source files in a single monolithic repository 
accessed by 25k developers at Google [39]. There are 
estimated to be over 25m professional software developers 
worldwide [40] who continue to add source code to private 
and public repositories. One quality aspect to consider is how 
well this code is tested, and if any codebase changes have 
been covered by tests. With large code bases, visualization of 
test coverage can provide helpful insights, especially into 
what is not covered. As software projects grow in size and 
complexity, an immersive digital environment can provide an 
additional visualization capability to comprehend and 
analyze both the software production code (i.e., test target) 
and the software test suite and how they relate, as well as 
determine areas where the code coverage achieved by a test 
suite is below expectations. 

4) Modeling: With regard to the choice of modeling 
notations, ArchiMate has a much broader modeling scope 
than UML (and SysML, which extends UML via a profile), 
overlapping many modeling notations and thus is able to act 
as a bridge across modeling notations. Besides requirements, 
ArchiMate also supports modeling externally relevant 
aspects such as behavior, interfaces, deployment, and 
infrastructure and how it may interact with other external 
systems. While UML entails approximately 150 modeling 
concepts, compared to the approximately 50 in ArchiMate, 
ArchiMate is relative lightweight, and its simplicity and 
broad support for enterprise and business modeling suggests 
it can perhaps more flexibly support the use of requirements 
with design models. Whereas UML is constrained to fixed 
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diagram types, ArchiMate permits custom stakeholder-
oriented views. UML is object-oriented (OO), whereas 
ArchiMate is not constrained in this way, and has, e.g., 
separate service and interface concepts. As to requirements, 
UML offers primarily use cases. In contrast, The Open 
Group’s Agile Guide for using ArchiMate [41] explicitly 
mentions modeling user stories, where “epics” (modeled as 
outcomes), which in turn are realized by “features” (modeled 
as requirements), which are themselves aggregated from 
individual “stories” (also modeled as requirements). 
However, both modeling notations can be used together, as 
described in by an Open Group whitepaper [42]. Thus, while 
our solution concept is design model notation agnostic, for 
demonstration purposes, our prototype realization will focus 
on ArchiMate. 

5) Requirements: Software requirements is a KA within 
the Software Engineering Body Of Knowledge (SWEBOK) 
[35]. Both the SWEBOK and the requirements engineering 
process ISO/IEC/IEEE 29148 [43] mention requirements 
tracing and traceability, also in conjunction with 
requirements validation. We selected ArchiMate for 
requirements traceability modeling, among other reasons for 
its ability to model actors, system goals, and associated 
requirements independent of the narrow concept of Use 
Cases, the only direct form of requirement support that UML 
offers. Furthermore, ArchiMate offers various motivation 
elements such as Principles, Constraints, Value, Meaning, 
Outcome, Driver, Assessment in addition to Goal and 
Requirement, and these offer broad support for the typical 
concepts involved during requirements elicitation and related 
activities. While ArchiMate models support the modeling of 
such requirements concepts, typically they are nevertheless 
not the starting point for requirements. Rather, these are often 
formulated in text form, either more formally in a Software 
Requirements Specification (SRS) or System Requirements 
Specification (SyRS) that may be compliant with 
ISO/IEC/IEEE 29148, or these may come from more agile 
user stories or use cases. These requirements sources are thus 
not directly included or mapped in the design model such as 
ArchiMate. Since the modeling of requirements could incur 
errors, for V&V we thus consider the requirements source to 
be of principal character, and wish to have access to these 
sources in VR. Since ReqIF is a specified exchange format 
supported by requirements engineering tools, we chose to 
support importing ReqIF requirements into VR. This ensures 
that requirement information is complete and nothing is 
overlooked. This does not preclude the powerful 
requirements modeling support in ArchiMate, but rather 
supports V&V of such requirements modeling to the original 
source while remaining contextually immersed in VR. 

6) Traceability: The lack of a traceability standard or 
exchange format limits automation and tool accessibility. 
While vendors may have a proprietary solution, typically the 
inclusion of tracing information is a manual documentation 
effort utilizing spreadsheets or text documents, as 
exemplified in Figure 2 as a typical form template, and with 
a filled-in example in Figure 3.  

 
Figure 2.  Screenshot from a V&V traceability matrix form [5]. 

 
Figure 3.  Screenshot of an example filled-in V&V traceability matrix [6]. 

We thus inserted tracing information manually. 

C. Data Retrieval 
Our solution concept includes a data hub, which is used to 

handle the importing, adapting, and storing of data for internal 
VR access. It supports the import of XML-based ArchiMate 
Model Exchange File Format [44] and ReqIF files to an 
internal JSON format stored in a local database accessible to 
the VR implementation. 

D. Visualization in VR 
A plane is used to group the production code (test suite 

target) as well as the test suite. A tree map using a step 
pyramid paradigm (or mountain range) is used to stack 
containers (i.e., groups, collections, folders, directories, 
packages) in the third dimension (height) on the plane. 

For modeling test target to test source dependencies, a 
visualization challenge was that we initially thought we could 
depict the test target code by simply overlaying a layer on the 
production code and indicating which test “covered” what 
production code. However, once we completed the 
dependency analysis of large projects, we found that while one 
test may have a test target focus, it nevertheless may indirectly 
invoke various other dependent portions of the test target, 
resulting in n-m relations between tests and the test targets. 
This quickly becomes visually cluttered. Thus, we chose to 
keep the visual depiction of the test suite separated from the 
test target (since it can have its own hierarchical organization), 
yet apply the same visualization paradigm to depict 
“containers” or collections as packages or folders.  

E. Navigation in VR 
The space that can be traversed in VR can become quite 

large, whereas the physical space of the VR user may be 
constrained, e.g., to a desk. Thus, the left controller is used for 
controlling flight (moving the VR camera), while the right 
controller is used for interaction. 
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F. Interaction in VR 
Since interaction in VR is not yet standardized, in our 

concept, user-element interaction is supported primarily 
through the VR controllers and our VR-Tablet. The VR-Tablet 
is used to provide context-specific detailed element 
information, supporting an internet browser for access to any 
documentation. It provides a virtual keyboard for text entry 
via laser pointer key selection. While it may be potentially 
cumbersome to enter text via a virtual keyboard in VR 
compared to a real keyboard, most V&V traceability analysis 
will likely be focused on confirming or marking or noting 
issues. A potential workaround would be to record the audio 
during the immersion and then transcribe the notes outside of 
VR. Our solution could be readily extended to add annotation 
capabilities to elements directly. 

IV. REALIZATION 
To avoid redundancy, only realization aspects not 

explicitly mentioned in the concept or in the evaluation 
sections are described in this section.  

The logical architecture of our VR implementation is 
shown in Figure 4. VR was realized with Unity and tested with 
HTC Vive. Internally, besides any localized intra-model 
graphs, a MetaGraph script is used to determine and model 
both inter- and intra-relations (edges) between elements 
(nodes) to support bidirectional tracing across any elements or 
models. All exported data is stored in the data hub and 
accessed via scripts from Unity. The JSONUtility library was 
used for JSON processing. 

 
Figure 4.  VR-V&V logical architecture. 

A. Requirements Traceability with ReqIF and ArchiMate  
While our VR-V&V requirements traceability solution 

concept is generic, for the prototype demonstration we 
focused on supporting ReqIF and ArchiMate. As shown in 
Figure 5, the content of an XML-based ReqIF file consists of 
a ReqIF Header, ReqIF ToolExtensions, and ReqIF 
CoreContent. CoreContent consists of primitive strongly-
typed Datatypes definitions (String, Boolean, Integer, Real, 
Enumeration, Date, and XHTML that can include an image). 
SpecTypes are used to define requirement types, such as 
functional, quality, performance requirements, including their 
attributes and possible relationship types. A SpecObject is an 
actual requirement, and acts as container for a requirement and 
holds user-defined attributes, each of a specific SpecType 

and/or Datatype. SpecRelations represent relationships 
between SpecObjects and can have attributes. Specifications 
are a structured view of SpecObjects using hierarchical trees. 
A RelationGroup can be used to group relationships. The 
ReqIFSharp [45] library was used for importing ReqIF files. 

 
Figure 5.  ReqIF structure. 

The ArchiMate Exchange File (XF) format consists of 
three XML Schema Definitions (XSDs) that build on or 
include the prior: first model, then view, and then diagram 
exchange. Since ArchiMate is much more involved and is a 
full enterprise modeling language, the EF is also much more 
involved and won’t be described here, we refer to [44] for 
more information. 

To demonstrate traceability, in ReqIF Studio [46] 
ArchiMate element ID strings were manually added to ReqIF 
SpecObjects as External Elements: attribute TraceForeignId 
(e.g., id-791), TraceTypeHint (e.g., BusinessActor), 
TraceOriginName (filename), TraceOriginType (e.g., 
ArchiMate), and Trace Text to optionally name the trace, as 
shown in Figure 6.   

 
Figure 6.  ReqIF Studio External Elements used for ArchiMate tracing. 

 
Figure 7.  ReqIF file snippet example of use case. 
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Alternatively, Requirement IDs could also be added to 
ArchiMate element properties to refer to the requirement. 
These ReqIF attributes were utilized by the MetaGraph to 
determine the traces. An example use case snippet from a 
ReqIF file is shown in Figure 7. A user story example ReqIF 
file snippet is shown in Figure 8.  

 
Figure 8.  ReqIF file snippet example of user story. 

To compare the realization of our VR visualization of an 
ArchiMate model, we use the ArchiSurance [47] example. 
The 2D view available in Archi [48] is shown in Figure 9.  The 
equivalent ArchiMate diagram in VR-V&V is shown in 
Figure 10. Our backplane concept, with randomly colored 
traces of elements that exist on other diagram planes, is 
depicted in Figure 11. To reduce visual clutter across the 
diagrams, these leave from below the element and go to a 
backplane on which all ArchiMate diagrams are aligned, 
allowing one to follow a trace between diagram planes. This 
capability is not available in typical ArchiMate tools that offer 
2D views.  

 
Figure 9.  Screenshot of partial model of ArchiMate ArchiSurance example 
in the desktop Archi tool. 

 
Figure 10.  ArchiMate ArchiSurance example model in VR-V&V. 

 
Figure 11.  ArchiMate ArchiSurance example model in VR-V&V. 

B. Test Tracing Realization 
While our VR-V&V test coverage solution concept is 

generic, for the prototype demonstration we focused on the 
.NET platform. As a test coverage tool, we utilized JetBrains 
dotCover. This Microsoft Visual Studio plugin is a .NET Unit 
test runner and code coverage tool that can generate a 
statement coverage report in JSON, XML, etc. as shown in  
Figure 12.  While it is a static analysis tool, it can also import 
coverage reports. A challenge we faced is that among the 
coverage tools we considered, they only report on 
dependencies between test targets, and do not explicitly 
indicate or name direct dependencies to the invoking test. 

Thus, to determine C# code dependencies, Visual Studio 
2022 Enterprise Edition (EE) was used, which provides a 
Code Map that is stored as a Directed Graph Markup 
Language (DGML) file. Its XML-like format is converted to 
JSON as shown in Figure 13.  This dependency report is then 
partitioned into a node report and a link report. Only direct 
dependencies between test and test target are considered, 
otherwise the dependency structure could readily become very 
complex with large sets of intermediate nodes and their 
interdependencies. 
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Figure 12.  DotCover coverage report snippet for the Geocoding.net project. 

 
Figure 13.  Code Map snippet (in JSON) for the Geocoding.net project for 
determining dependencies. 

With regard to VR visualization, to attempt to retain the 
intuitive paradigm of test “coverage,” we elected to place the 
test suite visualization directly above the test target, rather 
than on the sides as shown in Figure 14. That way, 
dependencies can be followed from top to bottom during VR 
navigation. Since the most concrete tests are typically the 
smallest (greatest depth being the structural leaves), the test 
suite uses depth to bring these closer to its target. 
Dependencies are then shown as lines between the test and test 
target, analogous to puppet strings. A selected line can be 

either highlighted or alternatively configured to ghost all 
others. 

Testers focused on test coverage are typically concerned 
about the overall coverage (e.g., to compare its level against 
some high-level test goal), while also concerned about 
assessing details and risks as to which areas were not covered 
by tests. Thus, in VR our visualization of the System Under 
Test (SUT) or test target is shown on a plane using stepped 
pyramids for a 3D effect, with the coverage percentages for a 
container (folder, directory, package) shown on each side.  

The lowest level container is on the bottom and represents 
the entire project. The test suite is projected above this onto a 
separate plane and upside-down, also using stepped pyramids 
for containers.  

 
Figure 14.  VR-V&V: test suite and test results visible on top, test target and 
code coverage shown on bottom; the VR-Tablet is visible on the right as are 
dependencies (magenta lines). 

The test coverage of the test targets is indicated via a bar 
on all four sides so that from any perspective the coverage is 
visually indicated as seen in Figure 15. A bar graph is used on 
all sides, with blue visually indicating the percentage of 
coverage and black used for the rest (the exact coverage 
percentage is also shown numerically). A stepped pyramid 
paradigm is used to portray the granularity, with the highest 
cubes having the finest granularity or depth, and the lowest 
being the least granular. For instance, a user can quickly hone 
in on overall areas with little to no blue, meaning that coverage 
there was scarce, and one can quickly find and focus on details 
(without losing the overview) by focusing on the higher 
elevations.  

 
Figure 15.  VR-V&V: test coverage showing stepped pyramid with highest 
points being finest granularity. 
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Figure 16.  VR-Tablet showing coverage report details for the selected 
element (non-selected elements become transparent). 

Selecting a test target element causes all other target 
elements and unassociated dependency links to become 
transparent, while element-relevant details from the coverage 
report can be inspected in the VR-Tablet as shown in Figure 
16.  

V. EVALUATION 
We base the evaluation of our solution concept on design 

science method and principles [49], in particular, a viable 
artifact, problem relevance, and design evaluation (utility, 
quality, efficacy). To evaluate our prototype realization of our 
solution concept, a case study is used based on two main 
scenarios supporting V&V: 1) requirements and design model 
tracing, and 2) test coverage and test source tracing. 

A. Requirements Traceability with ArchiMate Scenario 
For an example ArchiMate design model we used the 

ArchiSurance [47] to demonstrate requirements traceability 
between ReqIF-based requirements and an ArchiMate model 
in VR. The requirements examples used are shown in ReqIF 
Studio for use cases in Figure 17 and user stories in Figure 18. 
User stories and use cases are written as plain text. 

For visualization in VR, requirements specified in a ReqIF 
file are placed on purple planes, with either all on a single 
plane or split across multiple planes if desired. A requirement 
can be a use case (denoted with the stereotype <<UseCase>>), 
a user story (denoted by the stereotype <<UserStory>>), or 
any other type of requirement. The color of the requirement 
indicates the number of relations with external elements:  
• if none, it is colored red (perceived as peach here, as a 

warning the requirement has no trace and may be 
unaddressed);  

• if it has at least one relation and all elements are shown, 
it is green (see Figure 19);  

• and if it relates to more elements than can be shown on 
the plane, it is blue.  

This can be seen in Figure 20, where only two elements 
are seen in the requirement, but once selected, actually four 
elements are traced to the external elements plane below. A 
selected element is outlined with red. 

 
Figure 17.  Screenshot of a use case document in ReqIF Studio. 

 
Figure 18.  Screenshot of a user story document in ReqIF Studio. 

 
Figure 19.  Selected user story (left) with requirements traces (blue) showing 
referenced ArchiMate elements; further use cases (to its right) depicted on 
requirements plane. 
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Figure 20.  Selecting a blue requirement highlights additional external 
elements. 

As shown in Figure 21, external elements specified in the 
ReqIF file are placed on a gray external elements plane shown 
below the requirements plane, and used to relate requirements 
elements to ArchiMate elements. Any external elements that 
are missing links or relations to a requirement (SpecObject, 
e.g., Use Case / User Story) have red colored cubes to draw 
attention a potential issue, while elements with satisfied 
associations remain gray cubes to not draw attention. Since an 
ArchiMate model is present and these elements are linked to 
it, those icons are used to indicate the type. If an element is 
non-existent in the ArchiMate model, then a question mark is 
used as its icon (the VR-tablet will still provide access to its 
details, the available text as provided in the ReqIF file). 

 

Figure 21.  External elements plane: Financial Software element selected 
(outlined in red), green trace to location on other planes; bottom left shows 
an unassociated element (red) of unknown type (question mark icon). 

 
Figure 22.  Highlighted ArchiMate element (red box) and green trace above. 

On ArchiMate diagrams in VR, any connectors on the 
ArchiMate diagrams (that lie flat) have the same layout and 
meaning as in ArchiMate. We introduced backplane traces 

(see Figure 22 and Figure 23) to link and make apparent 
identical elements on different diagram planes. These 
backplane traces are randomly multi-colored and trace to the 
same identity elements on other diagrams and depart below 
the element and follow along a backplane to reduce clutter.  

Selecting an external item (Figure 21) or an ArchiMate 
element referenced within a requirement (Figure 23) will 
highlight the element itself and all other elements representing 
the underlying artefact in the MetaGraph with an outlined red 
box (Figure 24). This will also produce a green trace line 
departing above the element linking these same elements 
across diagrams. A blue trace line also links the containing 
requirement to the external element plane. 

 

Figure 23.  Financial Software element in requirement user story outlined in 
red with green trace to its location on other planes. 

 
Figure 24.  Financial Software element in ArchiMate diagram outlined in red 
with green trace its location on other planes. 

 
Figure 25.  VR-Tablet showing details for a selected external element (not 
associated here with a diagram). 
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The VR-Tablet enables access to selected element details 
while in VR, such as an external element (see Figure 25), a 
user story (see Figure 26), a use case (see Figure 27), or an 
Archimate diagram element (see Figure 28).  

 
Figure 26.  VR-Tablet showing details of a selected user story. 

 
Figure 27.  VR-Tablet showing details of a selected use case. 

 

Figure 28.  VR-Tablet showing details of an element selected on an 
ArchiMate diagram. 

Thus, VR-V&V helps support trace analysis of 
requirements and associated elements to design model 
elements such as those in ArchiMate. It shows the feasibility 
of supporting V&V in VR, and that analogously other design 
modeling notations could be similarly supported. Hence, VR-
V&V can support software comprehension for V&V 
traceability tasks by partially addressing invisibility, making 
links and traces visibile in the digital reality of VR, and 
addressing complexity limitations via the unlimited space 
available to present and visualize all design diagrams and 
requirements comprehensively. 

B. Test Tracing Scenario 
Our test coverage scenario considers V&V support for 

analyzing: 1) test results, 2) test coverage, and 3) test 
dependencies. For demonstration purposes, Geocoding.net 
[50] was used as an example C# project. However, any C# 
project could be used by the prototype, and currently any 

coverage tool could be used by mapping and transforming the 
report format to the DotCover JSON format. 

1) Test Result Visualization  
In VR, tests (and their containers) in the test suite (a.k.a. 

test source) are colored based on the test result status: green 
for successful, red if any test failed, and yellow for other (such 
as ignored). To depict test results and overall pass (or success) 
rate, the test suite is visualized as a tree map of all tests using 
a step pyramid for the third dimension to indicate granularity 
via depth. Analogously to how coverage was shown as a 
colored bar on all four sides of a container, on the test suite 
green is proportionally shown for success rate and red for 
failure (yellow for other), with its numerical value also given 
as shown in Figure 29.  

 
Figure 29.  Test suite overview; bar indicates pass percentage for a collection 
(green for pass, red for failed). 

A closeup view showing how test case and unit test 
information is provided, showing the test cases (lowest and 
closest to the test target), the test unit (showing name and 
percentage), and a test container (folder or directory) is 
provided in Figure 30. The VR-Tablet can be used to inspect 
the test results for a selected test. 

 
Figure 30.  Test suite success shown by test case, test unit, and test container 
(folder or directory). 

2) Test Coverage Visualization 
Coverage of the test targets is shown as a bar on all four 

sides and on the elevation, with the blue area visually 
indicating the percentage of coverage, and black used for the 
rest, with the percentage also shown numerically, as shown in 
Figure 15. Details on a coverage target can also be retrieved 
via the VR Tablet as shown in Figure 16.  

3) Test Dependency Trace Visualization  
V&V support for test dependencies is typically not 

supported by test tools. Thus, VR-V&V supports a test 
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dependency view, with which stakeholders can view which 
tests are directly invoking or reaching which target code. 
Typically, by convention tests are named in such a way to 
express the test target, yet the actual dependencies could 
nevertheless differ from expectations. This is especially true 
if the test suite consists not only of unit tests but also 
integration or system tests. By eliminating the guess work, 
dependencies could be used to determine which tests are 
primarily reaching a target, and then focus on extending that 
test in order to increase the target coverage. One challenge is 
that there is not necessarily a 1-1 match of a test to its test 
target, thus dependency links provide a way to visualize these 
hitherto hidden dependencies. 

 
Figure 31.  Magenta traces can be followed to dependent test cases. 

VR-V&V depicts the test dependencies of a selected target 
as a magenta-colored trace line. When a selected test target or 
trace is followed, the associated test cases in the test suite are 
opaque, perceived as dark green in Figure 31. And tests can 
be followed to the most granular level of the test case which 
remain opaque as seen in Figure 32. Unassociated tests are 
made partially transparent (perceived as bright green, bright 
red, or grey). 

 
Figure 32.  Bottom view showing dependent test cases and pass rate. 

The VR-Tablet can be used to inspect test report details 
about a selected test object, with the test method 
(CanCompareForEqualityWithNormalizedUnits), test data 

input values (miles: 1, kilometers: 1.609344), and test status 
(success) shown in Figure 33.  

 
Figure 33.  VR-Tablet showing test case details. 

 
Figure 34.  When a test element is selected, non-applicable target areas are 
greyed out. 

These traces can be followed to the test target plane to 
determine what (sub)target(s) a selected test is actually 
reaching, as can be seen in Figure 34. The non-relevant test 
target areas are then partially transparent.  

 
Figure 35.  All test dependencies shown (by toggling selection). 

By unselecting a test element, all dependency traces are 
restored and all test elements opaque, as can be seen in Figure 
35.  Thus, one can trace overall test groups or determine that 
certain tests are perhaps in preparation, or not (as yet) 
traceable or related to the test target if trace dependencies are 
missing. E.g., this might occur if tests were written before the 
production code has been implemented (e.g., in the case of 
acceptance test-driven techniques). Alternatively, this could 
be an indicator of a test suite and test target mismatch, perhaps 
if the production code was significantly changed without 
making associated changes to the test suite. 
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C. Discussion 
The test tracing scenario shows the ability of VR-V&V to 

support test result tracing, test coverage, and test dependency 
tracing. To reduce test redundancy, measuring test target 
coverage can help focus test development on those areas that 
are not yet sufficiently tested or have the most risk. As 
software projects grow, it can be difficult to visualize both the 
software product and the software testing area and their 
dependencies. While direct tracing of requirements to tests 
was not shown in the evaluation, its feasibility is apparent via 
inclusion of test associations in ReqIF SpecObject attributes 
using a test-based TraceOriginType and associated attributes, 
analogous to the ReqIF scenario. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
As software size and its quality expectations grow, its 

invisibility and complexity affect software comprehension for 
V&V stakeholders. VR-V&V contributes an immersive 
solution concept for supporting bidirectional traceability of 
requirements to design elements and analysis of software 
testing dependencies and coverage. The prototype realization 
showed the feasibility of supporting immersive bidirectional 
traceability as well as immersive software test coverage and 
analysis. The evaluation results based on a case study 
demonstrated its capabilities, in particular traceability support 
involving ReqIF, ArchiMate models, test results, test 
coverage, and test source to test target dependency tracing. 
Performing analysis tasks in VR provides a unique immersive 
experience that can enhance and make visible often 
“invisible” traces between various digital artifacts, while 
providing a potential motivational aspect to V&V tasks in 
general. 

Future work includes: integration with VR-SysML, VR-
UML, and VR-Git with expanded support for traceability 
across of all lifecycle artifacts; support for V&V collaboration 
and annotations; and conducting a comprehensive empirical 
study. An automated approach for detecting and associating 
test and code artifacts with requirements is described in our 
prior work VR-SysML+Traceability. We thus intend to 
explore automated code-level traceability support and 
integration of VR-Git to support commit traceability.  
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Abstract—Sentiment Analysis (SA) is instrumental in under-
standing people’s viewpoints, facilitating social media monitoring,
recognizing products and brands, and gauging customer satisfac-
tion. Consequently, SA has evolved into an active research domain
within Natural Language Processing (NLP). Many approaches
outlined in the literature devise intricate frameworks aimed at
achieving high accuracy, focusing exclusively on either binary
sentiment classification or fine-grained sentiment classification.
In this paper, our objective is to fine-tune the pre-trained BERT
model with Bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) to enhance both
binary and fine-grained SA specifically for movie reviews. Our
approach involves conducting sentiment classification for each
review, followed by computing the overall sentiment polarity
across all reviews. We present our findings on binary classification
as well as fine-grained classification utilizing benchmark datasets.
Additionally, we implement and assess two accuracy improve-
ment techniques, Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique
(SMOTE) and NLP Augmenter (NLPAUG), to bolster the model’s
generalization in fine-grained sentiment classification. Finally, a
heuristic algorithm is employed to calculate the overall polarity
of predicted reviews from the BERT+BiLSTM output vector.
Our approach performs comparably with state-of-the-art (SOTA)
techniques in both classifications. For instance, in binary classifi-
cation, we achieve 97.67% accuracy, surpassing the leading SOTA
model, NB-weighted-BON+dv-cosine, by 0.27% on the renowned
IMDb dataset. Conversely, for five-class classification on SST-
5, while the top SOTA model, RoBERTa+large+Self-explaining,
attains 55.5% accuracy, our model achieves 59.48% accuracy,
surpassing the BERT-large baseline by 3.6%.

Index Terms—Sentiment analysis; movie reviews; BERT, bidi-
rectional LSTM; overall sentiment polarity.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper builds upon our prior research [1] into sentiment
analysis (SA) of movie reviews using Bidirectional Encoder
Representations from Transformers (BERT) [2] and computing
overall polarity within the scope of binary sentiment classi-
fication. Still, SA aims to discern the polarity of emotions
(e.g., happiness, sorrow, grief, hatred, anger, and affection) and
opinions derived from text, reviews, and posts across various
media platforms [3]. It plays a crucial role in gauging public
sentiment, serving as a potent marketing tool for comprehend-
ing customer emotions across diverse marketing campaigns.
SA significantly contributes to social media monitoring, brand

Extend version of Sentiment Analysis of Movie Reviews Using BERT,
presented at The Fifteenth International Conference on Information, Process,
and Knowledge Management, eKNOW23, Venice, Italy, 2023.

recognition, customer satisfaction, loyalty, advertising effec-
tiveness, and product acceptance. Consequently, SA stands
as one of the most sought-after and impactful tasks within
Natural Language Processing (NLP) [4]. It encompasses po-
larity classification, involving binary categorization, and fine-
grained classification, encompassing multi-scale sentiment dis-
tribution.

Movie reviews serve as a crucial means to evaluate the
performance of a film. While assigning a numerical or star
rating offers a quantitative assessment of a movie’s success
or failure, a collection of movie reviews offers a qualitative
exploration of various aspects within the film. Textual movie
reviews provide insights into strengths and weaknesses of a
movie, allowing for a deeper analysis that gauges the overall
satisfaction of the reviewer. This study focuses on SA of movie
reviews due to the availability of standardized benchmark
datasets and the existence of significant qualitative works
within this domain, as highlighted in publications such as [5].

BERT stands as a renowned pre-trained language repre-
sentation model, demonstrating strong performance across
various NLP tasks such as named entity recognition, question
answering, and text classification [2]. Its versatility extends to
information retrieval, where it has been leveraged to construct
efficient ranking models for industry-specific applications [6].
Additionally, its adaptability is evident in applications like
extractive summarization of text, as successfully demonstrated
in [7], and in question answering tasks, where it yielded
satisfactory results as seen in [8]. The model’s efficacy was
further highlighted in data augmentation strategies, leading to
superior outcomes, as exemplified in [9]. While BERT has
found primary use in SA [10], its accuracy on certain datasets
remains a challenge.

Ambiguity in NLP, particularly SA, arises due to the com-
plexity of language. Words and phrases often carry multi-
ple meanings or interpretations based on context, making it
challenging to accurately discern sentiment. This challenge
is evident in instances where words might have different
connotations depending on their context within a sentence
or across diverse texts. BERT addresses this issue by lever-
aging its bidirectional context understanding [2]. Unlike ear-
lier models that processed language in one direction, BERT
comprehends words based on both preceding and succeeding
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words, allowing it to capture a more nuanced understanding
of context. Therefore, BERT can better grasp the intricate
meanings and resolve ambiguities present in natural language,
thereby improving SA accuracy.

Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BiLSTM) net-
works are also very popular for text classification in NLP
[11]. BiLSTM is beneficial in SA due to its ability to capture
contextual information from both past and future inputs in
long sequences [12]. In SA, context is crucial, words derive
their meaning not just from preceding words but also from
the subsequent ones. BiLSTMs excel in capturing this bidi-
rectional context by processing sequences in two directions
simultaneously: forward (from the beginning to the end of
a sequence) and backward (from the end to the beginning).
This capability enables BiLSTMs to model more nuanced
and complex dependencies in text, leading to improved SA
performance compared to unidirectional models.

Fine-tuning is a common technique for transfer learning.
The target model copies all model designs with their pa-
rameters from the source model except the output layer and
fine-tunes these parameters based on the target dataset [2].
The main benefit of fine-tuning is no need to train the entire
model from scratch, reducing the training time of the target
model. Hence, we are fine-tuning BERT by coupling BiLSTM
and training the model on movie reviews SA benchmarks.
BERT, with its attention mechanisms and bidirectional con-
text understanding, captures rich contextual information [2].
Combining it with a BiLSTM enhances this capability further.
The ability of the BiLSTM to retain long-range dependencies
complements contextual understanding of BERT, leading to
a more nuanced comprehension of sentiment in text. The
efficacy of this amalgamation is corroborated by conducting
an ablation study in our experiments.

In our approach, we derive an overall polarity from the
output vector generated by BERT+BiLSTM, employing a
heuristic algorithm adapted from [13]. This algorithm is tai-
lored uniquely in our study, addressing the specifics of the
output vectors derived from binary, three-class, four-class,
or five-class sentiment classifications. As a result, our work
implements four distinct iterations of the algorithm, each cor-
responding to one of the four different sentiment classification
tasks undertaken in this research.

Previous studies have predominantly focused on either bi-
nary sentiment classification or fine-grained SA, rarely com-
bining both aspects. This paper addresses this gap by pre-
senting an approach that fine-tunes BERT specifically for SA
on movie reviews. Our objective is to conduct a comparative
analysis encompassing both binary and fine-grained sentiment
classifications. Through the integration of BERT and BiLSTM
architecture, our fine-tuning methodology caters to both binary
and fine-grained sentiment classification tasks. Notably, our
approach surpasses state-of-the-art (SOTA) models in accuracy
using our best-performing method. To address the challenge
of class imbalance in fine-grained classification, we implement
oversampling and data augmentation techniques on the respec-
tive datasets before feeding the data into the model classifier.

The main contributions in this work are as follows:
• Fine-tune BERT by coupling it with BiLSTM for both

binary and fine-grained sentiment classification on well-
known benchmark datasets and achieve accuracy that
surpasses SOTA models.

• Refine techniques to enhance the model’s accuracy in
fine-grained sentiment classification.

• Compute the overall sentiment polarity of predicted re-
views based on the output vector from BERT+BiLSTM.

• Compare and evaluate our experimental outcomes against
the results obtained from other studies, including those
from SOTA models, using benchmark datasets.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the
related work, Section III details the methodology, Section IV
discusses the experiments and results, and finally, Section V
presents the conclusion and discusses future work.

II. RELATED WORK

This section covers relevant literature concerning SA, the
intersection of deep learning and SA, particularly focusing on
movie reviews SA, and the role of BERT in SA.

A. SA

SA within NLP remains an active area of research. [14]
introduced a step-by-step lexicon-based SA method using
the R open-source software. The study conducted polarity
classification on 1,000 movie reviews from the IMDb dataset,
achieving an accuracy of 81.30% by evaluating built-in lexi-
cons.

In a contrasting approach, [3] explored traditional machine
learning techniques, i.e., Naive Bayes (NB), K-Nearest Neigh-
bours (KNN), and Random Forests, for SA on IMDb movie
reviews. Their findings highlighted NB as the top performer,
achieving an accuracy of 81.45%.

A different route was taken in [4], deploying an ensem-
ble generative technique across multiple machine learning
approaches for movie reviews SA, achieving an accuracy
of 90.57%. Conversely, [15] focused on the Cornell movie
review dataset, solely utilizing KNN with the information
gain technique, yielding an accuracy of 90.8%. These studies
underscore the effectiveness of KNN in traditional machine-
learning methods for movie reviews SA.

A novel approach by training document embeddings using
cosine similarity and feature combination with NB weighted
bag of n-grams was proposed in [16]. Their comparison
between training document embeddings using cosine similar-
ity and dot product favored cosine similarity, achieving an
accuracy of 91.42% on the IMDb dataset. In addition, [17]
applied mixed objective function for binary classification on
SA on IMDb benchmark. Their approach reported an error
rate of 9.95%. The aforementioned models targeted polarity
or binary sentiment classification only. Nevertheless, both
binary classification and fine-grained classifications on SA
were implemented in the following two studies. [18] used
transfer learning, while [19], utilised entailment and few-shot
learning. Both studies used IMDb, SST-2, and MR benchmarks
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for binary classification, and Yelp and SST-5 for fine-grained
classification. Average accuracy of 87.57% is reported in [18]
on binary datasets, while [19] has reported 88.16%. For
fine-grained classification, they reported average accuracy of
52.65% and 54.65%, respectively.

In our work, we adopt both polarity and fine-grained clas-
sifications from [19] but use deep learning techniques and
the BERT pre-trained language model. We also adopt transfer
learning from [18].

B. Deep learning

This section explores the realm of deep learning applied to
both the general SA task and specifically to movie reviews
SA.

1) Deep Learning on SA: Deep learning stands as a SOTA
technique for many NLP tasks, including SA. In a study
by [20], Character-level Convolutional Neural Networks (CC-
NNs) were explored for text classification using Yelp and
Amazon benchmarks. These CCNNs were compared against
bag-of-words, n-grams, their TF-IDF variants, word-based
CNNs, and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs). Reported
error rates were 7.82% and 6.93% on the Yelp and Amazon
benchmarks, respectively. Notably, on Yelp, the n-grams model
outperformed the CCNNs with a 6.36% error rate. The study
highlighted several influencing factors on model performance,
including dataset size, text curation, and the alphabet used,
specifically distinguishing between uppercase and lowercase
letters.

In a separate study, [21] introduced a unique approach using
CNNs with meta-networks to learn context-sensitive convolu-
tional filters for text processing. Applying this approach on
Yelp, they achieved a lower error rate of 4.89% compared to
the former CCNNs approach. However, deeper networks pose
increased computational complexity, impacting practical ap-
plications. Addressing this, [22] proposed shallow word-based
Deep Pyramid CNNs (DPCNN) for text categorization. They
studied deepening word-level CNNs to capture comprehensive
text representations without significantly increasing computa-
tional costs. Evaluating on Yelp and Amazon datasets, their
method achieved error rates of 7.88% and 7.92%, respectively.

2) Deep Learning on Movie Reviews SA: To com-
mence, [23] explored the performances of RNNs and CNNs ar-
chitectures for SA of movie reviews. They utilized pre-defined
300-dimensional vectors from word2vec [24] instead of train-
ing word vectors along with other parameters using samples.
The study indicated that CNNs outperformed RNNs, achieving
the best accuracy of 46.4% on the SST dataset. It was
concluded that basic RNNs were inefficient in capturing the
structural and contextual properties of sentences. Basic RNNs
encounter issues such as vanishing or exploding gradients,
leading to model underfitting and overfitting when networks
become very deep. Addressing this challenge, [25] proposed
Coupled Oscillatory RNN (CoRNN), a time-discretization
of a system of second-order ordinary differential equations,
which mitigated the exploding and vanishing gradient prob-

lem. CoRNN achieved 87.4% accuracy on IMDb by precisely
bounding the gradients of hidden states.

LSTMs also contribute to mitigating these problems. [26]
applied LSTM on movie review SA, exploring different hy-
perparameters like dropout, number of layers, and activation
functions. Their LSTM configuration, including embedding,
LSTM layer, dense layer, 0.5 dropout, and 100 LSTM units,
achieved an accuracy of 88.46% on IMDb. Although LSTMs
handle longer sequences efficiently, whether the incorporated
gates in the LSTM architecture offer sufficient generalization
or additional data training is required remains unclear [11].
To address this, [17] applied a BiLSTM network using a
mixed objective function for text classification, employing
both supervised and unsupervised approaches. Their study
showcased that a simple BiLSTM model using maximum like-
lihood training delivered competitive performance in polarity
classification, reporting a 6.07% error rate.

Although BiLSTM displayed superior results compared to
other deep learning methods, room for performance enhance-
ment remains at a 6.07% error rate. Hence, in our work,
BiLSTM is adopted to further improve performance in this
task.

C. BERT

This section delves into works that utilize BERT for SA and
specifically for analyzing movie reviews.

1) BERT and SA: BERT stands out as a renowned SOTA
language model for its exceptional performance across various
NLP tasks. For instance, in the realm of SA, [27] delved into
attention mechanisms and pre-trained hidden representations
of BERT for Aspect-Based SA (ABSA). Their analysis re-
vealed BERT’s utilization of minimal self-attention heads to
encode contextual words, such as prepositions or pronouns
indicating an aspect, and opinion words associated with as-
pects. Conversely, [28] explored the potential of contextual-
ized embeddings from BERT in an end-to-end ABSA task,
focusing on integrating BERT embeddings with various neural
models. Their findings showcased the impressive performance
of BERT when combined with models like Gated Recurrent
Units (GRU).

In a similar vein, [29] leveraged the pre-trained BERT
model for target-dependent sentiment classification, examining
its context-aware representation for potential improvements
in ABSA. Their study revealed that coupling BERT with
complex neural networks previously effective with embedding
representations did not add substantial value to ABSA.

Other investigations of BERT involve transfer learning
approaches. [30] fine-tuned a pre-trained BERT model for
ABSA by transforming ABSA into a sentence-pair classifi-
cation task, achieving an impressive 92.8% accuracy on the
SentiHood dataset. Meanwhile, [31] explored BERT for fine-
tuning on Review Reading Comprehension (RRC) and ABSA
tasks, generating a ReviewRC dataset from a benchmark
for ABSA. Their novel post-training fine-tuning approach on
BERT achieved an accuracy of 90.47%.
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These studies collectively showcase effective fine-tuning
techniques with BERT, particularly in ABSA tasks. In our
work, inspired by the coupling technique used in [28], we
opt to couple BERT with BiLSTM for the movie reviews SA
task.

2) BERT and Movie Reviews SA: In the realm of movie re-
views, [32] employed BERT to transform words into contextu-
alized word embeddings. They fine-tuned BERT’s parameters
using the IMDb movie reviews corpus through Inductive Con-
formal Prediction (ICP), achieving an accuracy of 92.28%. In
contrast, [33] pursued a different approach, comparing BERT
against SentiWordNet [34], logistic regression, and LSTM for
Movie Reviews SA on the IMDb dataset. Their study aimed to
ascertain the relative efficacy of the four SA algorithms, high-
lighting the undeniable superiority of the pre-trained advanced
supervised BERT model in text sentiment classification. BERT
notably outperformed other models, achieving an accuracy of
92.31%. Notably, both studies focused on binary classification.

Conversely, [10] employed BERT for both binary and fine-
grained classifications on SST-2 and SST-5 datasets, respec-
tively. Their model showcased superior performance compared
to other deep learning-based models, such as CNN and RNN,
achieving an accuracy of 93.7% on SST-2 and 55.5% on SST-5
tasks.

It is evident that deep learning techniques have proven to
be the most accurate approaches for SA. Transfer learning,
particularly fine-tuning BERT, consistently yields outstanding
results. However, despite the reported advancements and the
capabilities of BERT, there remains significant potential to
further enhance the pre-trained language model’s performance
in this field. Furthermore, many studies have predominantly
focused on either polarity sentiment classification or fine-
grained sentiment classification, overlooking an exploration
into how the categorical scope of sentiment polarities affects
model robustness. Additionally, most researchers have not
evaluated their approaches across a wide spectrum of available
benchmark datasets for SA. For instance, results are often
reported exclusively for IMDb or SST variants.

Therefore, our current work aims to fine-tune BERT by
coupling it with BiLSTM for both polarity classification and
fine-grained sentiment classification, given that these tech-
niques have demonstrated superior performance in the existing
literature. Leveraging transfer learning insights from [18],
we extend previous methodologies by computing the overall
polarity of sentiments, as demonstrated in [13]. While a prior
study computed overall polarity based on a single output vector
derived from Twitter replies using LSTM for three-class clas-
sification, we intend to compute this using the output vector
obtained from BERT coupled with BiLSTM, tailored to each
specific classification task. Our experimental evaluations will
encompass diverse benchmark datasets as shown in Section
IV.

III. METHODOLOGY

This section discusses various techniques employed in this
study, encompassing SA, BERT, BiLSTM, fine-tuning BERT

with BiLSTM, different classification tasks, techniques for
performance enhancement, computation of overall polarity,
and an overview of the entire study.

A. SA

SA is a sub-domain of opinion mining, focusing on ex-
tracting emotions and opinions regarding a specific topic from
structured, semi-structured, or unstructured textual data [35]. It
can be approached either as a binary or fine-grained sentiment
classification task. In binary classification, machine learning
models categorize text into positive or negative sentiment cate-
gories. In contrast, fine-grained classification involves utilizing
more than two sentiment classes, enabling the computation of
multi-scale sentiment distribution. In our context, we investi-
gate both classifications. Our aim is to explore the robustness
and consistency of the model in generalization across varying
categorical scopes of sentiment polarities.

B. Model Architecture

The model architecture consists of BERT, BiLSTM and a
fully connected dense layer.

1) BERT: BERT was introduced by researchers from
Google [2]. BERT primarily focuses on pre-training deep
bidirectional representations from unlabeled text by jointly
considering both left and right contexts across all layers of the
model. Consequently, BERT can be fine-tuned with a single
additional layer for various downstream tasks such as SA,
question answering, and more. Pre-training of BERT involved
two unsupervised tasks.

a) Masked Language Modeling: For this task, 15% of
the tokens within the input sequence undergo random mask-
ing. Subsequently, the complete input sequence is processed
through a deep bidirectional transformer encoder, and the
output softmax layer is designed to predict the masked words
[2].

b) Next Sentence Prediction: BERT establishes a rela-
tionship between two input sentences, denoted as sentence
A and sentence B, by predicting whether these sentences
logically follow each other within a specific monolingual
corpus. During training, 50% of the inputs consist of sentence
pairs where the second sentence is the immediate subsequent
sentence in the source document. Conversely, the remaining
50% involve pairs where a random sentence from the corpus
is chosen as the second sentence [10].

BERT processes a sequence of input tokens simultaneously
due to its multiple attention heads, and the model is primarily
available in two sub-models: BERTBASE and BERTLARGE. In
this work, we utilize BERTBASE, which comprises 12 layers,
768 hidden states, 12 attention heads, and 110M parameters. In
contrast, BERTLARGE features approximately twice the spec-
ifications of BERTBASE. Specifically, the uncased version of
BERTBASE, referred to as bert-base-uncased, which processes
input tokens in lowercase, is employed in this study.

In BERT, there is a specific format for input tokens. The
initial token of each sequence is labeled as [CLS]. This
token corresponds to the final hidden layer, gathering and
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aggregating all the information within the input sequence,
particularly for classification tasks. To distinguish between
sentences within a single input sequence, two methods are
employed: the use of a special token, [SEP], for separation
and the addition of a learned embedding to each token, thereby
identifying the sentence to which it belongs.

Fig. 1. Simplified diagram of BERT

Figure 1 illustrates a simplified diagram of BERT. En

denotes the input representation of a single token, generated by
summing the respective token, segment, and position embed-
dings. The BERT Backbone symbolizes the primary processing
carried out by BERT, while Tn represents the hidden state
corresponding to token En. Additionally, C represents the
hidden state corresponding to the aggregated token [CLS].
Consequently, we utilize C as the input for the fine-tuning
components in sentiment classification.

2) BiLSTM: BiLSTM is an LSTM variant that processes in-
put features in both forward and backward directions [12]. This
bidirectional characteristic provides BiLSTM an advantage
in effectively capturing higher-level sentiment representations
from the BERT hidden state C. Additionally, BiLSTM inherits
the advantageous features of LSTM, including the ability to
retain long-distance temporal dependencies and avoiding the
issues of vanishing or exploding gradients during backpropa-
gation through time. The enhancement of the performance of
the model by supplementing it with the BiLSTM module, as
demonstrated in experiments, outperformed the usage of solely
BERT with a dense layer.

3) Dense Layer: The hidden state from BiLSTM feeds into
a dense layer. This layer, based on the BiLSTM output, gen-
erates a higher-level feature set that is readily distinguishable
for the targeted number of classes. Finally, a softmax layer is
added atop the dense layer to yield the predicted probability
distribution for the target classes.

C. Fine-tuning BERT with BiLSTM

Because BERT is pre-trained, there is no necessity to train
the entire model from the beginning [2]. Consequently, we
simply transfer knowledge from BERT to the added fine-tuning
layer and train this layer for SA.

In this study, the fine-tuning process operates as follows.
After data pre-processing, three layers are established, one

utilizing BERT and the subsequent layers involving BiLSTM
and dense networks. The data pre-processing phase generates
two input values, known as attention masks and input ids.
These serve as the input embeddings to the model.

The input embeddings are then passed through the BERT
module. The dimensionality of these embeddings is contingent
on various factors, including the input sequence length, batch-
size, and the number of units in BERT’s hidden state.

Subsequently, the BiLSTM assimilates information from
BERT and forwards it to the dense layer, which predicts
the corresponding classes for the input features through the
succeeding softmax layer. BERT and BiLSTM share the same
hyperparameters, detailed in Section IV under experimental
settings.

The fine-tuning process is depicted in Figure 2. Within
the figure, Input features represent tokens in a review, Input
ids symbolize an input sequence, and Attention masks are
binary tensors that highlight the position of the padded indices
in a particular sequence to exclude them from attention.
These masks use binary values 1 to indicate positions that
require attention and 0 for padded values. Padding ensures
uniform sequence lengths for input data sentences, a common
practice in NLP. Consequently, the padded information is not
considered part of the input and has minimal impact on the
model’s generalization.

The output from BERT matches the dimensionality of the
input to BiLSTM, set at 768 and represented by C. Only C is
transmitted to BiLSTM. The BiLSTM layer includes a single
hidden component, followed by a dense layer that receives the
hidden state H from BiLSTM.

D. Classification

In this study, BERT is fine-tuned for both binary (polarity)
sentiment classification and fine-grained SA. The fine-grained
classification aspect encompasses three distinct tasks: three-
class (3-point scale), four-class (4-point scale), and five-class
(5-point scale) classifications.

1) Polarity classification: In this context, polarity classifi-
cation entails classifying a movie review R as either conveying
a positive or a negative sentiment polarity. This fundamental
task is often a cornerstone of SA, as it primarily focuses on
discerning between positive and negative sentiments within a
text [4].

Additionally, to assess the robustness of the model in
handling varying categorical scopes of sentiment polarities,
we further perform fine-grained sentiment classification. This
involves utilizing different classification scales to gauge how
the polarity of an individual review and the overall polarity of
a collection of reviews change as the classification becomes
more detailed. For instance, if a review is classified as negative
in a binary classification dataset, we aim to understand how
this polarity aligns when labels are expanded to include highly
negative, negative, neutral, positive, and highly positive cate-
gories. We extend this analysis to overall sentiment polarity
as well. Consequently, we conduct the following fine-grained
classification tasks.
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Fig. 2. Fine-tuning part of BERT with BiLSTM

2) Three-class classification: This expands upon binary
classification by introducing a neutral class to account for
instances where reviewers might not distinctly assign a positive
or negative sentiment to a movie due to ambiguous sentiments
or a lack of clear preference [13]. Sometimes, the review might
contain a balance of positive and negative words, leading to
ambiguity in sentiment. Hence, a neutral polarity is introduced
to accommodate such cases. In the context of three-class
classification, the task is defined as follows: given a movie
review R, classify it as carrying a negative, neutral, or positive
sentiment polarity.

Alternatively, the output vector from binary classification
can be directly adapted into three-class classification without
altering the label scope in the training data or restarting the
training process for the three-class task. By employing a
sigmoid activation function or a softmax layer that assigns
varying confidence levels to negative and positive classes, a
neutral class can be incorporated using a delta value, δ. In
this approach, the actual output label can be replaced by a
neutral label if the discrepancy between the probabilities of the
original two classes is smaller than δ. However, this method
necessitates a careful definition of δ to ensure meaningful and
accurate outcomes.

3) Four-class classification: This task specifically targets
the IMDb dataset. To extend the binary IMDb classification
to four classes, we adopt a hierarchical approach using binary
tree splitting. This technique, initially introduced in [36],
leverages binary segmentation to identify homogeneous nodes
within a tree structure. In our scenario, negative reviews are di-
vided into highly negative and negative, while positive reviews
are categorized into positive and highly positive, as illustrated
in Figure 3. Here, D represents the dataset, while N, P, HN,
and HP symbolize Negative, Positive, Highly Negative, and
Highly Positive reviews, respectively. A detailed explanation
of the binary tree splitting method’s application is provided in
Section IV within the IMDb dataset analysis. Consequently,
the four-class classification is defined as follows: given a
movie review R, classify it based on whether it carries a
highly negative, negative, positive, or highly positive sentiment
polarity.

4) Five-class classification: Five classes are used here as in
[10] and [37]. While [37] used the output vector obtained from

this classification to estimate the distribution of data examples
across the five classes, we use the vector to find the overall
sentiment polarity of all the predictions. Five-class task is
defined as follows. Given a movie review R, classify it as
whether carrying a highly negative, negative, neutral, positive,
or highly positive sentiment polarity.

Fig. 3. Binary Tree Splitting

E. Accuracy Improvement Approaches

We utilized distinct data oversampling and augmentation
techniques individually to improve the accuracy of the model
for fine-grained sentiment classification.

1) Oversampling: The Synthetic Minority Over-sampling
TEchnique (SMOTE) was introduced in [38] to address im-
balanced datasets problem and enhance model performance.
As SMOTE primarily operates with numerical input data, we
initially converted reviews from the minority classes into their
corresponding numerical features. Subsequently, we used these
features as input for SMOTE, which conducted oversampling
to balance the dataset.

2) Augmentation: Data augmentation serves to address
class imbalance and maximize information extraction from
limited resources [39]. We employed NLP Augmenter (NL-
PAUG), a technique leveraging operations based on abstrac-
tive summarization and synonym replacement driven by the
proximity of word embedding vectors. Our experiments found
this technique successful, and we depict it in Eq. (1):

V AUG = F (V IN) (1)
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Here, VAUG represents the output matrix of augmented
sentences, where F symbolizes the abstractive summariza-
tion augmentation function applied to the input matrix VIN
containing raw text data. Both matrices contain n vectors,
corresponding to the misrepresented (minority) classes within
the dataset. Furthermore, the input vectors comprise randomly
sampled data examples from specific misrepresented classes,
establishing a one-to-one mapping between input and output
vectors.

After applying these techniques, we initially combined the
output from SMOTE with the original input data and pro-
ceeded to train the model using the SST-5 benchmark dataset.
Subsequently, we performed a similar procedure using VAUG.

F. Overall Sentiment Polarity

We define the overall sentiment polarity as follows: Given
an output vector V from BERT+BiLSTM containing sentiment
labels for N reviews, we compute the dominant sentiment po-
larity within the vector. To derive the overall sentiment polarity
of the reviews, we input the output vector of BERT+BiLSTM
into a heuristic algorithm. In this process, BERT+BiLSTM
initially predicts the sentiment category for each review, ag-
gregating the results in an output vector. The occurrences of
each class label within the output vector are tallied, and the
result is passed to the heuristic algorithm to determine the
predominant sentiment polarity for all the reviews collectively.

The algorithm has been modified to compute the overall
sentiment polarity from the output vectors of binary, four-
class, and five-class classifications. The functionality of the
algorithm is dependent on the number of classes in the output
vector, necessitating the derivation of three variants of the
algorithm for these different classification tasks.

Algorithm 1 outlines the computation of the overall polarity
from the output vector of the three-class classification. Ini-
tially, if the proportion of neutral reviews exceeds a threshold,
set at 85%, the overall polarity is designated as neutral. This
threshold acknowledges that a majority of reviews might tend
towards a neutral sentiment rather than distinctly positive or
negative.

Next, the algorithm considers the distribution of negative
and positive sentiments in the output vector. Typically, indi-
vidual reviews seldom express exclusively positive or negative
sentiments. Therefore, if the number of negative reviews
exceeds positive reviews by at least 1.5 times, or vice versa,
the dominant sentiment determines the overall polarity. This
criterion ensures that a sentiment must significantly outweigh
the other to influence the overall polarity.

Finally, when the counts of positive and negative reviews
are nearly equal, indicating a lack of a clear dominance
between positive and negative sentiments, the overall polarity
is categorized as neutral once more. This scenario implies a
balanced representation of both sentiments across the reviews.

To compute the overall polarity from the binary classifi-
cation task, Algorithm 2 is derived from Algorithm 1 with
modifications to account for the absence of a neutral polarity
in binary classification. While Algorithm 1 considers the

Algorithm 1: Overall sentiment polarity computation
from three-class classification output vector.
Result: Dominating sentiment polarity for all reviews.

1 if #total neutral reviews > 85% of the total reviews
then

2 overall polarity ← neutral;
3 else
4 if #total positive reviews >1.5 × # of total

negative reviews then
5 overall polarity ← positive;
6 else if #total negative reviews >1.5 × # of total

positive reviews then
7 overall polarity ← negative;
8 else
9 overall polarity ← neutral;

Algorithm 2: Overall sentiment polarity computation
from binary classification output vector.
Result: Dominating sentiment polarity for all reviews.

1 if #total positive reviews >1.2 × # of total negative
reviews then

2 overall polarity ← positive
3 else if #total negative reviews >1.2 × # of total

positive reviews then
4 overall polarity ← negative
5 else
6 overall polarity ← neutral

presence of a neutral sentiment, binary classification does not
include this category. Therefore, in Algorithm 2, the logic
is adjusted to directly assess the quantities of positive and
negative reviews. However, in cases where neither category
dominates the sentiment output (i.e., quantities of positive
and negative reviews are approximately similar), a neutral
sentiment polarity is introduced for the overall polarity com-
putation, representing a tie between positive and negative
sentiments.

In our formulations, we employed variable coefficients,
namely 1.2 and 1.5, to ascertain the majority gap for decision-
making within the algorithms, for comparisons within the
algorithms.

Algorithm 2 serves as the foundation for Algorithm 3,
enabling the computation of overall polarity from the four-
class output vector of BERT+BiLSTM. This algorithm oper-
ates hierarchically, taking into account the binary tree splitting
illustrated in Figure 3. The hierarchical comparison starts
with base classes, progressing to sub-classes within a base
class that holds the majority of samples. The process involves
aggregating the sample counts of all fine-grained classes under
each super class. For instance, the total for the negative super
class is derived from the highly negative and negative sub-class
totals.

Three distinct scenarios are considered within the algorithm.
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Algorithm 3: Overall sentiment polarity computation
from four-class classification output vector.

Result: Dominating sentiment polarity for all reviews.
1 if # (highly negative reviews + negative reviews) >1.2
× # of (positive reviews + highly positive reviews)
then

2 if #highly negative reviews >1.5 × # of negative
reviews then

3 overall polarity ← highly negative
4 else
5 overall polarity ← negative
6 else if #(positive reviews + highly positive reviews)

>1.2 × # of (highly negative reviews + negative
reviews) then

7 if #highly positive reviews >1.5 × # of positive
reviews then

8 overall polarity ← highly positive
9 else

10 overall polarity ← positive
11 else
12 overall polarity ← neutral

In the first case, if the total number of negative reviews across
super classes exceeds the total number of positive reviews by
at least 1.2 times, and the count of highly negative sub-class
reviews is at least 1.5 times that of the negative sub-class, a
highly negative overall polarity is assigned. Conversely, if the
positive reviews surpass the negative reviews by 1.2 times,
and the highly positive sub-class reviews dominate by 1.5
times over the positive sub-class, an overall positive polarity
is assigned. Finally, if no significant dominance is observed
between the total numbers of negative and positive reviews
within the base classes, a neutral overall polarity is assigned.

For base classes, the threshold of 1.2 often works best
to determine the dominating class. However, in the more
finely-grained sub-classes, such as highly positive and highly
negative, a threshold of 1.5 tends to perform better. This
distinction is due to the increased granularity of the sub-
classes, requiring a higher sample size of the dominating
subclass to designate its label as the overall polarity.

For five-class classification, Algorithm 4 extends from Al-
gorithm 3 with an additional initial step. Initially, the overall
polarity is evaluated as neutral if the proportion of neutral
reviews exceeds a designated threshold, typically set at 85%.
Following this initial consideration, the subsequent steps in
Algorithm 3 are maintained without alteration.

A simplistic method for determining overall polarity in-
volves tallying the count of labels for each class within the
BERT+BiLSTM output vector and assigning overall polarity
based on the majority class. However, this basic approach may
not adequately represent the dominant sentiment. Consider
binary classification, if the output vector consists of 49 positive
reviews and 51 negative reviews, the overall polarity will be
negative. Yet, a difference of 2 is not conclusive enough to

Algorithm 4: Overall sentiment polarity computation
from five-class classification output vector.
Result: Dominating sentiment polarity for all reviews.

1 if #total neutral reviews > 85% of the total reviews
then

2 overall polarity ← neutral
3 else
4 if (#highly negative reviews + #negative reviews)

>1.2 × # of (positive reviews + highly positive
reviews) then

5 if #highly negative reviews > #1.5 × negative
reviews then

6 overall polarity ← highly negative
7 else
8 overall polarity ← negative
9 else if #(positive reviews + highly positive

reviews) >1.2 × # of (highly negative reviews +
negative reviews) then

10 if #high positive reviews >1.5 × # of positive
reviews then

11 overall polarity ← highly positive
12 else
13 overall polarity ← positive
14 else
15 overall polarity ← neutral

determine the prevailing sentiment across all reviews.
Furthermore, the levels of positivity or negativity vary

among reviews in the datasets. To address this, we employ
specific formulations in the respective algorithms. These for-
mulations require a significantly higher majority within a class
in the output vector to assign its label as the overall sentiment
polarity; otherwise, the overall sentiment polarity defaults to
neutral.

Additionally, we refined the coefficients to 1.2 and 1.5 in
the algorithms based on various observations of the model’s
behavior across different scenarios. These empirically deter-
mined values significantly improved the accuracy of overall
polarity computation, closely reflecting the original sentiment
polarity of input features.

G. Overview of the Work

Illustrated in Figure 4, the overview of our work encapsu-
lates several key steps. Initially, raw text data undergoes pre-
processing to transform it into features compatible with BERT.
Subsequently, these features are fed into BERT+BiLSTM
through the fine-tuning layer, which configures the necessary
hyperparameters for BERT+BiLSTM. Finally, the output vec-
tor from BERT+BiLSTM predictions is utilized to compute
the overall sentiment polarity.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

This section provides an insight into the datasets utilized in
this study, followed by an in-depth exploration of the data pre-
processing techniques. Subsequently, it delves into the experi-
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Fig. 4. Overview of our work

mental settings, elucidates the evaluation metrics employed in
the experiments, and culminates in a comprehensive discussion
of the experimental findings.

A. Datasets

The datasets employed within this study revolve around
movie reviews meticulously annotated for SA across a diverse
array of scales, specifically, 2-point, 3-point, 4-point, and 5-
point gradations. The subsequent elucidation encapsulates the
detailed descriptions of these datasets.

1) IMDb movie reviews: The IMDb movie reviews
dataset [40], stands as a widely embraced binary SA collection,
encompassing a colossal 50,000 reviews sourced from the
Internet Movie Database (IMDb). This assortment impeccably
balances negativity and positivity, presenting an equal split
between negative and positive reviews. Within this study, the
dataset assumes a pivotal role in binary classification tasks,
further expanding its utility to encompass three-class and four-
class classification endeavors. Comprising three fundamental
columns (reviews, sentiment score, and label), the dataset’s
sentiment scores range from integers 1 to 10, excluding the
neutral ground of 5 and 6. Reviews carrying scores between 1
to 4 are distinctly labeled as negative, while those within the
7 to 10 spectrum are unequivocally regarded as positive.

In extending the dataset towards a four-class classification
paradigm, our approach leveraged the concept of binary-tree
splitting, visually represented in Figure 3. Each review within
the dataset boasts eight distinct sentiment scores, owing to the
absence of scores 5 and 6. Our classification strategy involves
categorizing reviews bearing scores 1 and 2 as highly negative,
while scores 3 and 4 are tagged as negative. Conversely, scores
7 and 8 merit a positive label, and ratings of 9 and 10 earn the
designation of highly positive. For the three-class model, our
breakdown was as follows: scores 1, 2, and 3 corresponded
to negative sentiment, scores 4 and 7 indicated a neutral
stance, and ratings of 8, 9, and 10 were indicative of positive
sentiment. We refer to these modified datasets as IMDb-2,
IMDb-3, and IMDb-4, representing the binary, three-class, and
four-class renditions of the original dataset, respectively.

2) SST: The Stanford Sentiment Treebank (SST) stands as
a punctiliously curated corpus adorned with fully labeled parse
trees, offering a profound exploration into the intricate nuances
of sentiment’s compositional impact on language. Originating
from the dataset introduced in [41], SST comprises a collection
of 11,855 individual sentences meticulously extracted from
movie reviews. These sentences underwent parsing via the
Stanford parser, resulting in an extensive repository of 215,154

unique phrases diligently annotated by three human judges.
Each phrase within this dataset bears a label denoting its
sentiment, falling within the spectrum of negative, somewhat
negative, neutral, somewhat positive, or positive, equating to
the highly negative, negative, neutral, positive, and highly
positive labels used within our annotations.

The SST dataset manifests in two distinct versions: SST-
5, known as SST fine-grained, employs five labels to char-
acterize sentiment nuances, while SST-2, termed SST binary,
simplifies the classification into two primary labels, negative
and positive. Within SST-2, negative sentiments encompass
judgments labeled as negative or somewhat negative, while
positive sentiments entail those marked as somewhat positive
or positive. Notably, neutral reviews find no place within
SST-2. In our present study, we harness SST-2 for binary
classification tasks and SST-5 for more intricate five-class
classification endeavors, thus delving deeper into the subtleties
of SA within the corpus.

3) MR Movie Reviews: The MR movie reviews dataset
encompasses a wealth of movie review documents carefully
labeled based on their overarching sentiment polarity, whether
they lean positively or negatively, or subjective rating, such as
nuanced assessments like two and a half stars. Additionally, it
contains sentences categorized according to their subjectivity
status, distinguishing between subjective or objective content,
and polarity.

Within the scope of this paper, we specifically employ the
version introduced in [42], a rigorously curated subset com-
prising 5,331 positive and 5,331 negative processed reviews.
In our experiments, we exclusively harness the MR movie
reviews dataset for a singular purpose: the binary classification
task. This dataset serves as the cornerstone of our experiments,
focusing solely on the polarity aspect of SA.

4) Amazon Product Data dataset: This dataset is an expan-
sive repository housing product reviews and metadata sourced
from Amazon, encompassing a staggering 142.8 million re-
views dating from May 1996 to July 2014. Its comprehensive
scope spans reviews, product metadata, and interlinkages. Ini-
tially introduced in [43] as a resource for SA utilizing product
review data, it was further utilized in [44] to construct a
recommender system operating within a collaborative filtering
framework tailored specifically for Amazon products.

Within the context of our study, our focal point centers
solely on video reviews within this extensive dataset. Initially,
the dataset featured labels graded from scores 1 to 5, signifying
a spectrum of polarity strength ranging from highly negative to
highly positive sentiments. To streamline our analysis toward
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binary classification, we undertook a transformation: scores 1
and 2 were consolidated into a negative label, while scores 4
and 5 were amalgamated into a positive label. Simultaneously,
score 3, representing a neutral stance, was omitted, akin to the
approach adopted in SST-2 [41].

For the sake of clarity and specificity within our research,
we distinguish between Amazon-2 and Amazon-5, represent-
ing the binary and five-class versions of the dataset, respec-
tively. Table I provides a comprehensive statistical overview of
the datasets employed in our experiments, where categorical
labels like H POS (Highly Positive), POS (Positive), NEG
(Negative), and H NEG (Highly Negative) elucidate distinct
sentiment categories.

B. Data pre-processing

The data pre-processing step was commenced by eliminat-
ing empty reviews across all datasets, ensuring a clean and
consistent starting point for our analysis. Subsequently, the
focus shifted towards implementing recommended data pre-
processing measures aimed at translating the raw input data
into a format compatible with BERT’s comprehension. This
undertaking encompassed two pivotal steps integral to the
transformation process.

Initially, we generate input examples utilizing the BERT-
provided constructor, which operates based on three key
parameters: text a, text b, and label. Here, text a encapsulates
the body of text we aim to classify, specifically, the collection
of movie reviews sans their associated labels. The text b
parameter, primarily utilized in scenarios involving sentence
relationships such as translation or question answering, re-
mains intentionally left blank given its minimal relevance to
our current research focus. Meanwhile, label serves as the
container for the sentiment polarity labels associated with each
movie review, representing an essential component of the input
features.

For a deeper understanding of this foundational step, addi-
tional insights can be gleaned from the original BERT paper
[2]. Subsequently, we progress through a series of text pre-
processing steps integral to our methodology.

• Lowercase all text, since the lowercase version of
BERTBASE is being used.

• Tokenize all sentences in the reviews. For example, “this
is a very fantastic movie”, to ‘this’, ‘is’, ‘a’, ‘very’,
‘fantastic’, ‘movie’.

• Break words into word pieces. That is ‘interesting’ to
‘interest’ and ‘##ing’.

• Map words to indexes using a vocab file that is provided
by BERT.

• Add special tokens: [CLS] and [SEP], which are used for
aggregating information of the entire review through the
model and separating sentences, respectively.

• Append index and segment tokens to each input to track
a sentence that a specific token belongs to.

Following these processes, the tokenizer yields crucial out-
puts: input ids and attention masks. These outputs serve as
pivotal components, subsequently utilized as inputs alongside

the review labels for our model. These elements collectively
form the foundational input data fed into our analysis frame-
work.

C. Experimental settings

We conducted fine-tuning on bert-base-uncased, a variant of
BERT designed to process lowercase tokens. While initializing
most of BERT’s layers from the model checkpoint, some
layers required new initialization. Throughout the training
process, we deliberately froze the initial layers containing
BERT weights, allowing the primary focus to rest on the
latter layers housing the fine-tuning components. These latter
layers, holding trainable weights, were continuously updated
to minimize loss during the training phase, specifically tailored
to the downstream task of SA.

Numerous simulations were executed across the datasets
to optimize the hyperparameters of the model. From our
exhaustive experiments, the most optimal results emerged
with specific hyperparameters. For binary classification, the
model exhibited exceptional performance using the Adam
optimizer [45], a batch size of 32, a learning rate of 3e-5,
an epsilon value of 1e-08, a maximum sequence length of
128, and employing binary cross-entropy loss. Training was
conducted over 10 epochs, iterating through each batch.

Conversely, in all fine-grained classifications, a batch size
of 64, a learning rate of 1e-4, a maximum sequence length
of 256, a decay of 1e-5, alongside the Adam optimizer and
sparse categorical cross-entropy loss, facilitated optimal out-
comes. This specific version underwent training for 15 epochs,
repeating steps for batches. Notably, we observed instances of
overfitting when attempting to increase the number of epochs
for these respective models.

To facilitate broader adoption and enable replication of
our work, the code for this project is readily available [46],
ensuring accessibility for interested parties.

D. Evaluation Metrics

In line with the evaluation metrics adopted in [10], our
approach also employs accuracy as a performance measure
to assess the efficacy of our model in comparison to other
models. Accuracy, in its essence, is straightforwardly defined
as:

accuracy =
number of correct predictions

total number of predictions
× 100 (2)

E. Results and Discussion

We delineate accuracy comparisons across various datasets
and classification tasks in our study. Table II illustrates binary
classification results, encompassing a comparison between our
model and others. Subsequently, in Table III, we present
outcomes for three-class and four-class classifications, ex-
clusively on the IMDb dataset. Last, Table IV delves into
five-class classification on SST-5 and Amazon-5 datasets.
Across these tables, our model consistently surpasses all others
in performance across diverse classification tasks on every
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TABLE I
STATISTICS OF THE DATASETS DIVIDED INTO TRAINING AND TEST SETS

Dataset Train samples Test samples
H POS POS NEUTRAL NEG H NEG H POS POS NEUTRAL NEG H NEG

IMDb-2 - 12500 - 12500 - - 12500 - 12500 -
MR - 4264 - 4265 - - 1067 - 1066 -
SST-2 - 4300 - 4244 - - 886 - 1116 -
Amazon-2 - 239660 - 37056 - - 59949 - 9231 -
IMDb-3 - 18227 4816 14958 - - 4556 1204 3739 -
IMDb-4 11471 8530 - 8234 11767 2867 2132 - 2058 2941
SST-5 1482 2489 1794 2512 1208 370 622 448 628 302
Amazon-5 182000 57688 27767 15168 21863 45500 14421 6941 3791 5465

dataset, solidifying its position as the new benchmark with
SOTA accuracy levels.

The analysis of our results reveals a distinct trend: our
model excels notably in binary classification tasks. However,
a discernible pattern emerges as we move towards finer clas-
sification scales, evident across the IMDb, SST, and Amazon
datasets showcased in Table II, Table III, and Table IV. As the
classification granularity increases, the accuracy of our model
experiences a consistent decline.

This decline in accuracy can be attributed to several factors.
The primary reason lies in the heightened complexity that
arises with an augmented number of classes within a dataset.
As the distinctions between classes become more intricate, the
task of accurate classification becomes increasingly challeng-
ing for the model.

Another contributing factor is the distribution of samples
across these classes. Despite the proliferation of classes, the
number of samples per class remains constrained by the orig-
inal dataset size. Consequently, with the expansion of classes,
each sentiment category possesses a reduced number of ex-
amples available for effective model learning. This scarcity of
samples within each sentiment category hampers the ability of
the model to learn distinct patterns for accurate predictions,
particularly as the categorical spectrum of sentiment polarities
widens within a dataset.

Through our experimental observations, a striking finding
emerges: the model exhibits robustness and consistency, show-
casing resilience even amidst alterations in the categorical
scope of sentiment polarities within a specific dataset. To
illustrate, we delve into a review snippet sourced from the
IMDb benchmark. “This show is great. Not only is ‘Haruhai
Suzumiya’ a very well written anime show, it also reflects
things like Philosophy, Science Fiction and a little religion. Itś
hilarious at some points and ’cute’ (for lack of a better term)
at others. Actually this may be effect to my lack of experience
with Japanese anime shows, but it is one of the best of its
genre I have seen. I mainly have to give credit to the writers. I
havent́ seen such brilliant scopes of imagination in a television
show since the original Star Trek. I hope the writers continue
to add strange new characters and give more insight on the
already great characters that have been added”. In the context
of binary classification within IMDb-2, the model confidently
designates the text as Positive. Similarly, in the three-class

classification of IMDb-3, it maintains this classification. How-
ever, when exploring the four-class classification in IMDb-4,
the model assigns a Highly Positive label. This classification
aligns impeccably with the sentiment score embedded within
the review text, a rating of 9 on a scale of 1 to 10 for goodness.

This astute adaptability demonstrates the proficiency of
the model in discerning and leveraging nuanced semantic
cues embedded within a dataset. It dynamically adjusts its
classification strategy based on the chosen categorical scope,
effectively capturing and reflecting the varying degrees of
sentiment granularity present within the dataset.

Our experimental findings, showcased in Table V using
the SST-5 dataset, include results concerning oversampling
with SMOTE and augmentation using NPLPAUG. Two dis-
tinct approaches are highlighted: BERT+BiLSTM+SMOTE,
utilizing SMOTE in conjunction with BERT and BiLSTM for
SA, and BERT+BiLSTM+NLPAUG, employing NLPAUG for
augmentation.

Surprisingly, the inclusion of SMOTE in our model exhibits
no discernible impact on accuracy. Remarkably, the accuracy
of a simpler model, BERT+BiLSTM, employing solely BERT
and BiLSTM without any accuracy enhancement techniques,
surpasses that of BERT+BiLSTM+SMOTE. This implies that
the oversampling technique fails to impart semantic under-
standing to the model from the augmented data it produces.

Conversely, BERT+BiLSTM+NLPAUG showcases a per-
formance boost, elevating the accuracy of the model from
58.44% to 60.48%. The rationale behind these observations
lies in the input transformation process. SMOTE operates on
text inputs that have been transformed into BERT features.
This transformation introduces noise and disrupts the efficacy
of SMOTE, as some semantic nuances are lost during this
process. In contrast, NLPAUG operates directly on raw text
data, facilitating an easier extraction of semantic information
during the learning process. This direct access to raw text
enables NLPAUG to enhance the performance of the model
by leveraging the inherent semantics present in the data.

To encapsulate the discussion of results, we focus on
the comprehensive computation of overall sentiment polarity
across all datasets facilitated by our model, as detailed in Table
VI. Here, OP signifies Overall Polarity. We distinguish be-
tween Original OP, known prior to input embeddings entering
BERT+BiLSTM, and Computed OP, derived after the model
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TABLE II
ACCURACY (%) COMPARISONS OF MODELS ON BENCHMARK DATASETS FOR BINARY CLASSIFICATION

Model name Dataset
IMDb-2 MR SST-2 Amazon-2

RNN-Capsule [47] 84.12 83.80 82.77 82.68
coRNN [18] 87.4 87.11 88.97 89.32
TL-CNN [18] 87.70 81.5 87.70 88.12
Modified LMU [48] 93.20 93.15 93.10 93.67
DualCL [49] - 94.31 94.91 94.98
L Mixed [50] 95.68 95.72 - 95.81
EFL [19] 96.10 96.90 96.90 96.91
NB-weighted-BON+dv-cosine [16] 97.40 - 96.55 97.55
SMART-RoBERTa Large [51] 96.34 97.5 96.61 -
Ours 97.67 97.88 97.62 98.76

TABLE III
ACCURACY (%) COMPARISONS FOR THREE AND FOUR CLASS

CLASSIFICATION ON IMDD

Model name Dataset
IMDb-3 IMDb-4

CNN-RNF-LSTM [52] 73.71 63.78
DPCNN [22] 76.24 66.17
BERT-large [10] 77.21 66.87
Ours 81.87 70.75

TABLE IV
ACCURACY (%) COMPORISONS OF MODELS ON BENCHMARK DATASETS

FOR FIVE CLASS CLASSIFICATION

Model name Dataset
SST-5 Amazon-5

CNN+word2vec [23] 46.4 48.85
TL-CNN [18] 47.2 58.1
DRNN [53] - 64.43
BERT-large [10] 55.5 65.83
BCN+Suffix+BiLSTM-Tied+Cove [54] 56.2 65.92
RoBERTa+large+Self-explaining [55] 59.10 -
Ours 60.48 69.68

TABLE V
ACCURACY (%) OF OUR MODEL WITH ACCURACY IMPROVEMENT

TECHNIQUES ON SST-5

Classification task Accuracy
BERT+BiLSTM 58.44
BERT+BiLSTM+SMOTE 58.36
BERT+BiLSTM+NLPAUG 60.48

predicts sentiments for reviews.
Remarkably, the table demonstrates an intriguing consis-

tency: Computed OP aligns precisely with Original OP across
all datasets. Original OP was initially computed by tallying
the sample counts for each label within the input features
and then applying a specific heuristic algorithm tailored to
the classification task. This initial computation was utilized as
a benchmark to verify the accuracy of Computed OP.

Furthermore, the table also highlights a consistent Computed
OP across different versions of the same dataset. This unifor-
mity across dataset variations reinforces our confidence in the

TABLE VI
OVERALL POLARITY COMPUTATION ON ALL THE DATASETS

Dataset Original OP Computed OPb

IMDb-2 Neutral Neutral
IMDb-3 Neutral Neutral
IMDb-4 Neutral Neutral
MR reviews Neutral Neutral
SST-2 Neutral Neutral
SST-5 Neutral Neutral
Amazon-2 Positive Positive
Amazon-5 Positive Positive

ability of the heuristic algorithm to accurately compute the ex-
pected overall polarity from the BERT+BiLSTM output vector.
This confidence persists despite variations in the categorical
scope of sentiment polarities within the movie reviews across
different dataset iterations. This robustness ensures that the
heuristic algorithm consistently delivers expected and accurate
overall polarity computations, emphasizing its reliability and
generalizability across diverse datasets.

V. CONCLUSION

In this section, we consolidate our efforts by offering a
succinct summary of our work, highlighting the contributions
we have made to the domain’s knowledge, and outlining
prospective avenues for future exploration based on the in-
sights gleaned from our observations.

A. Conclusion

In this endeavor, we have expanded the existing domain
knowledge of SA through our primary contributions, show-
casing significant advancements:

First, we have adeptly fine-tuned BERT, a pivotal aspect
enhancing accuracy within movie reviews SA. Leveraging
transfer learning, we coupled BERT with BiLSTM, utilizing
BERT-generated word embeddings as inputs for BiLSTM. This
amalgamation was instrumental for polarity and fine-grained
classification tasks, spanning three-class, four-class, and five-
class categorizations across various datasets, i.e., IMDb, MR,
SST, and Amazon. Notably, our model consistently outper-
formed prior works across all classification tasks and datasets.
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Moreover, to augment the accuracy of our model for five-
class classification, we delved into the impact of employing
SMOTE and NLPAUG on SST-5, a notably challenging fine-
grained classification benchmark. Intriguingly, SMOTE led
to a decrease in accuracy from 58.44% to 58.36%, while
NLPAUG remarkably boosted accuracy to 60.48%.

Second, we introduced a heuristic algorithm tailored to
the BERT-BiLSTM output vector, dynamically adapting to
the specific classification task at hand. Demonstrating its
reliability, we confirmed that the original overall polarity
aligned perfectly with the computed overall polarity across
all datasets. Furthermore, variations within dataset versions
exhibited consistent computed overall polarity.

This work marks a pioneering effort, coupling BERT with
BiLSTM and applying the resulting model across diverse sen-
timent classification tasks and benchmark datasets. Notably, it
is the first to utilize the output vector of a model for computing
overall sentiment polarity. Our exploration not only enhances
understanding regarding review polarity but also sheds light on
the nuanced shifts in review and overall polarities as classi-
fication granularity intensifies. These combined contributions
significantly advance the understanding and application of SA
within diverse contexts.

B. Future Work

Moving forward, our proposed future endeavors revolve
around addressing key challenges in the realm of SA, aiming
to enhance model performance and extract deeper insights.
One significant area of focus involves exploring strategies to
effectively apply accuracy improvement techniques to trans-
formed BERT features, despite the inherent loss of semantic
information during their transformation. This endeavor seeks
to overcome the limitations posed by the semantic information
loss, potentially revolutionizing the effectiveness of these
techniques.

Additionally, our exploration will delve into the nuanced
contributions of different sentence components to sentiment
prediction. This unexplored facet holds immense potential,
as the intricate interplay between sentence elements often
remains untapped by current methodologies. By dissecting
these contributions, we aim to unravel hidden layers of in-
formation critical to sentiment prediction, thereby enriching
the understanding of sentence structures and their impact on
SA.

Furthermore, our future roadmap includes an extensive
exploration of alternative pre-trained language models beyond
BERT, such as RoBERTa and GPT. This exploration aims to
broaden the horizons of our analysis, leveraging the unique
capabilities and architectures of these models to potentially
enhance SA outcomes. Diversifying our approach by incorpo-
rating these SOTA models could unlock new dimensions and
avenues for deeper exploration within the field of SA.
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Abstract— Evidence from the various reports and articles 

as well as the importance of the audit process shows that 
adjustment and/or improvement of the current audit 
approach within the accountancy sector is necessary. 
Research demonstrates that technology can contribute to an 
improvement of audit quality, by enhancing audit 
effectiveness and efficiency. Additionally, previous research 
increasingly recognizes that audit data analytics is likely to 
transform the conduct of the audit significantly. The goal of 
this research is to study how Audit Data Analytics is currently 
used within the audit. In order to answer this question, a 
survey was distributed via the Dutch National Accountants 
Association, focusing on how Audit Data Analytics is used in 
the accountancy sector. This paper extends the previous 
research [1], including a more detailed literature review, data 
collection, analysis and results. The results and the non-
chronological order of the data analysis types indicate a 
misinterpretation or lack of understanding of the data 
analysis types (implemented in the survey) and their 
chronological order. 

 
Keywords-audit data analytics; audit quality; process 

mining; process mining algorithms. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Audit quality consistently received substantial attention 

from regulators and academics over the past years due to 
numerous audit scandals. Caused by a lack of independent 
oversight and enforcement, various accounting and audit 
scandals took place in the beginning of the 21st century. 
Recent reports from the Dutch Authority for the Financial 
Markets (AFM), and recent published reports from, among 
others, the Future Accountancy Sector Committee (CTA) 
and the Accountancy Monitoring Committee (MCA), show 
that the quality of annual audits is inadequate [2]–[5]. 
Internationally the lack of audit quality is also visible. In the 
Brydon report, Brydon states that the audit quality is 
insufficient and improvements including new reporting 
duty with respect to fraud and more auditor transparency are 
recommended [6]. Evidence from the various reports and 
articles as well as the importance of the audit process shows 
that adjustment and/or improvement of the current audit 
approach within the accountancy sector is necessary [7]. 
Research demonstrates that technology can contribute to an 
improvement of audit quality [8].  

This research, therefore, focuses on the current usage of 
Audit Data Analytics (ADA) within the audit. The goal of 
this research is to achieve a view of the application of ADA 
within the financial audit. To achieve this, this paper 
answers the following main question: How and to what 
extent is Audit Data Analytics currently used by 
auditors/accountants? 

 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: 

Section II describes the relevant literature regarding audit 
quality and ADA. In Section III, the research method is 
described, followed by the data collection and analysis in 
Section IV. Finally, the results, conclusion and future work 
are presented in Sections V and VI, respectively. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Audit quality is a very broad concept and can be 

defined in various ways. DeAngelo describes audit quality 
as “the market assessed joint probability that a given 
auditor will both discover a breach in the client’s 
accounting system and reports the breach” [9]. Whereas the 
Government Accountability Office uses a more extensive 
approach and states that high audit quality is achieved 
when performed according to the corresponding standards 
and no material misstatements due to error or fraud are 
present [10]. The legal definition of audit quality is on the 
other hand very concise, as it states audit quality as either 
“audit failure” or “no audit failure” [11]. In conclusion, 
audit quality is a broad concept and difficult to summarize 
in a single definition. Next to that, these different 
definitions show that audit quality is not yet recognized 
universally across the world. As mentioned before, 
evidence from the various reports and articles as well as the 
importance of the audit process shows that adjustment and 
/ or improvement of the current approach within the 
accountancy sector is necessary [1]–[4][7].  

Previous research shows that technology/ADA can 
contribute to an improvement of audit quality [8]. By 
automating certain audit analyses, more time and resources 
can be allocated to the interpretation of these analyses. This 
maximizes the dual aspects of audit quality: independence 
and expertise [8][9]. Additionally, previous research 
increasingly recognizes that ADA is likely to transform the 
conduct of the audit significantly [12]–[14]. As Barr-
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Pulliam et al. state: “The use of advanced testing methods 
such as ADAs can occur at any stage of the audit and can 
significantly transform the process of auditing financial 
statements, resulting in enhanced audit effectiveness and 
audit efficiency – both elements and signals of audit 
quality” [12]. To support the individual and personal 
judgement of the auditor, ADA could provide a solution. 
ADA is a method of using data analysis techniques to 
evaluate financial information and assess the accuracy and 
reliability of an organization's financial statements. This 
involves collecting and examining large amounts of data, 
and using statistical and computational tools to identify 
patterns, trends, and anomalies that may indicate potential 
problems or issues. Data-driven audits are becoming 
increasingly familiar within the accountancy sector, due to 
innovation, increase in technology/data and the pursuit of 
continuous assurance [15]. Data-driven ‘control’ is also 
used by the AFM (regulator), as they want to implement 
data-driven supervision to enhance the efficiency and 
effectivity of the supervision of audit firms. To achieve this, 
the AFM will structurally request data from the audit firms 
to gain insight into the current quality control and risk 
characteristics [16]. 

Despite the fact that the use of ADA within the audit 
practice is relatively new, various previous research has 
been performed. The Financial Reporting Council (FRC), 
regulator to auditors, accountants and actuaries and setter of 
UK’s Corporate Governance and Stewardship Codes, 
conducted a review of the use of technology in the audit of 
financial statements. Within this review, the FRC found that 
ADA was currently used mostly for risk assessment and the 
audit of revenue, and that advanced ADA was only used 
sporadic [17]. This was also highlighted by Eilifsen et al. 
who explored the use of ADA in current audit practice in 
Norway. Eilifsen et al. found that despite the positive 
attitude with regards to the usefulness of ADA, the use of 
‘advanced’ ADA is rare [18]. Eilifsen et al. also found that 
this is caused by its complexity and lack of implementation 
guidelines and confidence in the ability of ADA to provide 
sufficient and appropriate audit evidence. It is suggested 
that this is likely to persist until ADA will be incorporated 
in the audit methodologies and ADA is explicitly supported 
and accepted by supervisory bodies and standard-setters 
[18]. However, this research focuses not only on the use of 
ADA, but also on the sequentially of its use. 

To analyze the sequential use of ADA, process mining 
will be used [19] [20]. Process mining is a technique used 
to analyze and visualize end-to-end processes, by ordering 
the events based on the timestamps/event logs. Ordering 
these events is a crucial step for understanding the sequence 
of activities within a process and to detect possible 
deviations from the expected process [19] [20]. As van der 
Aalst (2011) stated: “Process mining aims to discover, 
monitor and improve real processes by extracting 
knowledge from event logs” [20]. The initial stage in 
process mining involves the utilization of event logs, which 
document individual activities or events associated with 
specific cases. These events, arranged in chronological 

order, collectively represent a single "execution" of the 
process [21]. 

For the use of this research process mining algorithms 
from the Python package ‘Pm4py’, a Process Mining 
package for Python, were used [22]. In specific, the 
heuristic miner will be used. A heuristic analysis simplifies 
the information by removing redundant details and 
exceptions, concentrating on the primary behaviors [23]. 

III. RESEARCH METHOD 
The goal of this research is to study how ADA is 

currently used within the audit. In order to answer this 
question, a survey was distributed focusing on how ADA is 
used in the accountancy sector. The survey is distributed via 
the Dutch National Accountants Association (NBA) across 
members of the Accounttech working group, a total of 
7,008. The members of the NBA are spread over several 
accountancy firms in the Netherlands and consists out of 
accounting consultants/auditors (AA in Dutch), chartered 
auditors (RA in Dutch) and people working in the 
accountancy sector.  

The survey consists of 20 questions which are divided 
into seven subsections. These subsections relate to 1) 
composition/descriptive (general), 2) the scope of ADA, 3) 
assessing the possibility to detect misstatements, 4) 
sequence, 5) possibility to assist decisions, 6) materiality 
and 7) phase of the audit in which ADA is used. The 
questions are answered on a Likert-scale basis [24], in 
which answers range from ‘1 – I never use it’, to ‘7 – I 
always use it’. Likert scales are considered a good fit for 
analytical purposes, due to their relatively large number of 
categories [25]. In addition, the respondents were able to 
answer: ‘I don’t know’ or ‘Not relevant’. For the purpose of 
this research the latter two are classified as ‘1 – I never use 
it’.  

By formulating the survey questions, the Value Through 
Analytics (VTA) model from Zoet is used [26]. This model 
concretizes data analytics into subtypes. The VTA model 
incorporates the six different types of analyses from Leek 
and Peng (2015), namely: The 1) descriptive, 2) 
explanatory, 3) inferential, 4) predictive, 5) causal, and 6) 
mechanistic [27]. The VTA model also includes the three 
types of process mining as described by Van der Aalst 
(2011): discovery, conformance and improvement [28]. The 
VTA model is a tool to classify data analytics into different 
categories [29] and is shown in Figure 1. The VTA model 
distinguishes 54 different types of data analysis which can 
be derived by walking through the three circles within the 
model. The inner circle starts with the question: “What do I 
want to analyze?” In which a 1) process, 2) decision or 3) 
object can be chosen. The second circle questions “Why do 
I want to analyze?” Which can be answered by 1) discovery, 
2) conformance, and 3) improvement. Finally, the outer 
circle asks the question “To what extent do I want to analyze 
it?” The last question indicates the choice to the following 
types of data analytics: 1) descriptive, 2) explanatory, 3) 
inferential, 4) predictive, 5) causal, and 6) mechanistic. 
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Additionally, the types of analysis within the VTA model 
are layered in sequence, which indicates that if an inferential 
analysis can be carried out, one should also be able to carry 
out a descriptive and explanatory analysis. 

 
 

 
Figure 1.  Value Through Analytics model [26] 

To assess which competences can be utilized with the 
help of ADA, a so-called analysis quotient can be 
computed, which visualizes the type of questions that can 
be answered [29]. An example of this is shown in Figure 2, 
in which the questions are set against audit organizations.   
indicates that an audit organization cannot perform the 
analysis, green indicates that the type of analysis is 
standard procedure within each audit. Blue indicates that 
the analysis is used within every audit, but expertise is 
needed. Purple indicates that the analysis is executed by 
only one employee for their own use, but the results are not 
communicated throughout the team. Finally, yellow 
indicates that it is not executed for every audit [29].  

The survey questions were set up by dr. Mantelaers 
(chartered auditor) and dr. Zoet, founder of the VTA model 
[26], based on the analysis quotient. In order to validate and 
refine the survey questions and to ensure the correct 
questioning a pilot test was conducted by five master 
students (Accounting and Control – Maastricht 
University). Moreover, the pilot test was executed by two 
members of the Accounttech group, of which one is related 
to the Post-Master IT-Auditing &Advisory (Erasmus 
University Rotterdam).  

 
Figure 2.  Periodic system types of analyses [29] 

Within the survey questions, a particular sequence is 
followed related to several ‘levels’ of ADA usage in 
practice, which can be linked to the data analysis 
types/levels in the VTA model. In Table I the survey 
questions are linked to the type of data analyses derived 
from Figure 2. Each question focuses on the frequency of 
use of the ADA types as mentioned in Table I. As the 
questions and data analysis types, are listed in a 
chronological order, this implies that if an auditor uses 
ADA type five, the auditor will also be expected to be able 
to perform ADA type two and four. 

TABLE I. SURVEY DESIGN 

Survey 
question 

ADA 
type 

ADA description 

7.1 2 Object – Discover – Explanatory 
7.2 4 Object – Discover – Predictive 
7.3 5 Object – Discover – Causal 
7.4 7 Object – Discover – Descriptive 
7.5 8 Object – Discover – Explanatory 
8.1 19 Process – Discover - Descriptive 
8.2 20 Process – Discover – Explanatory 
8.3 25 Process – Conformance – Descriptive 
8.4 26 Process – Conformance – Explanatory 
8.5 37 Decision – Discover – Descriptive 
8.6 43 Decision – Conformance - Descriptive 
 
The questions were arranged in chronological order, 

following the sequence and complexity of ADA types. This 
means that the data analysis types embedded in these 
questions are used systematically in the expected 
chronological sequence. This approach of progressing step 
by step improves the clarity and relevance of the data 
analysis, making it a more methodical and understandable 
exploration of the subject matter. With this set up, we 
expect that ADA types with lower complexity, such as 2, 
will be utilized more frequently than the more intricate 
ADA types like 37 or 43. Furthermore, considering the 
hierarchy of complexity in ADA types, proficiency in 
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ADA type 5 should imply competence in performing ADA 
type 7 as well. 

The sequence of the data from the survey will be 
analyzed with the help of process mining algorithms. For 
the use of this research, a heuristic analysis will be 
performed due to the scope of possible responses and 
outcomes. A heuristic analysis eliminates any redundant 
details and exceptions and focuses on the main behavior 
[23]. 

IV. DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 

The survey was distributed to a population of 7,008 
respondents in total, of which initially 203 responded, a 
response rate of 2.90%. The respondents consist out of 167 
males and 36 females, of which 72 are a chartered auditor 
(RA in Dutch) and 39 accounting consultants (AA in 
Dutch). Around 25% of the respondents works for one of 
the Big 4 auditing firms (EY, PWC, Deloitte and KPMG). 
Based on the initial results some first analysis was carried 
out, this paper includes the total dataset and expands the 
earlier analysis/research. The final dataset consists out of 
609 respondents, a response rate of 8.69%. The respondents 
consist out of 488 males, 119 females and 2 (none of) both. 
Within the respondents there are 198 chartered auditors 
and 133 accounting consultants. Around 20% works for one 
of the Big 4 auditing firms. The most common jobs within 
the respondents are external auditor (chartered auditor and 
accounting consultants), accountant in business or 
public/internal auditor. However, the work experience 
varies across the respondents as is shown in Table II. 

The overall response rate is relatively low, possibly 
caused by the non-committal nature and scope of the 
survey. Moreover, surveys are frequently distributed within 
the Accounttech working group and NBA, which also 
causes the low response rate. From an NBA perspective this 
can be considered a representative response rate. The survey 
was distributed in the first half of 2021. 

TABLE II. WORK EXPERIENCE RESPONDENTS

 

To analyze the outcomes of the survey a heuristic 
process mining algorithm is applied by using three input 
variables. These input variables consist out of 1) case 
concept name, represented by the respondents ID, 2) 
concept name, represented by the question number and 3) 
the timestamp, represented by the answer based on the 
Likert scale. To ensure the chronological order a timestamp 

is added to the data by converting the Likert scale. In which 
‘7 – I always use it’ is matched to the earliest timestamp, as 
it is always used (used now). ‘1 – I never use it’ is matched 
to the latest timestamp, since its use will be furthest in the 
future. The options in between (two to six) are matched 
accordingly. 

V. RESULTS 

A. Initial Results 
The initial analysis distinguishes 132 types of unique 

variants within a total of 203 respondents (65.0%). A total 
overview of the data analysis types in order of usage is 
shown in Figure 3. The numbers 7.1 until 8.6 refer to the 
questions of the survey, the link to the data analysis types 
is shown in Table II. As the Likert scale was converted to 
a timestamp in order to perform these analyses, the order 
of the questions depends on the usage of the specific ADA. 
For example, question 7.1 relates to the use of data 
analysis: Object – Discover – Explanatory. 60.6% of the 
respondents (n=123) indicated that this analysis is always 
used (Likert scale – 7). Due to the rating of ‘7 – I always 
use it’, this data analysis type is matched to the earliest 
timestamp and therefore shown at the start of the path in 
Figure 3.  

 

 
Figure 3.  Result heuristic miner. 
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Due to the high number of unique variants (65.0%), an 
overview of the top ten variants is shown in Table III. For 
clarity purposes, the number of occurrences per unique 
variant is added.  

TABLE III. TOP 10 VARIANTS 

 

 
The most common variant (variant 1) occurs 58 times. 

This variant is, also chronologically seen, the most logical 
variant, as the occurrence of the questions are in a 
chronological order (7.1 to 8.6). This means that the data 
analysis types, intertwined in the questions, are used in the 
(expected) chronological order. However, this is only 
applicable to 28.6% of the respondents (n=58). The number 
of occurrences for the other variances is widely spread as 
can be seen for variant two to ten (max. four occurrences 
per variant). The results from variant two show that 
question 8.1 (related to data analysis type Process – 
Discover – Descriptive) is used less compared to question 
8.2 to 8.6 (related to the more advanced data analysis 
types). In variant three to ten a non-chronological order is 
also apparent, indicating that the more ‘basis’ analysis 
types are carried out less frequently than the more 
‘advanced’ types. However, variant four indicates that 
analyses with regards to a process and/or decision 
(questions 8.1-8.6) are frequently used, and analysis 
regarding an object (questions 7.1-7.5) less frequently, 
despite the fact that most of the analyses regarding 
‘Objects’ are expected to be used standard in every audit, 
as can be derived from Figure 2.  

As the results vary widely, an additional analysis solely 
on the external auditors (chartered auditor and accounting 
consultants) as they are expected to have the most 
experience with regards to audits. Within the total sample, 
111 external auditors and 79 unique variants are identified 
(variance of 71.2%). Compared to the total sample, an even 
higher variance can be recorded. The results are shown in 
Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4.  Result heuristic miner external auditors. 

Due to the high number of unique variants (65.0%), an 
overview of the top ten variants is shown in Table IV. For 
clarity purposes, the number of occurrences per unique 
variant is added.  

TABLE IV. TOP 10 VARIANTS EXTERNAL AUDITORS 

 

The most common variant (variant 1) occurs 31 times. 
This variant is, also chronologically seen, the most logical 
variant, as the occurrence of the questions are in a 
chronological order (7.1 to 8.6). However, this is only 
applicable to 27.9% of the respondents (n=31). The number 
of occurrences for the other variances is widely spread as 
can be seen for variant two to ten (max. two occurrences 
per variant).  
 

B. Subsequent analysis 
In addition to the initial analysis, the analyses were 

repeated based on the expanded survey (n=609). The 
analysis based on the expanded survey distinguishes 357 
unique variants within a total of 609 respondents (58.6%). 
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A total overview of the data analysis types in order of usage 
is shown in Figure 5. 
 

 
Figure 5.  Results heuristic miner – subsequent analysis 

Due to the high number of unique variants (58.6%), an 
overview of the top ten variants is shown in Table V. For 
clarity purposes, the number of occurrences per unique 
variant is added. 
 

TABLE V. TOP 10 VARIANTS – SUBSEQUENT ANALYSIS 

  
 
The most frequent variant, referred to as variant 1, 

appears 179 times. Chronologically, this variant aligns 
logically with the sequential order of questions (7.1 to 8.6). 
Consequently, the data analysis types embedded in these 
questions are employed in the expected chronological 
sequence. However, this pattern is applicable to only 
29.4% of the respondents (n=179). The occurrences for 
other variants are widely dispersed, ranging from twelve to 
four instances for variants two through ten. 

Due to the significant variation in results, a 
supplementary analysis will be carried out focusing solely 
on the external auditors (who are anticipated to possess the 
most extensive audit experience. The expanded sample 

consists of 332 external auditors. Based on the external 
auditor sample, 195 unique variants were identified 
(58.7%). This closely reflects the variance observed in the 
total population. Nevertheless, the anticipated 
chronological order is acknowledged by only 105 
respondents (31.6%). This percentage is marginally higher 
among external auditors when compared to the total 
sample. A total overview of the data analysis types in order 
of usage for the external auditors is shown in Figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 6. Results heuristic miner external auditors– subsequent analysis 

Due to the high number of unique variants (58.7%), an 
overview of the top ten variants is shown in Table VI. For 
clarity purposes, the number of occurrences per unique 
variant is added.  

TABLE VI. TOP 10 VARIANTS EXTERNAL AUDITORS – SUBSEQUENT 
ANALYSIS 
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The most common variant, variant one, is observed 105 
times. It follows a chronological alignment with questions 
ranging from 7.1 to 8.6, wherein the embedded data 
analysis types are logically applied in the expected 
sequence. Notably, this pattern is found in only 31.6% of 
the respondents (n=105). Occurrences for other variants are 
widely scattered, with instances ranging from six to two for 
variants two through ten. 

 
C. Final analysis 

Initially, both responses 'I don't know' and 'Not relevant' 
were categorized under '1- I never use it.' However, in our 
effort to refine and clarify the dataset, we are revisiting this 
classification. 

To establish a more distinct differentiation, the decision 
has been made to equate 'Not relevant' with '1 – I never use 
it.' This choice is grounded in the understanding that 'Not 
relevant' implies a lack of usage for the particular item. 
Conversely, 'I don't know' will undergo a dedicated 
analysis. We recognize that this response cannot be 
seamlessly linked to the Likert scale without potentially 
introducing distortions to the overall data overview. This 
approach allows for a nuanced separation between explicit 
non-usage, represented by 'Not relevant,' and uncertainty, 
as indicated by 'I don't know.' By doing so, we aim to 
preserve an accurate understanding of the dataset, while 
acknowledging the intricacies associated with the 'I don't 
know' response. This reconsideration is intended to 
enhance the overall reliability and interpretability of the 
data. 

First, a descriptive analysis will be performed on the 
usage of 'I don’t know.' On average, each respondent 
answered 'I don’t know' to 0.90 questions. In addition, 17 
respondents (out of the 609 total respondents) answered 'I 
don’t know' to all 11 questions. The frequency of 'I don’t 
know' responses for each question is presented in Table 
VII.  

TABLE VII. ANALYSIS RESPONSE ‘I DON’T KNOW’ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To enhance clarity, the results are visualized in Figure 
7. This shows that for the first questions, relatively more ‘I 
don’t know’ responses were registered. From question 7.4 
onwards, a drop is visible, indicating a decreasing 
frequency of 'I don't know' responses. However, a notable 
trend emerges beyond this point, revealing an increasing 
amount of 'I don't know' responses as the complexity of the 
data analysis types rises. 
 

 
Figure 7. Number of occurences response ‘I don’t know’ per question. 

These results indicate that respondents initially grapple 
with uncertainty in the early questions, possibly due to the 
novelty of the survey or the initial learning curve. The 
observed drop in 'I don't know' responses from question 7.4 
may suggest a level of familiarity or increased confidence 
among respondents in handling less complex data analysis 
types. However, the subsequent rise in 'I don't know' 
responses from question 7.4 onwards suggests a growing 
challenge for respondents as the survey progresses into 
more intricate aspects of data analysis. This pattern 
underscores the need for targeted support or training in the 
latter stages of the survey, where the complexity of 
questions seems to pose a greater difficulty for participants. 

Based on the refined dataset, the heuristic process 
mining algorithm will be reapplied to analyze the results. 
The refined dataset is identical to the dataset used in the 
subsequent analysis (V. Results – B), excluding responses 
labeled 'I don’t know' to eliminate noise. This analysis will 
be conducted on both the entire sample and the subset of 
external auditors. The entire sample comprises the 609 
respondents, excluding the 17 who answered all questions 
with 'I don’t know' (n=592). The analysis based on the 
expanded survey distinguishes 374 unique variants within 
a total of 592 respondents (63.2%). A total overview of the 
data analysis types in order of usage is shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Results heuristic miner – final analysis 

Due to the high number of unique variants (63.2%), an 
overview of the top ten variants is shown in Table VIII. For 
clarity purposes, the number of occurrences per unique 
variant is added.  

TABLE VIII. TOP 10 VARIANTS – FINAL ANALYSIS 

 

Appearing 158 times, variant 1 stands out as the most 
frequent. It conforms chronologically to the order of 
questions (7.1 to 8.6), where the associated data analysis 
types are logically employed in the anticipated sequence. 
However, this specific pattern is evident in just 26.7% of 
the respondents (n=158). The occurrences of other variants 
are widely distributed, with instances varying from two to 
four for variants two through ten. 

The analysis based on the expanded survey, solely 
focused on the external auditors, distinguishes 200 unique 
variants within a total of 323 respondents (61.9%). A total 
overview of the data analysis types in order of usage is 
shown in Figure 9. 

 
Figure 9. Results heuristic miner external auditors – final analysis 

The top ten variants are shown in Table IX. For clarity 
purposes, the number of occurrences per unique variant is 
added. 

TABLE IX. TOP 10 VARIANTS EXTERNAL AUDITORS – FINAL ANALYSIS 

 
 
With a frequency of 95 occurrences, variant 1 emerges 

as the most prevalent. Sequentially, this variant aligns with 
the order of questions (7.1 to 8.6), showcasing a logical 
utilization of data analysis types in the expected sequence. 
It's noteworthy that this pattern applies to only 29.4% of 
the respondents (n=95). The instances of other variants are 
dispersed widely, ranging from two to four occurrences for 
variants two through ten. 
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D. Summary results 
All results, combining initial, subsequent and final 

analyses, are summarized in Table X. 

TABLE X. SUMMARY RESULTS  

 
 
The results from both the initial and subsequent 

analyses exhibit a considerable degree of similarity. The 
anticipated sequence in the utilization of data analysis is 
observed in only 28-30% of the respondents. Even after 
refining the data by excluding 'I don’t know' responses in 
the final analysis, the percentage of the expected sequence 
remains within the range of 26-30%. Additionally, all 
analyses indicate a high percentage of variance, exceeding 
58%. Despite the increase in variances resulting from the 
elimination of 'I don’t know' responses in the final analysis, 
the overarching trend remains consistent. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this article, we aimed to answer the main question: 

“How and to what extent is Audit Data Analytics currently 
used by auditors/accountants?” With the help of a survey 
distributed across members of the NBA working group 
Accounttech, an overview was given of the use (and its 
extent) of ADA. The insights derived from our study 
provide a better understanding of how and to which extent 
ADA is currently used by auditors/accountants and specific 
external auditors. However, the results in conjunction with 
the non-chronological order of the data analysis types, 
indicate the presence of a misinterpretation or possible gap 
in comprehending the data analysis types utilized in the 
survey and their appropriate chronological order. This 
discrepancy raises questions about the competence and 
understanding of the survey participants in applying these 
data analysis techniques in a correct and coherent manner. 
Remarkable are the similar results within the external 
auditor group, as they are expected to have the most 
experience regarding audits. Future research could 
therefore focus on concretizing (and creating an 
understanding of) the data analysis types. This could be 
achieved by creating a more practice-oriented survey.  
Moreover, in future research we would like to follow up on 
the answers: ‘I don’t know’ or ‘Not relevant’ to identify the 
underlying reasons and expand our results/knowledge. 
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Abstract — A wideband and high gain corrugated epsilon 

negative index metamaterial (ENG) Antipodal Vivaldi Antenna 

(AVA) with gain>12 dBi and working in frequency range from 

10 GHz - 25 GHz (for SATCOM applications) is proposed in 

this paper. The overall performance of the proposed Antipodal 

Vivaldi Antenna (AVA) is enriched by using a triangular 

shaped corrugation slots and pi (∏) shaped epsilon negative 

metamaterial cells. The ‘∏’ shaped metamaterial unit cells are 

positioned on the upper surface amid both radiators of AVA to 

emanate the intense electric field in the end-fire direction. The 

proposed antenna size is 22.6 mm × 15.8 mm x 1.6 mm and it is 

designed on the FR4 substrate. The proposed antenna is then 

fabricated using photolithography process and tested for its 

performances. There is good agreement between simulated and 

measured results. The measured gain varies from 6.2 – 10.7 

dBi. 

 

 

Keywords- Metamaterial; Corrugation; Antipodal Vivaldi 

Antenna (AVA); Gain; SATCOM. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

     Wideband antenna with high gain is the primary requisite 

for any communication system. Such a high gain wideband 

antenna is recently proposed in [1]. Furthermore, high data 

rates and increased quality of service (QoS) for end users 

are in ever-increasing demand due to the recent 

improvement and spectacular achievement in the field of 

wireless communication technology [2], [3]. Wireless 

communication system designers face a challenging task 

when designing compact and wideband antenna for high-

speed, high-capacity, and secure wireless communications. 

In contemporary times numerous designs of wideband 

antennas fulfilling varied objectives have been proposed by 

various researchers for modern wireless networks [4-6]. 

 

    To accomplish pervasive connectivity on the globe, 

SATellite COMmunication (SATCOM) is a crucial 

constituent of next-generation wireless communications. 

Also, SATCOM is one of the leading technologies used 

today for high speed internet communication [7]. Ku-band 

that is a part of the electromagnetic spectrum, which 

operates in frequency range from 12 GHz to 18 GHz, is one 

of prominent and widely used frequency band for satellite 

communication in the world. It is considered trustworthy for 

the high-powered satellite services used in digital TV, 

teleconferences, vehicular communication, entertainment, 

and international programming [8],[9]. Also, they find huge 

application in Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT) [10] 

systems on ships, commercial aircraft, etc. 

 

     In recent times, a significant amount of research work 

has been proposed to design various vital components [11-

13] for SATCOM applications. The Vivaldi antenna was 

proposed and designed by Gibson for high-frequency 

applications [14]. Later, Gazit improved it by giving it an 

antipodal shape to enhance the bandwidth and gain [15]. By 

incorporating numerous enhancement methods, e.g., adding 

parasitic patch, dielectric lens, array and metamaterial, the 

parameters of the Antipodal Vivaldi Antenna (e.g., 

directivity, bandwidth, reduction inside lobe level, etc.) can 

be improved. Agahi et al. [16] proposed a novel scheme for 

enhancing the performance of AVA by integrating two 

small parasitic patches inserted adjacent to the conventional 

flare structure to make the current distribution stronger. The 

addition of the parasitic patches augment the bandwidth, 

nonetheless, the gain performance is not much improved. 

Moosazadeh et al. [17] proposed a high gain AVA. To 

enhance gain at lower frequencies, first slit edge technique 

is applied to conventional antipodal Vivaldi antenna 

(CAVA). Furthermore, a trapezoid dielectric lens is 

appended to improve the gain and directivity at higher 

frequencies. The dielectric lens used upsurges the end-fire 

radiations, but at the cost of a large size. Dixit et al. [18] 

proposed 1 x 4 AVA array (AVA-A) designed with 

apertures amid two antenna elements. Further performance 

of AVA-A is boosted by incorporating corrugations in it. 

The proposed AVA Array design improves the gain but 

suffers from augmented mutual coupling due to proximity 

of antenna elements. A wide-band and compact Antipodal 

Vivaldi Antenna (AVA) was proposed by Zhang et al. [19] 

for use in ultra wideband applications. To make the AVA 

smaller, an arc curve is used in place of the radiator's 

exponential tapering edge. The AVA also has a "director" 

and a "convex lens" to increase its gain at high frequencies. 

The proposed antenna has a small size and operates in the 

3.01 to 10.6 GHz frequency range but it has a drawback of 

complex design and fabrication.  Dixit et al. [20] proposed a 

1 × 4 AVA array for numerous 5G services. The proposed 
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antenna has a high gain and works in the frequency bands 

24–29 GHz and 30–40 GHz, respectively; nonetheless, it 

has large size due to multiple array elements. A novel 

technique was proposed by Nassar et al. [21] to improve the 

bandwidth and directivity of broad band (2 GHz - 32 GHz) 

antipodal Vivaldi antenna configuration. The technique is 

based on adding a parasitic elliptical patch to the aperture to 

increase field coupling between the arms and create 

additional radiation in the direction of the end fire, still it 

has low gain. Emre et al. [22] proposed an UWB Vivaldi 

antenna array with high gain for Synthetic Aperture Radar 

applications. First, the single element of antenna is designed 

for ultra-wide band operation in the X and Ku-band 

frequency range. Afterward, the proposed antenna is then 

shielded from surface currents by edge grooves made on the 

sides of the exponential etched patch surface.  Additionally, 

the parasitized element is supplemented to improve antenna 

gain still due to ineffective coupling, radiation properties are 

not good. Cheng et al. [23] proposed a miniaturized Vivaldi 

Antenna for Ground Penetrating Radar system. In the 

proposed design, an Artificial Materials Lens (AML) and a 

Side Lobe Suppressor (SSR) are implanted to enhance the 

gain and radiation properties of the GPR antenna. The 

higher frequency of EM waves is affected by AML, whereas 

the lower frequency of EM wave is affected by SSR but 

design is quite complex. 

 

    Amongst several techniques, the enhancement technique 

using metamaterial is quite effective without increasing the 

size of an antenna [24],[25]. After an intensive literature 

review, it is established that little work is done on AVA 

with metamaterial for SATCOM applications. This paper 

presents a compact and enhanced gain AVA with „∏‟(pi) 

shaped metamaterial for SATCOM applications. 

 

      The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section I 

covers introduction and literature review of Vivaldi antenna. 

Section II briefly discusses about Vivaldi antenna. Section 

III elaborates on the design of the proposed conventional 

AVA. Section IV deals with the design of the corrugated 

AVA.  Section V covers the design and analysis of 

corrugated AVA with the novel metamaterial unit cells. The 

simulated results of the proposed AVA are discussed in 

Section VI. Section VII deals with the fabricated design and 

measured results. The outcomes of the proposed AVA are 

concluded in Section VIII followed by references. 

 

II. VIVALDI ANTENNA 

 

     Vivaldi antenna is a traditional UWB antenna possessing 

wide bandwidth, high efficiency and small size. Vivaldi 

antenna‟s early design was unveiled by Gibson in 1979 [4].  

Figure 1 depicts the generalized structure of microstrip fed 

taper slot Vivaldi antenna. It is essentially a flared slotline 

that is fabricated on a single metallization layer reinforced 

by a dielectric substrate. The tapered profile conventionally 

has exponential curve that generates a smooth transition 

from the slotline to the open space. 

 

      
 

Figure. 1 Tapered slot Vivaldi antenna [26] 

 

     The tapered-slot antennas employ a traveling wave 

propagating along the antenna structure since the phase 

velocity is less than the velocity of light in free space. 

Therefore, they create radiation in the endfire direction at 

the broader end of the slot in preference to other directions 

[27]. 

III.  DESIGN OF CONVENTIONAL AVA (CAVA) 

 

      Antipodal Vivaldi Antenna (AVA) was first proposed 

by Gazit in 1988. It unveils superior features such as 

wideband, high gain, stable radiation pattern and easy 

fabrication and hence it can efficiently gratify the various 

requirements of SATCOM.  It consists of tapered or 

exponential metallic patches on top and bottom plane with a 

microstrip feed line matching with the connector, as shown 

in Figure 2.  

 

 
                      Figure 2. Antipodal Vivaldi Antenna [28] 

 

       Figure 3 depicts the geometry of the Conventional 

Antipodal Vivaldi Antenna (CAVA) simulated in HFSS ver. 

13. This antenna consists of two parts: elliptical curved 

radiation flares and feed line. The top and bottom patches 

act as radiator and ground, respectively. The antenna is 

designed on standard and economical substrate FR4 with a 

dielectric constant of 4.4, tan δ as 0.02 and thickness 1.6 

mm and simulated using HFSS ver. 13. As the Antipodal 

antennas operate as a resonant antenna at the lower end of 

frequency band, the antenna length L1 and width W1 are 

determined based on the lowest frequency fL, relative 
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dielectric constant Ɛr. The antenna dimensions are calculated 

by using the following equations [28]:     

 

               

                          L1 = 
 

  
√

 

      
              (1) 

                 

                          W1 = 
 

   √  
                  (2)      

                              

       

 

The curve equations are given as     

    

                  Y =      
               (3) 

                                                                      

 where R1 and R2 are given by:       

                             

                   R1 =  
     

         
                 (4) 

 

                   R2 = 
              

         
          (5) 

                       
Here, R1 and R2 are constants, „r‟ symbolizes the increase 

rate of an exponential curve and, x1, y1, are the initial 

points and x2, y2 are the termination points of the 

exponential curve. 

 
                                    Figure 3. Structure of CAVA 

 

      The dimensions of the CAVA are calculated to have an 

optimized response over the desired bandwidth and they are 

found to be as follows: L1= 22.60 mm, L2 = 5.50 mm, L3= 

17.1 mm, W1= 15.8 mm, W2= 7.2 mm, W3= 4.2 mm. The 

width of the microstrip feedline (W4) is calculated to match 

the characteristic impedance of 50 ohm which comes out to 

be W4= 1.25 mm. The radiating structure of the antenna is 

formed from the intersection of quarters of two ellipses, as 

explained in [29]. 

 

      Figure 4 depicts the S11 response for the CAVA. From 

the curve, it can be seen that the designed CAVA resonates 

below -10 dB in the range of 10.8 GHz to more than 25 

GHz.  

 
 

Figure 4. Frequency response of CAVA 

 

     Figure 5 shows the gain for the conventional AVA 

(CAVA). It is evident from Figure 4 that CAVA achieves 

low values of gain mainly at lower frequencies with 

maximum gain of 5.8 dBi only towards higher frequency. 
 

 

 
 

                                        Figure 5. Gain plot of CAVA 

 

Since the proposed CAVA dispenses low gain at lower 
frequencies, corrugation can be used to overcome this 
problem [30]. This will be explained in detail in Section IV.      

 

IV. DESIGN OF CORRUGATED AVA 

 

      The low frequency performance of an AVA flare is 

enriched by the corrugation on its outer edges. Figure 6 

depicts the design of the equilateral triangular corrugated 

AVA with slot side length, S = 0.85 mm. 
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Figure 6. Structure of Corrugated AVA 

 

      The simulated S11 response of corrugated AVA is 

depicted in Figure 11. It can be seen that by adding 

corrugation, the lower cutoff frequency shifts to 10.3 GHz. 

The reason behind this shift in frequency is that the slot 

corrugation facilitates the electrical length of the inner taper 

profile to be elongated thereby extending the lower end cut-

off frequency [31]. Further, the corrugation acts as a high 

impedance region due to which the maximum surface 

current remains towards the inner edge of the tapered slot 

reducing side and backlobe radiation, increasing the gain in 

boresight direction [32]. 

      To further enhance the gain and improve the radiation 

characteristics, an array of metamaterial is commonly used 

on AVA aperture [33]. This will be explained in detail in 

Section V.        
          

V. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF CORRUGATED  

 AVA WITH METAMATERIAL (MTM) 

 

       To enhance the gain and characteristics of the proposed 

Vivaldi antenna, an array of epsilon negative metamaterial 

(ENG) unit cells is supplemented at its aperture. The 

proposed „pi shape (π)‟ metamaterial is shown in Figure 7. 

The proposed MTM is placed inside a waveguide with 

Perfect Magnetic Conductors (PMC) on its top and bottom, 

Perfect Electric Conductors (PEC) on its side walls and two 

waveguide ports for excitation [34], as shown in Figure 8. 

Standard retrieving procedure is followed by using 

transmission and reflection coefficient of the unit cell, as 

described in [35], and it is found that the proposed 

metamaterial unit cell exhibits epsilon negative property, as 

shown in Figure 9. The optimized dimensions (in mm) of 

unit cell are as follows:  A = 1.6, B= 0.25, C=1.35, D = 

0.70. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7.    shape Metamaterial Unit Cell 

 

 

 
Figure 8. Simulation model of the proposed unit cell 

 

Figure 8 illustrates the ENG behavior of the unit cell with 

negative relative permittivity property in range of 14 GHz - 

18 GHz. 

 
 

Figure 9. Permittivity graph of ENG unit cell 

 

     The MTM array was supplemented to the upper side of 

the antenna radiating aperture to augment the performance 

of the corrugated AVA. Using [36] and analyzing by 

various placements and numbers of the proposed 

metamaterial cells for the desired frequency range, it was 

found that the proposed design with six MTM cells at 3-2-1 

arrangement (from the top), as shown in Figure 10, attains 

the preferred bandwidth with better gain radiating maximum 

energy in the end-fire direction, as will be discussed in 

Section VI. 
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Figure 10. Corrugated AVA with Metamaterial (MTM) unit cells 

 

VI.  SIMULATED RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

      Figure 11 illustrates the simulated results of reflection 

coefficient (S11) with frequency for the corrugated AVA 

and corrugated MTM AVA.  As can be noticed from the 

figure, the reflection coefficient of the corrugated AVA is 

below -10 dB for the frequency range of 10.3 GHz to 25 

GHz. Applying the corrugation technique resulted in 

extension of the lower end frequency limit due to elongation 

of inner taper length. The negative index metamaterial 

further ameliorated the lower cut-off frequency making 

S11<-10 dB for the entire range from 10 GHz - 25 GHz.    
                                   

 
 

Figure 11. Comparison of Frequency response of Corrugated AVA and 

Corrugated MTM AVA 
 

        

 

      Figure 12 depicts the comparison of the gain plot of 

Corrugated AVA and Corrugated MTM AVA. The 

Corrugated AVA provides gain in the range of 6.5 dBi - 8.6 

dBi, whereas the AVA-M provides the gain in the range of 

7.3 dBi – 12.2 dBi with maximum gain achieved at 14.5 

GHz. As evident from the gain plot, by integrating 

corrugation on both side edges of conducting arms, the gain 

of the proposed antenna increased significantly, especially 

at the lower end of the operating frequency band. Further, 

by integrating the metamaterial unit cells structure, the gain 

enrichment is more pronounced in the mid frequency band. 

Hence, the peak gain is enhanced by approximately 3.8 dBi 

in the desired range after inclusion of metamaterial unit 

cells, which is a significant gain enhancement without 

changing the antenna size. Also, as observed from Figure 

11, the gain is maximum towards the center frequency and 

drops towards lower and higher frequencies. Since, gain is 

dependent on the matching, and it is matched at mid-

frequency ranges, therefore, it may be getting worse at 

higher and lower frequency ranges, causing a reduction in 

gain. 
 

 
 

Figure 12. Comparison of Gain of Corrugated AVA and  

Corrugated MTM AVA 

 

        

        Figure 13 and Figure 14 illustrate the simulated 

radiation patterns of the corrugated AVA and the proposed 

MTM antenna on the E-plane and H-plane at 10, 15 and 25 

GHz, respectively. It can be seen from the radiation pattern 

that loaded MTMs result in better directivity with 

improvement in gain [37] and possess enhanced radiation 

performance by suppressing the undesired side lobes [38] 

resulting in low side lobe levels.  
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           E Plane at 25 GHz                               H Plane at 25 GHz 
                                                                   

Figure 13. E plane radiation                   Figure 14. H plane radiation                 

patterns                                                    patterns 

 

 

      Thus, it is evident that the proposed antenna offers 

higher directivity, but it can be costlier due to the complex 

fabrication process. 

 

VII. FABRICATION AND MEASURED  RESULTS 

 

       To substantiate the simulated result as proposed in [1], 

the antenna is fabricated using substrate material FR4 with 

the relative dielectric constant of 4.4, tan δ = 0.02, and 

thickness of 1.6 mm. The antenna is fabricated by 

photolithographic technique [39]. The fabrication steps for 

the proposed antenna using photolithography process are 

briefly summarized: First, a computer aided design of the 

antenna geometry is made. A negative of this geometry 

printed on transparent sheet serves as the mask. Thereafter, 

a negative photo-resist film is laminated to the cleaned and 

dried copper clad substrate. The masked and photo-resist 

laminated copper clad substrate is exposed to ultra violet 

(UV) light. UV exposed photo-resist laminated copper clad 

substrate is developed.  Finally, the developed copper clad 

substrate is chemically etched by Ferric Chloride FeCl3 

solution. Figure 15 (a, b) illustrates the photograph of the 

top and bottom layer of the fabricated antenna with overall 

dimensions as 22.60  mm x 15.80 mm. 

 
 

       
 

Figure 15. (a) Top (b) Bottom view of the  

fabricated antenna 

 

       

      Figure 16 depicts the simulated and measured S11 

characteristics of the proposed antenna covering the entire 

band from 10 GHz - 25 GHz. Before carrying the 

measurement, the VNA (Agilent Fieldfox) was calibrated 

with a calibration kit with a short, open and loading 

apparatus, respectively. Subsequently, after the calibration 

process, the proposed antenna was connected to the VNA, 

and the S11 parameter results were obtained. 
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The measured return loss result displays that the proposed 

fabricated antenna achieves good impedance bandwidth 

(S11 ≤ −10 dB) from 10 to 25 GHz though there is some 

decline in measured return loss. The maximum value of S11 

lies in mid-range which is -21.4 dB at frequency of 18.2 

GHz. The discrepancy between the simulation and 

measurement may be due to ohmic and substrate loss, 

surface roughness, and fabrication errors [40] mainly 

loading of metamaterials that may introduce distortion. 

Also, insertion loss of SMA connectors may contribute to 

the discrepancy in simulated and measured result [41]. Also, 

external disturbances and adjacently placed instruments may 

also contribute to the error. 

 

 
Figure 16. Comparison of Simulated and Measured return loss 

 

 

    Figure 17 depicts the comparison of the simulated and 

measured gain of the proposed corrugated AVA with novel 

metamaterial cells. The result shows good matching 

between the simulated and measured results except some 

minor loss in the measured result. The gain depends on the 

impedance matching, and since it is matched at mid 

frequencies, the match may be getting poorer at the lower 

and higher frequencies resulting in decline in gain at lower 

and upper frequency range. The measured gain of the 

antenna varies between 6.2 dBi – 10.7 dBi over 10 GHz – 

25 GHz. 

 

 

 
 Figure 17. Comparison of simlated and measured Gain 

 

    The radiation characteristics of the proposed antenna are 

measured in the anechoic chamber and are shown in Figure 

18. Radiation Patterns [42] are graphical representations of 

the distribution of radiated energy into space as a function 

of direction. The radiation pattern has two lobes: the main 

lobe where the maximum amount of radiated energy exists 

and the side lobes or minor lobes, where the radiation is 

distributed in a sideward and backward direction. 

.  

    The AVA antenna which is antenna under test (AUT) and 

a RF transmitter system are placed at a known distance from 

the reference antenna. Horn antenna is used as the reference 

antenna, which is connected to a known receiver. The 

receiver system is employed to measure the power acquired 

by the antenna under test. A power meter to calculate the RF 

power is associated to the test antenna terminals by means 

of a co-axial cable and connectors. The positioning system 

is used to adjust the orientation of the AUT. The positioning 

system rotates the antenna under test and aids in the correct 

measurement of the AUT radiation pattern as a function of 

the angle.  

 

     Figures 18 and 19 display measured and simulated 

radiation patterns in the E and H planes at various AVA 

frequencies (10 GHz, 15 GHz, 25 GHz). As can be 

observed, the tapered slot's middle axis is where the 

maximum radiation occurs. Also, for E plane, the gain and 

HPBW increases with the frequency while for H plane it 

remains almost similar for various frequencies.  As can be 

seen, the highest gain is in mid frequency range and drops 

for very low and high frequencies. The figure depicts 

improved radiation properties of the proposed antenna with 

high directivity and low sidelobe levels.  
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       The results from simulation and measurement are in 

good agreement, except for slight discrepancy at higher 

frequencies caused by a fabrication error and the influence 

of the SMA connector on radiation characteristics. Hence, it 

is evident that the proposed fabricated antenna possesses 

higher directional properties with high gain. 

 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

 

        This paper proposes the analysis design and testing of a 

high gain corrugated AVA with novel epsilon negative 

(ENG) metamaterial. The ENG metamaterial enhances the 

reflection coefficient with a wider bandwidth from 10 to 25 

GHz without increasing the size. Further, the proposed 

corrugated MTM AVA enhances the gain by approximately 

3.8 dBi as compared to corrugated AVA in the desired 

frequency range. In this paper, first a conventional AVA 

(CAVA) is designed for desired frequency range. 

Thereafter, triangular corrugation is integrated and 

corrugated AVA is analyzed. Subsequently, its performance 

is further enhanced and analyzed by introducing ∏ shaped 

array of optimally placed metamaterial unit cells. 

Thereafter, the simulated design is fabricated using 

photolithography technique and the proposed fabricated 

antenna is tested for its return loss, gain and radiation 

pattern. The measured results are then compared with the 

HFSS simulated results. There is good agreement between 

simulated and measured results. The maximum gain 

achieved is approximately 10.7 dBi and antenna possesses 

high directional properties. As the proposed AVA design 

provides enhanced gain, improved return loss and 

compactness, it can be considered as a suitable candidate for 

satellite transmitter applications.  
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Abstract—Numerical values on computing machines are nor-
mally represented as finite-memory data objects. Such values
can be mapped to a finite set of integers, so the computing ma-
chines effectively perform only the integer arithmetic operations.
Consequently, all programs and algorithms implemented on the
computing machines can be modeled by Diophantine equations.
This is also true for the computations that are performed by
analog computers with a limited resolution. In order to study
the Diophantine systems, this paper introduces a dual modulo
operator to select the subsets of digits in the string representations
of machine numbers, which is also useful when the number
equality is replaced by a modulo equivalence. Moreover, it is
shown that the solutions of Diophantine equations such as the
Fermat Last Theorem can be obtained in the domain of integers
that are offset by the same constant real value. The Fermat metric
is newly introduced to define the distances between integers
and other discrete sets of numbers. Finally, a two-dimensional
quantization is devised for mixed arithmetic operations to allow
the computations to be equivalently performed either between
discrete analog values, or between the integer indices. The key
claim of this paper is that all practical computing problems can
be exactly and completely represented by an integer arithmetic.

Keywords—dual modulo arithmetic; Fermat last theorem; Fer-
mat metric; natural numbers.

I. INTRODUCTION

Numbers are abstract mathematical objects that can also
carry a semantic meaning of quantity. The former leads to rich
axiomatic algebraic systems, and the latter enables performing
arithmetic operations on computing machines. Numerical algo-
rithms generate and transform numerical values by performing
various arithmetic and non-arithmetic operations. Since the
computing machines have limited resources, they must ex-
ecute numerical algorithms in a time and memory efficient
manner. The computed numerical values are stored as the
precisely defined finite size objects in software and hardware,
usually referred to as data structures. Consequently, these
values cannot directly represent unconstrained real numbers
in a mathematical sense, but it requires specifying a mapping
from an infinite set of real numbers that are assumed in the
definitions of computing problems into a finite set of selected
discrete values that can be effectively represented in software
and hardware as indicated in Figure 1.

The problem of representing numerical values on computing
machines as integers when these values are stored in finite-
memory data structures was introduced and examined in
[1, SIGNAL’23]. The current paper extends our conference

representation
hardware

representation
software

representation
mathematical

numerical
values

algorithms

computing
problems

numerical

Figure 1. Embedded representations of numbers on computing machines.

paper by adding more background knowledge, providing more
comprehensive literature review as well as by presenting the
new results on the quantization of real values and the related
mixed arithmetic operations.

Many programming languages used in computing appli-
cations such as Fortran, Matlab, Python, Julia and even C
define integer and floating point numbers as their native data
structures. Some of these languages allow further specifying
the number of bytes used for storing the integer values,
whether they are stored as signed or unsigned integers, and
whether floating point numbers are stored with single or dou-
ble precision. Furthermore, since the total number of unique
values that can be represented by finite size data structures
is finite, it limits the largest and the smallest numerical
values as well as the precision that can be considered in
any given computing application. For example, in Matlab, the
functions, realmin, realmax, intmin, intmax and eps can be
used to explore what numerical values are actually available
to perform the computations.

Majority of real numbers are not computable [2], i.e., there
is no algorithm that can express these numbers explicitly with
an arbitrary precision (note that the constant π and

√
2 are

both computable). On the other hand, a set of integers is said
to be computably enumerable, if there exists an algorithm that
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eventually lists all the elements in this set, even though such
an algorithm may never halt.

Any algorithm described or implemented in any program-
ming language can only compute numbers from a finite set,
N = {N1 < N2 < .. .}, such that,

∀i : −∞ < inf(N ) ≤ Ni ≤ sup(N ) < ∞. (1)

Thus, the machine numbers, Ni, and, N j, can be compared,
i.e., ordered, and their smallest difference, mini ̸= j |Ni −N j| =
ε0, defines the precision. Moreover, the set, N , is necessarily
computable [3].

Most computing machines use floating point and fixed point
number representations. These representations including the
basic arithmetic operations are precisely defined by the IEEE
754 standard [4]. They enable efficient utilization of hardware
and software resources to achieve time and space efficiency in
implementing and executing the computing algorithms. Uni-
versal numbers (unums) were recently introduced as a superset
of the IEEE-754 standard. However, their latest version known
as posits is no longer the IEEE-754 format compatible, as they
were primarily designed to mitigate the hardware constraints
in representing the floating point numbers [5]. These modern
number representations enable variable-width storage, support
the interval (posit) arithmetic, and they also guarantee that
the exact result of arithmetic operations is within the defined
bounds.

The interval arithmetic assumes that numbers are repre-
sented by open or closed intervals rather than typical point
values [6]. It then induces corresponding arithmetic operations
between such intervals. For instance, if the two numbers have
their values within the intervals, [x1,x2], and, [y1,y2], then their
addition and multiplication is defined, respectively, as [7],

[x1,x2]+ [y1,y2] = [x1 + y1,x2 + y2]
[x1,x2] · [y1,y2] = [min(x1y1,x1y2,x2y1,x2y2),

max(x1y1,x1y2,x2y1,x2y2)].
(2)

Similarly, the univariate function values of interval numbers
are computed as,

f ([x1,x2]) = [min( f (x1), f (x2)),max( f (x1), f (x2))]. (3)

However, the interval arithmetic is not consider further in this
paper, although it is an interesting and relevant topic for future
investigations.

The multi-precision arithmetic can be implemented recur-
sively by tracking a small number of the most recent digits
of the arithmetic operands. Some languages (e.g., Python)
support infinite-precision integer arithmetic, or perform the
computations at the user-defined precision (e.g., Mathematica).
The GNU library [8] is a popular and efficient implementation
of the multi-precision arithmetic for integer and floating-point
numbers in C programming language. This library is also used
in several commercial software products (e.g., Mathematica
and Maple). There is another the GNU library that is intended
for multiple-precision floating point numbers [9], and another
similar library for multiple-precision complex numbers [10].

Both these libraries are supported in all major programming
languages. They focus on implementing the basic but fast
arithmetic operations involving univariate polynomials and
interpolations, however, without controlling the rounding of
the results. The smallest and the largest integers and single
and double precision floating point numbers are defined in the
Matlab toolbox Elementary Matrices, and in the C standard
libraries limits.h and float.h.

In general, the algorithms described in various programming
languages represent the numbers as strings of digits in a
given basis. In particular, the number, N ∈ N , in basis, B,
is represented as,

N =
imax

∑
i=imin

Di ×Bi

↔ DimaxDimax−1 · · ·D1D0 ...D−1 · · ·Dimin

(4)

where the digits, Di ∈ {0,1, . . . ,9,A,B,C, . . .B− 1}, and the
orders, imin ≤ 0 ≤ imax. Furthermore, it is customary to place a
decimal point between the digits, D0, and, D−1, which divides
the digits into an integral and a fractional part, respectively.
More importantly, the decimal point has a purely syntactical
meaning to align the numbers in the arithmetic operations and
comparisons.

In programming and computing applications, the most
common bases are decimal (B = 10), hexadecimal (B = 16),
and binary (B = 2). However, internally, the numbers are
stored much more efficiently in a byte-size oriented basis, i.e.,
B = 28×#bytes−1, with one bit reserved for a sign to indicate
whether the number is negative. The total number of bytes
used for each numerical value is usually fixed for different
classes (types) of numbers including short and long integers,
and single and double precision floating point numbers. The
conversions between the string notation and the internal rep-
resentation are performed automatically by the compiler.

The textbook [4] provides a comprehensive overview of the
number systems that are used on computers. The computability
of functions of natural numbers is established in [11]. The
mismatch between the exact mathematical description and
practical implementation of algorithms using the approximate
number representations has been studied in [12] including
the methods how to mitigate the discrepancies. A construc-
tion of the large-scale real numbers, which are suitable for
software implementation is considered in [13]. The binary
approximations of real-numbers are investigated in [14]. Other
representations of real numbers such as binary expansions,
Dedekind cuts and Cauchy sequences are compared in [3].
The p-adic number systems allow defining real-numbers as
the arithmetic of rational numbers [15]. The logical statements
involving comparisons of real-numbers are studied with the
help of satisfiability modulo theories in [16]. The article [17]
argues that finite precision is often sufficient in many prac-
tical engineering applications. The most important number-
theoretic theorems and conjectures can be found in [18].

In this paper, it is argued that the number systems commonly
used on computers can be assumed to be integer-valued,
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which also includes single and double precision floating point
numbers and the corresponding arithmetic operations. Conse-
quently, the computing machines are inherently governed by
integer algebras and arithmetic. The paper contributions are
formulated as three claims, a proposition and several lemmas.
In particular, in Section II, dual modulo operator is introduced
to select or to discard the digits in the string representations of
numbers. It can be exploited to define equivalences between
numbers in integer arithmetic. In addition, it is proposed
that natural numbers can be offset by a real-valued constant,
and still be considered as being integers. The Fermat last
theorem (FLT) is studied in Section III as an example of
Diophantine equation involving integers. The Fermat metric
is newly defined, which is then used to compute the distances
between natural numbers, and to cluster natural numbers
into subsets. A new Section IV has been added to devise
a quantization scheme that supports arithmetic operations.
Discussion is provided in Section V, and the paper is concluded
in Section VI.

II. MACHINE INTEGERS AND ARITHMETIC

The key observation is that finite-size data structures can
only represent a finite set of numerical values. Constraining
machine computations to the numbers, N , has several funda-
mental consequences. First, the results of arithmetic operations
can overflow the limits, inf(N ), or, sup(N ). Second, the
results of arithmetic operations can underflow the precision,
ε0, so the results may have to be truncated, rounded, or
otherwise approximated. Third, the decimal point to align the
numbers can be arbitrarily placed in-between any digits as
long as the placement is consistent in the number system and
the arithmetic considered. This is formalized in the following
claim.

Claim 1. The machine numbers that are allocated a finite
memory space can be uniquely represented by a set, N , which
is isomorphic to a finite ordered subset of integers, Z ⊆ Z.

The important consequence is that (without a formal proof)
any machine arithmetic is isomorphic to the integer arithmetic.
However, implementing such a integer arithmetic at large scale
and precision to be efficient and also error-free is non-trivial.
It raises important questions about how to optimally represent
mathematical models on computers under the number repre-
sentation constraints as well as how to model the underlying
computations.

The memory allocated by the compilers of programming
languages allows adding only a finite number of digits before
and after the decimal point. If the numbers are padded by
zero-digits from both ends, the numbers are represented by
the strings of the same length, and the decimal point becomes
a hypothetical construct. The non-zero digits at the right end of
the number string represent the precision (resolution), whereas
the first non-zero digits from the left represent the scale.

The algorithms usually contain many logical statements
(predicates). These statements involve comparisons of numer-
ical values. Even analog computers can compare numerical

values, e.g., against a threshold, only with a certain resolution.
In general, any two numerical values can only be compared
reliably, if they are represented with an infinite precision. On
the other hand, two integers are said to be exactly equal,
provided that all digits in their string representations are the
same. The exact comparison can be rather restrictive in some
applications, where the differences in scale and precision
could be or must be tolerated. Specifically, if the differences
are tolerated in precision (the right-end sub-strings), it is
equivalent to comparing the quantized values. On the other
hand, if the differences are tolerated at scale (the left-end
sub-strings), it induces the periodicity, and it is equivalent to
comparing the periodically repeated values.

Mathematically, removing the right-end or the left-end sub-
strings from the string representation of a number can be
expressed by a canonical modulo operator. In particular, for
any integer a, and any positive integer b, let, (a mod b) =
(|a| mod b) ∈ {0,1, . . . ,b−1}, be a reminder after the integer
division of a by b. Note that this can be readily extended
to the real numbers as, 0 ≤ (a mod b) = (|a| mod b) < b,
assuming the real division of, a ∈ R , by an integer, b. Then,
the numbers, a1, and, a2, are said to be equivalent in the sense
of congruence, provided that, a1 ≡ a2 ( mod b). Both equality
(indicated by the symbol, =) and equivalence (indicated by
the symbol, ≡) satisfy the axiomatic properties of reflexivity,
symmetry, and transitivity, and the equality implies the equiv-
alence. Moreover, if the two numbers are not congruent after
comparing their modulo values, then these numbers are not
equal even without using modulo operator.

If the machine numbers, Ni = ∑
L−1
i=0 DiBi, are represented by

the strings of L digits in some basis B, then the first L1 digits
and the last L2 digits, (L1 +L2)< L, can be zeroed by applying
a dual modulo operator, which is introduced next.

Definition 1. The dual modulo operator has two parameters,
m1, and, m2, and it is defined as the difference,

Ni Mod(m1,m2) = (Ni mod m1)− (Ni mod m2)
= 0 · · ·0︸ ︷︷ ︸

L1

DL−L1−1 · · ·DL2+1DL2 0 · · ·0︸ ︷︷ ︸
L2

. (5)

where m1 = BL−L1 , and m2 = BL2 .

It should be noted that representing the numbers in different
bases does not change their semantic meaning. There is a one-
to-one mapping between different representations, so they are
mathematically equivalent. However, they are not equivalent
in the string operations.

The modular arithmetic with dual modulo operator has
similar properties as the arithmetic involving canonical modulo
operator. In particular, given the integers, a, b, m1, and m2,
then,

a Mod(0,m2) = a− (a mod m2)
a Mod(m1,1) = a mod m1

a Mod(m1,m1) = 0.
(6)
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Furthermore, it is straightforward to prove that,

a + b ≡ a Mod(m1,m2)+ b Mod(m1,m2) (Mod(m1,m2))
a−b ≡ a Mod(m1,m2)−b Mod(m1,m2) (Mod(m1,m2))

a ·b ≡ a Mod(m1,m2) ·b Mod(m1,m2) (Mod(m1,m2)).
(7)

However, in general, assuming the integer division with a
reminder, one has,

a/b ̸≡ a Mod(m1,m2)/b Mod(m1,m2) (Mod(m1,m2)). (8)

The Chinese reminder theorem [18] can be restated for the
dual modulo operator as follows. If m11 and m12 are co-prime,
and,

Ni ≡ a1 (Mod(m11,m2))
Ni ≡ a2 (Mod(m12,m2))

(9)

for some integers, Ni, and, m2, then there is a unique integer,
a, such that,

Ni ≡ a (Mod(m11m12,m2)). (10)

The proof is based on the property that, if Ni ≡ a ( mod m1),
then also, Ni ≡ a (Mod(m1,m2)).

It is useful to consider how the machine integers used in
algorithms are the approximations of infinite precision real-
numbers that are normally obtained from the mathematical
analysis. The dual modulo operator defined in (5) produces
a finite-length integer, x Mod(m1,m2), from a real number,
x ∈ R . This introduces a periodicity due to truncation from
the left (specified by the parameter, m1), and the quantization
due to truncation from the right (specified by the parameter,
m2).

Furthermore, define countably infinite integer sets,

Ñx = {x,x + 1,x + 2, . . .} (11)

which are parameterized by a finite real-valued constant, x ∈
R , so that, Ñ0, is the set of natural numbers. Such integer sets
can provide the exact solutions to some integer (Diophantine)
problems, which otherwise do not have any such a solution.
More importantly, for all finite x, the integers, Ñx, satisfy
Peano axioms except the first one, i.e., that the first element
in the integer set represents a zero [18]. Peano arithmetic
includes both addition and multiplication, and it is known to
be incomplete and undecidable whilst its consistency cannot
be proven as can be shown by the Gödel’s incompleteness
theorems. However, when multiplication is dropped, Peano
arithmetic becomes Presburger arithmetic, which is consistent,
complete and decidable. More importantly, both Peano as well
as much weaker Presburger arithmetic can be used to define
the set of natural integers.

III. CASE STUDY: FLT PROBLEMS

The FLT is the most famous special case of a Diophantine
equation. It is considered here for illustration of the effects
of the number representations used on computing machines.

The FLT states that there are no positive integers a, b, c, and
n > 2, such that,

an + bn = cn. (12)

This has been first verified numerically on computers for
very large exponents until a formal mathematical proof was
established only recently [18]. It is straightforward to show
that the case of coefficients, a, b, and c being rational numbers
(i.e., they are expressed as the integer fractions) is only a
special case of the more general FLT. This is also the case
when the exponent, n, is a rational number, and so neither this
special case have any solution among the integer coefficients.
Specifically, if n = m/(m + k), where m and k are integers,
k ̸= −m, we get, ak + bk = (ab/c)k, i.e., a special case of the
FLT. Interestingly, the FLT can be equivalently rewritten as a
condition for the arithmetic average of the integer products,
i.e.,

anbncn = 1
2

((an+1)(bn+1)(cn −1)+(an −1)(bn −1)(cn+1)) .
(13)

Another equivalent formulation of the FLT involves the infinite
sets, S1 = {an + bn : a,b ∈ N0}, and, S2 = {cn : c ∈ N0}; the
FLT then states that the intersection, S1 ∩S2 = /0 (empty set),
for all the exponents, n > 2.

In addition, constraining the maximum difference as, |an +
bn−cn| ≤ 1, has a trivial solution, a = 1, and, b = c, for ∀n≥ 1.
Note also that the Fermat Number Transform (FNT) resembles
the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), however, the former
assumes the sums modulo a prime [19].

More importantly, the original formulation of the FLT can
be modified as follows to allow the solutions to exist.

Claim 2. For every n, there exist infinitely many natural
integers a, b, c, m1 and m2 satisfying the congruence,

an + bn ≡ cn (Mod(m1,m2)). (14)

For example, assuming the first 100 natural numbers repre-
sented as the strings of l = 9 digits in the basis, B = 8, and,
B = 10, respectively, the total number of solutions, nl, and, nr,
of (14), for the first l1 digits, and for the last l2 = l− l1 digits
is given in Table I. We can observe that, always, nl > nr, since
the number strings often contain zeros at the left end in order
to make up the given string width, l.

TABLE I. The number of solutions of (14) among the first 100 integers

B = 8 B = 10
n = 3 n = 4 n = 3 n = 4

(l1, l2) (3,6) (4,5) (3,6) (4,5) (3,6) (4,5) (3,6) (4,5)
nl 69627 22278 5505 2318 1284 44532 10666 3622
nr 212 644 730 2076 198 207 230 596

The following FLT formulation utilizes the integers with a
fixed offset that were defined in (11).

Claim 3. For any integer exponent, n ≥ 1, the equation,

an + bn = cn (15)
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has infinitely many solutions among the integers, a,b,c ∈
∪xÑx, for specific real-values, x > 0.

Proof. Let c = y∈R , a = y−d1, and, b = y−d2, where d1 and
d2 are the arbitrarily chosen positive natural integers. Then,
for any n, the polynomial (15) has at least one real-valued
solution, y > max(d1,d2). Let d0 = ⌊y⌋ (floor function), so
that x = (y−d0)< 1. This defines the positive integer solution,
c = d0 +x, a = d0−d1 +x, and b = d0−d2 +x, from the integer
set, Ñx. ■

The Euler’s conjecture from the year 1769 states that the
n-th power of a positive integer cannot be expressed as a sum
of a fewer than n, n-th powers of other integers. This has
been disproved in 1966 by finding the counterexample, 275 +
845 + 1105 + 1335 = 1445, using a computer search [20]. An-
other counterexample, 26824404 + 153656394 + 187967604 =
206156734, was obtained in [21] using theoretical methods.
More precise formulation of determining the number of m-
th power summands is known as the Waring’s problem [22].
The further generalization of the Euler-Fermat equation was
examined in [23] by assuming a weighted sum of the m-th
power summands with the integer weights. Another variation
of the Euler’s sum was recently considered in [24].

A weaker form of the Euler’s conjecture can be stated as
follows.

Proposition 1. For any natural integer, n, there exists an
integer, m ≥ n, such that the expression,

m

∑
i=1

an
i = bn (16)

is satisfied for a set of natural integers, {a1,a2, . . . ,am}∪{b}.

The proof of Proposition 1 appears to be rather non-trivial,
except when n = 1 and n = 2 (Pythagorean theorem); the
interested readers are referred to [21]–[24] for more in-depth
investigations of this problem. However, it is easy to find
examples among the smallest integers satisfying expression
(16), i.e.,

32 + 42 = 52 (m = n = 2)
33 + 43 + 53 = 63 (m = n = 3)

24 + 24 + 34 + 44 + 44 = 54 (m = n + 1 = 5)
195 + 435 + 465 + 475 + 675 = 725 (m = n = 5).

(17)

In general, the sequence, an + bn, obtained by enumerating
all natural integers, a, and, b, becomes rapidly very sparse as
the exponent, n, is increased. Moreover, given n, it is easy to
show that the best approximation of (an +bn) by cn is obtained
for, c = ⌊(an + bn)1/n⌉ (rounding function). It motivates the
following distance metric for the pairs of natural integers.

Definition 2. The Fermat metric for positive numbers, a, and,
b, is computed as,

Fn(a,b) = an + bn −⌊(an + bn)1/n⌉n (18)

where n = 2,3, . . . is a natural number, and, F1(a,b) = 0, for
any a and b. The Fermat distance between the numbers, a,
and, b, is then the absolute value of the Fermat metric, i.e.,

Dn(a,b) = |Fn(a,b)| . (19)

Note that rounding in (18) can be replaced with the floor
function or the ceil function to obtain the Fermat metric values
that are always positive or always negative, respectively. The
floor and ceil functions can be also used to find the largest
integer, cmax, and the smallest integer, cmin, respectively, that
are bounded as, cn

max < an + bn < cn
min, for n > 2.

The distributions of the Fermat metric values by enumerat-
ing all pairs of natural integers up to 105 are shown in Figure 2,
for n = 2 and n = 3, respectively. It can be observed that the
Fermat metric values are spread much more evenly for n = 2,
and these distributions have no obvious symmetry.

-1000 -500 0 500 1000

0

5
10

5

(A)

-1000 -500 0 500 1000

0

5
10

5

(B)

Figure 2. The counts of the Fermat distance values for all pairs of natural
integers up to 105, and the exponent n = 2 (A), and n = 3 (B).

The Fermat distance can be used to cluster natural integers
into subsets. Figure 3 shows a dendrogram of the Fermat dis-
tances, F2(a,b). The corresponding assignment of the first 50
natural numbers into the four subsets based on the distances,
D2, D3, D4, and D5 are then shown in Figure 4.

IV. CASE STUDY: MIXED ARITHMETIC AIDED
QUANTIZATION

The unconstrained real-valued numbers that are used in
mathematically defined computing models must be eventually
represented as numerical values that are constrained by the
representations in software and hardware. As discussed above,
the numerical values that are represented as finite-memory
data objects can be equivalently considered to represent finite
sets of integers. The process of approximating continuous real
values by discrete values is referred to as quantization. The
normally assumed equidistant quantization levels may become
problematic, when the number of quantization levels that can
be represented by the finite-size data structures is relatively
small. A common solution is to scale-down the real values,
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Figure 3. The dendrogram of natural numbers constructed assuming the
Fermat distance, D2(a,b), defined in (19).
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Figure 4. The first 50 natural numbers partitioned into four clusters (subsets)
using the Fermat distances, Dn(a,b), for n = 2,3,4, and 5.

and to limit these values to a finite-length interval prior to
quantization. However, this reduces the resolution as well as
the dynamic range that can be represented by the quantized
values. Here, we consider designing a quantization scheme
that is constrained by the modular and mixed arithmetic in
order to obtain a non-uniform quantization with more effective
mapping of real numbers to unique positive integers.

In particular, any real number, v ∈ R , can be expressed as,

v =q ·w + r,

r =v mod w
(20)

where the quotient, q ∈ Z, and, −w < r < w, denotes the
reminder for the chosen real positive parameter, w ∈ R +.
Since q can be stored as a signed integer, or it can be
completely dropped in some applications, our task is to define
the quantization function as the mapping,

Q : [−w,w] 7→ {r0,r1, . . . ,rK} (21)

which maps the reminder, r, to a unique value from the set of
(K + 1) values, such that,

−w ≤ r0 < r1 < · · ·< rK ≤ w. (22)

It is customary to select the quantized values that minimize
the Euclidean distance to the input sample, r, i.e.,

rk = argmin0≤k≤K ∥r− rk∥ . (23)

The quantization levels, rk, should be defined as an increas-
ing function of the quantization labels, k, i.e., rk1 < rk2 , if and
only if, k1 < k2. Furthermore, it is desirable to control the non-
uniformity of the quantization levels, and to also compute the
index, k, from the quantized value, rk. These requirements can
be satisfied by an n-th order polynomial having a single root
with multiplicity, n. Hence, define,

rk = Ja,z,n(k) = a(k + z)n (24)

where a > 0 and z ∈ R are the real constants. Note that the
function, Ja,z,n(k), has an even symmetry about the vertical
axis at the point, k = −z, if k is even, and it has an odd
symmetry about the point, k = −z, if k is odd. Moreover, for
any n, the minimum of |Ja,z,n| occurs at k = −z.

In addition, function (24) is invertible, i.e.,

k = J (−1)
a,z,n (rk) =

{
± n
√

rk/a− z, rk > 0, n− even
n
√

rk/a− z, n−odd.
(25)

More importantly, the quantization can be further con-
strained to achieve the equivalence between the arithmetic of
real quantization values, rk, and the arithmetic of correspond-
ing quantization indices, k. In particular, provided that,

rk1 ⃝ rk2 = rk3 (26)

where ⃝ denotes a binary arithmetic operation, such as
addition, subtraction, multiplication or division, it is required
that the corresponding quantization indices satisfy another
arithmetic relation (in general, different from the one used
for quantization values above), i.e.,

k1 □ k2 = k3. (27)

For instance, assuming binary addition for both the quan-
tized values and the corresponding quantization indices, it is
required that,

rk1 + rk2 = rk3
Ja,z,n(k1)+ Ja,z,n(k2) = Ja,z,n(k3)

a(k1 + z)n + a(k2 + z)n = a(k3 + z)n.
(28)

The solution of (28) is formalized by the following lemma.

Lemma 1. For any integers, k1,k2,k3 ∈Z, eq. (28) has exactly
one real solution in z, if n is odd, and there are exactly two
real solutions, when n is even.

Proof. For addition, the multiplicative constant, a > 0, can
be eliminated, and we need to solve, (k1 + z)n + (k2 + z)n =
(k3 +z)n, for z. The function, Ja,z,n(k), defined in (24) is strictly
convex for n being even, and non-negative for any k and z. The
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sum of convex functions remains convex [25]. The minimum
of the left-hand side addition occurs for z = −(k1 + k2)/2,
which is independent of n. It is then straightforward to show
that any two convex functions, which have an unlimited
support intersect at exactly two points. On the other hand, the
function, Ja,z,n(k), for n-odd, is strictly increasing everywhere,
and there is exactly one point where two such functions with
an infinite support intersect. The solution can be obtained
in a closed form for n ≤ 3, otherwise it can be computed
numerically. ■

Note that the scaling by a used in (28) affects numerical
accuracy of the solution, especially for larger values of n.
Moreover, z = −k2 is the solution of (28), if and only if,
k1 = k3, for any exponent, n. In addition, provided that the
quantization values were defined as, Ja,z,n = kn − b, where
b ∈ Z, then eq. (28) becomes, kn

1 + kn
2 = kn

3 + b, and it can
be satisfied for any integer coefficients k1, k2 and k3, by
appropriate choice of b.

Assuming multiplication instead of summation in (28), we
need to solve,

a2(k1 + z)n(k2 + z)n = a(k3 + z)n (29)

for z, which is formalized by the next lemma.

Lemma 2. For any integers, k1,k2,k3 ∈Z, eq. (29) has exactly
two real solutions,

z = 1
2a

(
1−ak1 −ak2

±
√

(1−ak1 −ak2)2 −4(ak1ak2 −ak3)
) (30)

provided that, (1− ak1 − ak2)2 > 4(ak1ak2 − ak3), and n is
odd. If n is even, there are two more solutions,

z = −1
2a

(
1 + ak1 + ak2

±
√

(1 + ak1 + ak2)2 −4(ak1ak2 + ak3)
) (31)

provided that, (1 + ak1 + ak2)2 > 4(ak1ak2 + ak3).

Proof. Eq. (29) can be converted to a quadratic equation, for
which the solution is well known. ■

The properties stated in Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 can be
exploited to define the mixed arithmetic, such that binary com-
putations between analog quantized values can be equivalently
performed as binary computations between the corresponding
discrete indices as illustrated in Figure 5. It may be desirable,
but not necessary to assume that the same binary operation
is used in both the analog and the digital domains. For
example, the quantization levels can be defined, so that the
sum, r1 + r2 = r3, in the analog domain is fully equivalent to
computing the sum, k1 +k2 = k3, in the discrete domain. This
is formalized by the following lemma.

Lemma 3. Consider a binary arithmetic operation, k3 =
k1□ k2, such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, or
division. Then, for any two integers k1 and k2 from the set,

{0,1,2, . . . ,K}, and a given exponent, n, there exist, z ∈ R ,
and, a ∈ R +, so that, a binary computation, Ja,z,n(k1) ⃝
Ja,z,n(k2) = Ja,z,n(k3), is exact, where the function, Ja,z,n, has
been defined in (24).

Proof. The key result for addition and multiplication has been
proven in Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, respectively. However, now,
the proof is further constrained by requiring that k3 = k1□ k2.
The cases of subtraction and division can be converted to
addition and multiplication, respectively; for the latter, one
should consider, k3 = k1/(1 + k2), in order to avoid division
by zero, when k2 = 0. ■

� ∈ {+, − ,× ,÷}© ∈ {+, − ,× ,÷}

rk1 © rk2 = rk3

J (k)

k1 � k2 = k3

J (−1)(r)
Figure 5. Binary computations for discrete indices (on the left) can be
uniquely mapped to binary computations between the corresponding

quantized values (on the right).

In practice, it is useful to compute a look-up table of z values
that are indexed by the integer tuples, (k1,k2) as shown in
Table II and Table III assuming binary operations of addition
and multiplication, respectively. For example, if k1 = 1 and
k2 = 3, then k3 = 1+3 = 4, and we can numerically compute,
z .= 5.01; then, a(k1 + z)3 .= 435.78, a(k2 + z)3 .= 1030.72, and
a(k3 +z)3 .= 1466.50 = 435.78+1030.72. This calculation can
be verified for all other rows in Table II and Table III.

More importantly, the quantization levels generated by
function (24) are symmetric as shown in the next lemma. This
can be used to calculate the quantized values also for negative
indices.

Lemma 4. The addition of quantized values has the following
symmetry:

Ja,−z,n(−k1)+ Ja,−z,n(−k2) =


Ja,z,n(k1)+ Ja,z,n(k2),

n− even
−Ja,z,n(k1)− Ja,z,n(k2),

n−odd.
(32)

Proof. The property is a direct consequence of the even or
odd symmetry of function Ja,z,n defined in (24), for n being
even or odd, respectively. ■

It should be emphasized that the calculated values of z are
functions of the indices k1 and k2 as well as of the binary
operations considered. The real-valued offsets, z, of the integer
indices in the analog domain are necessary in order to enable
a one-to-one mapping between the binary calculations in the
discrete and the analog domains, respectively. Consequently,
such a mapping defines a two-dimensional non-uniform vector
quantization as indicated in Figure 6 assuming the examples
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TABLE II. The index addition, k1 + k2, corresponding to the analog
summation, r1 + r2 = Jz(k1)+ Jz(k2), for a = 2.0 and n = 3

k1 k2 r1 r2 r1 + r2 z
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0.00 2.00 2.00 0.00
0 2 −0.00 16.00 16.00 −0.00
0 3 −0.00 54.00 54.00 −0.00
1 0 2.00 0.00 2.00 0.00
1 1 113.89 113.89 227.79 2.84
1 2 258.27 443.89 702.16 4.05
1 3 435.78 1030.72 1466.50 5.01
2 0 16.00 −0.00 16.00 −0.00
2 1 443.89 258.27 702.16 4.05
2 2 911.16 911.16 1822.32 5.69
2 3 1453.61 1994.59 3448.20 6.99
3 0 54.00 −0.00 54.00 −0.00
3 1 1030.72 435.78 1466.50 5.01
3 2 1994.59 1453.61 3448.20 6.99
3 3 3075.17 3075.17 6150.34 8.54

TABLE III. The index multiplication, k1 · k2, corresponding to the analog
multiplication, r1 · r2 = Jz(k1) · Jz(k2), when a = 2.0 and n = 3

k1 k2 r1 r2 r1 · r2 z
0 0 1.00 1.00 1.00 +0.79
0 1 −0.01 1.22 −0.01 −0.15
0 2 −0.00 16.00 −0.00 −0.00
0 3 −0.00 54.00 −0.00 −0.00
1 0 1.22 −0.01 −0.01 −0.15
1 1 1.00 1.00 1.00 −0.20
1 2 1.00 11.54 11.54 −0.20
1 3 1.00 43.60 43.60 −0.20
2 0 16.00 −0.00 −0.00 −0.00
2 1 11.54 1.00 11.54 −0.20
2 2 10.13 10.13 102.77 −0.28
2 3 9.51 38.56 366.81 −0.31
3 0 54.00 −0.00 −0.00 −0.00
3 1 43.60 1.00 43.60 −0.20
3 2 38.56 9.51 366.81 −0.31
3 3 35.75 35.75 1278.73 −0.38

in Table II and Table III. For n = 1, the quantized values are
spaced uniformly, and they become more expanded when n
is increased. The quantization values can be also scaled by
adjusting the parameter, a.
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Figure 6. A two-dimensional vector quantization levels for the examples in
Table II and Table III.

V. DISCUSSION

The main claim of this paper is that all numerical values
that are represented by the finite-memory data structures on
any computing machine can be considered to be integers. It is
a mathematical property, which is unaffected how the values
are actually stored in software and hardware, e.g., using the
fixed point or floating point number representations. This has
a number of fundamental consequences. In particular, math-
ematical models on computing machines can be represented
by systems of Diophantine equations. These equations have
been studied extensively in the literature, and there is a rich
mathematical theory available to understand their properties.

It may be claimed that any computer program or algorithm
implemented in actual software and hardware can be modeled
as a generator of the integer sequences. The integer sequences,
in turn, can be generated by multivariate polynomials with
the integer coefficients and integer variables. Such integers
are then referred to as Diophantine sets; these sets are com-
putably enumerable by Diophantine polynomials (the MRDP
theorem). Unfortunately, there is no algorithm that could find
the integer roots of general polynomials in several variables
with the integer coefficients, or just to determine, if such a
solution might even exist. Hence, there is a large gap between
mathematical description based on the real analysis, and the
actual implementation of algorithms on the computers [12].

Furthermore, once the numbers on computing machines
are considered to be integers, the meaning of decimal point
becomes mainly syntactical to allow aligning the operands
in arithmetic operations. Improving the accuracy of machine
numbers by p-adic representations [15] and by Diophantine
approximations [26] is impractical, since the corresponding
arithmetic operations would require more time and consume
more memory. There are several efficient multi-precision arith-
metic C-libraries that are available as open-source. Crucially,
in many practical applications, the finite accuracy is often
sufficient [17]. There are, however, scenarios when the full
accuracy is required, for example, in cryptography [27].

The FLT was considered as an example of a Diophantine
equation. Several modifications of the FLT were considered to
allow the solutions to exist, and to explore how the different
number representations affect the solution. Exchanging the
numbers equality for their modulo equivalence immediately
provides many solutions for the FLT, and likely for other
Diophantine problems. The number congruence defined by a
newly introduced double modulo operator induces periodicity,
when the number is cut-off from the left, and it induces
quantization, when the number is cut-off from the right.
Whereas quantization problems have been studied extensively,
it would be very useful to identify the scenarios where the
induced periodicity is not only acceptable, but also useful, for
example, to increase the range of the numerical values that
can be considered.

Another promising strategy for solving Diophantine equa-
tions is to offset all the integers by a constant real value. This
strategy can provide a solution for the roots of at lest some
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multivariate Diophantine polynomials including the FLT. The
proof was presented for the FLT, but it is likely also feasible for
more general cases. The caveat is that the offsetted integers
break down the validity of arithmetic operations, unless the
offset is determined for each pair of numbers involved in the
specific arithmetic operation. The offsetted integers can be
exploited to define the mixed arithmetic aided quantization,
so that arithmetic operations can be performed either in
the analog domain, or equivalently, in the discrete domain
for the integer indices. This was achieved by assuming a
simple exponential function mapping the integer indices to the
discrete real values, which can be also used for quantization.
Other functions could be considered for other binary arithmetic
operations and even more complex computations.

The future work can define and prove other mathematical
properties of the machine numbers and the associated integer
arithmetic. It can lead to more efficient design of integer-
based models and architectures for large-scale computing
machines as well as the improved approximations of complex
mathematical models. The focus should be on transforming
mathematical models using unconstrained numerical values to
their constrained representations on the computing machines
with limited resources. The interval arithmetic, which was
briefly mentioned, but otherwise not considered, could be
developed further towards this goal. Moreover, the rich theory
involving integer sets including Diophantine equations, ordinal
and cardinal arithmetic could be utilized to more formally
describe the key characteristics of computing systems as the
integer processing machines. There are also many fundamental
theoretical results that can be adopted for the integer rep-
resentations of computer programs, which are provided by
Presburger and Peano arithmetic, interval arithmetic, and the
Gödel’s incompleteness theorems.

VI. CONCLUSION

The paper investigated the problem of representing the
numerical values on computing machines as the finite-memory
data objects. Such numbers can be then treated as integers.
The other key ideas introduced in the paper were defining the
equivalences between the numbers assuming only subsets of
digits in their number string representations, and considering
the sets of natural numbers offset by the real-valued constants.
The dual modulo operator was introduced, which allows
removing the most significant and the least significant digits.
The basic properties of arithmetic involving the dual modulo
operator were presented. The FLT was studied as an example
of Diophantine equation. The Fermat metric was introduced to
measure the distances between natural numbers as well as to
cluster general sets of any numbers. Finally, a two-dimensional
non-uniform quantization was introduced to support the mixed
arithmetic with binary operations that can be equivalently
performed in the analog and the discrete domains.
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